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Frontpage picture: (Left) Shows a mixture of magnetic beads in suspensions over a planar
Hall effect bridge sensor. The red beads are bound to DNA coils, while the yellow beads are
free. The sensor is operated by sending a current I(t) through the sensor, while measuring the
signal V across the sensor. (Right) Shows a sketch of the dynamic signals obtained for beads
bound to DNA coils and free beads. Beads bound to DNA coils will have a lower Brownian
relaxation peak fB than free beads.
Abstract
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in developing lab-on-a-chip devices that
potentially can be used as point-of-care biosensors. The advantage of point-of-care biosensors
is that they can analyze samples obtained from patients immediately, cutting away the time
needed for sending the sample to a laboratory for analysis. Many different read out techniques
can be used for point-of-care biosensors, among these are magnetic readouts, which are especially
interesting because most biological samples are non-magnetic.
The goal of this thesis is to explore the possibilities and limitations of using planar Hall effect
magnetic field sensors to measure magnetorelaxomety of magnetic beads. This can be used as
the readout principle for volume-based biosensing, by detecting changes in the hydrodynamic
diameter of magnetic beads due to binding of analytes. Traditionally magnetorelaxomety is
measured by AC susceptibility measurements performed with large expensive instruments, which
cannot easily be integrated with a lab-on-a-chip system. The advantages of planar Hall effect
sensors are that they are small and can easily be integrated as the readout method for a lab-on-
a-chip device.
In this thesis, the theoretical background for how magnetorelaxometry is measured using
planar Hall effect sensors is derived. This includes a description of the relaxation mechanism of
magnetic beads in both the time and frequency domains, how the planar Hall effect sensors are
utilized for measuring the relaxation of magnetic beads without the need of any external fields
and estimates of the forces that influence magnetic beads near a planar Hall effect sensor.
The temperature dependence of measurements using planar Hall effect sensors is investi-
gated. This is done both with respect to how the sensor signals depend on temperature and
how temperature influences the Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads. It is shown that the
hydrodynamic diameter of the magnetic beads can be extracted from AC susceptibility mea-
surements with planar Hall effect sensors when the temperature and dynamic viscosity of the
liquid in which the beads are suspended are known.
AC susceptibility measurements of beads are shown to be possible using two different sen-
sor geometries, planar Hall effect cross sensors and planar Hall effect bridge sensors. For the
geometries used, the bridge sensor yields an amplification of the bead signals by a factor of six
compared to the cross sensor without significant noise being added to the measurements.
A study varying the concentration of magnetic beads with a nominal diameter of 40 nm
shows that the hydrodynamic diameters can be extracted reliably for concentrations down to
64 µg/mL, and the presence of beads can be detected down to 16 µg/mL. However, higher bead
concentration leads to higher signal and thereby hydrodynamic diameters can be extracted more
reliably.
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Furthermore, it is shown that the planar Hall effect can be operated at frequencies ranging
from DC to 1 MHz. This wide range of frequencies allows for measuring Brownian relaxation
of magnetic beads with nominal diameters ranging from 10 nm to 250 nm. However, it is not
appropriate to use beads as large as 250 nm with the planar Hall effect sensors as they are
captured by magnetostatic forces from the sensor stack.
Experiments with streptavidin coated beads and biotin-conjugated bovine serum albumin
show that planar Hall effect sensors can detect the presence of biotin-conjugated bovine serum
albumin in the nanomolar range. Finally, measurements are performed to detect DNA-coils
formed by rolling amplification using planar Hall effect bridge sensors. These results show
that DNA-coils can be detected in concentrations down to 4 pM, which is comparable to what
has been obtained for similar samples using commercially available measurement equipment.
However, the planar Hall effect sensor have the advantage of being considerably smaller, much
more simple and potentially cheaper.
Resume´
I de senere a˚r er der opst˚aet en interesse for at udvikle lab-on-a-chip systemer, der potentielt kan
benyttes som point-of-care biosensorer. Fordelen ved point-of-care biosensorer er at de straks kan
analysere prøver udtaget fra patienter og der derved undg˚as spildtid ved at sende prøven til et
laboratorium for at blive analyseret. Mange forskellige udlæsningsmetoder kan benyttes til point-
of-care biosensorer, heriblandt magnetiske udlæsningsmetoder, hvilke er specielt interessante da
de fleste biologiske prøver er umagnetiske.
Ma˚let med denne afhandling er at udforske mulighederne og begrænsningerne ved at bruge
planar Hall effekt magnetisk felt sensorer til at m˚ale magnetorelaksometry af magnetiske ku-
gler. Dette kan benyttes som udlæsningsmetode for volumen-baseret biodetektion, ved at m˚ale
ændringer af magnetiske kuglers hydrodynamiske diameter forsaget af binding til analytter.
Traditionelt m˚ales magnetorelaksometry ved at m˚ale AC susceptibilitet med store dyre instru-
menter, der ikke let kan integreres med lab-on-a-chip systemer. Fordelene ved planar Hall effekt
sensorer er at de er sm˚a og derfor let integreres som udlæsningsmetode i lab-on-a-chip systemer.
I denne afhandling er den teoretiske baggrund udledt for hvordan magnetorelaksometry m˚ales
med planar Hall effect sensorer. Dette inkluderer en beskrivelse af relaksationsmekanismer for
magnetiske kugler i b˚ade tids og frekvens domænerne, hvordan planar Hall effekt sensorer kan
m˚ale relaksation af magnetiske kugler uden brug af eksterne magnetfelter samt estimater for de
kræfter, der p˚avirker magnetiske kugler i nærheden af planar Hall effekt sensorer.
Temperatur afhængigheden af m˚alinger med planar Hall effekt sensorer er undersøgt. Herun-
der hvordan sensor signalerne afhænger af temperaturen og hvordan den Brownske relaksation
af magnetiske kugler p˚avirkes. Det vises at magnetiske kuglers hydrodynamiske diametre kan
bestemmes udfra AC susceptibilitetsm˚alinger med planar Hall effect sensorer, n˚ar temperaturen
og væskens viskositet er kendte.
AC susceptibilitetsm˚alinger p˚a magnetiske kugler er p˚avist mulige for to forskellige sensor
geometrier, planar Hall effekt kryds sensorer og planar Hall effekt bro sensorer. Med de benyttede
geometrier, viste bro sensorerne at give seks gange signalet m˚alt med kryds sensorerne uden at
tilføje signifikant mere støj til m˚alingerne.
Et studie hvor koncentrationen af magnetiske kugler med diametre p˚a 40 nm blev varieret
viste, at hydrodynamiske diametre kan bestemmes for koncentrationer over 64 µg/mL, og tilst-
edeværelsen af magnetiske kugler kan spores ned til 16 µg/mL. N˚ar det er sagt, s˚a giver højere
koncentrationer større signaler og hermed kan de hydrodynamiske diametre bestemmes mere
nøjagtigt.
Herudover er det p˚avist at planar Hall effekt sensorer kan benyttes i frekvens omr˚adet fra DC
til 1 MHz. Dette brede frekvensomr˚ade tillader at m˚ale den Brownske relaksation of magnetiske
v
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kugler med diametre fra 10 nm til 250 nm. Det viste sig dog at 250 nm ikke er egnede til
m˚alinger med planar Hall effect sensorer, da de bliver indfanget af magnetostatiske kræfter fra
sensor stacken.
Eksperimenter udført med magnetiske kugler med streptavidin blandet med biotin-konjugeret
bovine serum albumin viser at planar Hall effekt sensorer kan m˚ale tilstedeværelsen af biotin-
konjugeret bovine serum albumin i nanomolar omr˚adet. Til slut er m˚alinger med planar Hall
effect sensorer foretaget for at detektere DNA coils fremstillet ved rolling circle amplificering.
Disse resultater viser at DNA coils kan detekteres ned til koncentrationer p˚a 4 pM, hvilket er
sammenligneligt med hvad der er opn˚aet p˚a lignende prøver m˚alt med kommercielt tilgængeligt
m˚aleudstyr. Planar Hall effect sensorer har dog den fordel at de er betydelig mindre, simplere
og potentielt billigere.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For any patient suffering from a given condition, a quick recovery depends on a fast and accurate
diagnosis. Physicians have throughout history based diagnoses on the information the patient
was able to provide combined with a physical examination of the patient. Given advancement
in technology and medical engineering, the diagnosis of a patient is nowadays also supported by
information obtained from human samples, i.e., blood, urine, saliva, tissue samples depending on
the condition suspected by the physician based on a previous examination. To obtain information
from the human samples, they need to be analyzed. The analysis of samples can be performed
in many ways, but most often samples collected by physicians at the point-of-care are sent to
and analyzed at distant laboratories. This is most often a time consuming process, which slows
the diagnosis. A less time consuming procedure would be to be able to analyze the sample at
the point-of-care, i.e., by utilization of biosensors, in order to quickly combine and assess all
information and provide the patient with a diagnosis, hopefully, immediately.
1.1 Point-of-care biosensors
In order for point-of-care biosensors to become successful, the benefit that a sensor provides must
out-weigh the cost of the sensor. That is, the price per analyzed sample must be sufficiently
low and not exceed the benefit of a quick response. For instance, if no treatment exists for
a disease, a fast diagnosis might not be of much benefit unless the disease is contagious and
requires isolation of the patient.
The most widely used biosensor is the glucose sensor, which in 2005 represented 85 % of
the world market of biosensing [1]. The glucose sensor is a great aid for people suffering from
diabetes, as it can tell them how much insulin they need to stabilize their blood sugar [2, 3].
The glucose sensors are typically based on electrochemistry, where the oxidation of glucose is
measured by electrodes. Other common biosensors are lateral flow assays, which can be used
for qualitative detection of bacteria and viruses, but is best known in their use as pregnancy
tests [4]. In addition to these two types of biosensors, a lot of other techniques are being utilized
and developed. Amongst these are magnetic biosensors, which are the focus of this PhD thesis.
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1.2 Magnetic biosensors
Magnetic biosensors cover a very broad category of sensors and the sensing principles vary a
lot. Many magnetic biosensors use magnetic beads in some way, either as a magnetic label or
for actuation. Since most biological samples are non-magnetic, a common approach is to detect
a change in the magnetic field from the beads when a specific analyte is present. Due to the
non-magnetic properties of a sample it will not add a background signal, which is a possible
drawback of non-magnetic techniques. Other techniques use the magnetic properties of the
beads to actuate the beads by an external magnetic field and measure changes in the optical
properties of the sample [5, 6, 7].
1.2.1 Magnetic beads
Magnetic beads are fairly easy and inexpensive to produce and are commercially available in sizes
ranging from a few nanometers [8] to hundreds of micrometers [9]. This wide range of possible
sizes allows for optimizing the binding of beads to proteins, viruses and even cells [10, 11].
Typically, magnetic beads are spherical particles composed of a magnetic core surrounded
by a non-magnetic shell. The core can be composed of different magnetic materials, such as iron
oxides (e.g. Fe3O4, γ-Fe2O3), ferrites (e.g. CoFe2O4, MnFe2O4), metals (e.g. Fe, Ni, Co) and
alloys (e.g. FePt, CoPt3); magnetite Fe3O4 and maghemite γ-Fe2O3 are the most commonly
used materials [12]. The magnetic beads can be fabricated such that the core contains either a
single magnetic core particle or multiple magnetic core particles. Beads with single core particles
are typically smaller than 50 nm in diameter. Beads with multiple magnetic core particles are
typically larger and the individual core particles are distributed in a matrix. For beads with
diameters ranging from 50 nm to 500 nm the individual core particles are often packed in a cluster
to maximize the magnetic material in each bead. For particles above 500 nm the individual core
particles are often distributed over the matrix to decrease the density of the particles.
The magnetic cores are usually covered by a non-magnetic shell, which can be surfactants
(oleic acid and stearic acid), polymers (starch, dextran and polyethylene glycol), or inorganic
(e.g. Gold and Silica) [13]. The shell serves several different purposes: It makes the magnetic
beads biocompatible [14], it decreases hydrophobic interactions to prevent beads from agglom-
erating [13], it protects the core from oxidation thus making the beads stable over time [11],
and it prevents the metal ions in the core from contaminating the solution they are diluted in,
which is a potential problem if the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is to be performed on the
sample. Furthermore, the shell allows for easy functionalization of the beads such that they can
specifically bind to many different types of analytes.
Besides being used for indirect detection of analytes, magnetic beads have also proven useful
within other aspects of biomedicine including, sample separation [15], sample manipulation [14],
hyperthermia [11] and targeted drug delivery [10, 16].
1.2.2 Types of sensors
Many different types of sensors that can measure the magnetic field from magnetic beads exist.
Among magnetic field sensors commonly used for biosensing are: superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUID) [17, 18], inductive methods [19], fluxgates [20] and magnetoresistive
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sensors [21, 22, 23]. The SQUIDs are known for their very high sensitivities but they are
generally large in size and require cryogenics, which make them expensive and therefore not
suited for point-of-care biosensors, a picture of a SQUID is shown in Fig. 1.1. Instruments
based on the inductive method and fluxgates are also fairly large in size and therefore not easily
integrated with sample preparation on a lab-on-a-chip device. A picture of a DynoMag (Imego
AB, Sweden), which is an instrument based on the inductive method, is shown in Fig. 1.2.
Magnetoresistive sensors are very flexible in their designs and the sizes are typically in the
micrometer range. Due to their small size they require small sample volumes and can potentially
be integrated with a lab-on-chip sample preparation device.
Fig. 1.1: Magnetic Property Measurement System
XL (Quantum Design, Inc., USA) based on a SQUID.
Source: http://www.qdusa.com.
Fig. 1.2: DynoMag (Imego AB, Sweden) based on
inductive method. Source: http://www.imego.com.
Thomson [24] discovered that the resistance of certain materials depends on the magnetiza-
tion. He observed changes in the resistivities of iron and nickel of less than 1 % when applying
magnetic fields. Since the discovery of the giant magneto resistance (GMR) [25, 26] in thin-film,
where the resistivity at 4.2 K could be almost halved by applying a magnetic field, there has
been a lot of research within the field of magnetoresistive sensors, mainly due to their usage in
read heads in hard disk drives [27]. The increased interest in magnetoresistive sensors led to
their usage for detection of magnetic beads. Magnetoresistive sensors used for detecting mag-
netic beads include GMR sensors [21, 28, 29], magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) sensors [30] and
anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) sensors [31].
Two approaches exist for combining magnetic field sensors with magnetic beads to form a
biosensor [11]. One is to functionalize both the magnetic bead and the sensor surface, such
that the presence of an analyte will act as glue between the bead and surface. This approach
is known as surface-based biosensing or a sandwich assay, due to the analyte being sandwiched
between the surface and the bead. The other approach, known as volume-based biosensing, is
to functionalize only the beads and then measure changes in the hydrodynamic size of the beads
due to the binding of analytes.
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1.2.3 Surface-based biosensing
The aim of surface-based biosensors is to measure beads bound to the surface when a specific
analyte is present. The simplest way to achieve this is by using magnetic field sensors that are
more sensitive to beads near the surface than beads in suspension. This is sketched in Fig. 1.3,
where it is shown that when no analytes are present (a) the beads are floating freely and only
give rise to a small effective field at the sensor. When the specific analytes are present (b), the
beads will attach to the surface, resulting in a smaller effective field acting on the sensor. From
Fig. 1.3 it is seen that the beads are magnetized by an external applied field (Hext). In order
for this to work, the beads should be stable in the solution and not sediment to the bottom as
this would make it difficult to distinguish between beads bound to the surface and sedimented
beads. If the beads are sedimenting, a washing step could be employed to remove all the beads
not bound to the surface.
Fig. 1.3: Schematic of surface-based biosensing. (a) Shows functionalized surface and magnetic beads without
any analytes present. Beads are floating freely. (b) When analytes are added to the solution the magnetic beads
will attach near the sensor surface. Thus, increasing the magnetic field from the beads acting on the sensor.
The surface-based magnetic biosensor is very similar to detection using fluorescent labels.
The differences are that the fluorescence tags have been replaced by magnetic beads, the exciting
laser is replaced by the external field, and the detection optics is replaced by the magnetic field
sensors. However, due to larger background signal when using fluorescence tags, Schotter et al.
[32] showed that magnetic tags detected using GMR sensors were more sensitive for detection
of DNA. Martins et al. [33] have demonstrated that GMR sensors can be used to detect DNA
concentrations down to a few femtomolar and with a dynamic range of 5 orders of magnitude.
Some of the most promising results of surface-based magnetic biosensing have been achieved
by the group of S. X. Wang at Stanford University using GMR sensors to detect proteins. They
have shown that they are able to detect the tumor marker carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)
down to concentrations of 5 fM with a linear dynamic range over 6 orders of magnitude without
amplification [34]. Also, their results are independent of pH and whether the CEA is spiked
in 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or mouse serum.
Temperature variations, which are often a problem for magnetoresistive sensors, are accurately
corrected for [35]. They have also demonstrated the possibility of multiplexing 64 sensors on
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one chip and being able to measure in real time, getting a data point from each sensor with 5 s
interval [36, 37, 38] and they have even made a portable version of the setup [39]. Furthermore,
chips with 1008 sensors have been fabricated with a sensor density allowing for up to 100,000
per cm2 [40], which allows for detecting the same number of different analytes on a single chip.
1.2.4 Volume-based biosensing
As mentioned, volume-based detection requires only functionalization of the magnetic beads and
not the sensor surface. When the magnetic beads bind to analytes, the effective hydrodynamic
size of the magnetic beads changes due to the size of the analyte. One way of detecting the
hydrodynamic size change of the magnetic beads is by measuring a change in the Brownian
relaxation of the beads. This method was first proposed by Connolly and St Pierre [41]. De-
pending on the nature of the analyte, the change in the hydrodynamic size can be small or large.
For instance, if the analyte is only able to bind to one magnetic bead and the bead is much larger
than the analyte, the hydrodynamic diameter will not change much [19, 42]. If the analyte has
multiple binding sites, the analytes can bind two or more beads together, which significantly
increases the hydrodynamic diameter [43]. A third possibility is if the analytes themselves are
large compared to the beads, then the hydrodynamic size will also increase significantly [44].
Examples of these different types of analytes are sketched in Fig. 1.4.
Fig. 1.4: Schematic of volume-based biosensing. (a) The sample contains no analytes; thus the beads are free to
rotate. (b) The sample contains small analytes with only one binding site, the hydrodynamic diameter is slightly
increased. (c) The sample contains small analytes with more than one binding site, which allow for formation of
beads clusters, the hydrodynamic diameter is increased more than (b). (d) The sample contains large analytes
with multiple binding sites, the hydrodynamic diameter is significantly increased.
Measurements of Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads for biosensing are performed by
magnetorelaxometry, typically in the frequency domain by AC susceptibility measurements,
where the magnetic beads are placed in an alternating magnetic field and the dynamic magnetic
response is measured as function of the field frequency. AC susceptibility measurements have
been demonstrated using SQUID magnetometers [45], inductive methods [19, 46], fluxgates [47]
and magnetoresistive sensors [48, 49]. However, it is also possible to measure the relaxation in
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the time domain [50, 51, 52, 53, 54], where a magnetic field is applied such that all the beads are
magnetized in the same direction. When the field is turned off the magnetic beads will relax,
which can be measured by a decrease in the effective field from the beads. The advantage of
the time domain measurements is that they are much faster to perform than the measurements
in the frequency domain. However, time domain measurements are measured in DC and noise
may therefore affect the measurements more.
So far, the lowest limit of detection for the volume-based detection schemes based on Brow-
nian relaxing measurements have been reported by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] using a SQUID magne-
tometer and Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. [55] using a DynoMag based on inductive method.
Both readout techniques are used to detect DNA coils produced by padlock probe target recogni-
tion [56] and rolling circle amplification (RCA) [57, 58]. The DNA coils are long single stranded
DNA consisting of multiple repetitions of the same DNA sequence entangled into a coil with
a diameter on the order of 1 µm. By functionalizing magnetic beads with the complementary
DNA sequence the presence of the DNA coils is able to significantly increase the hydrodynamic
diameter of the magnetic beads. For both readout techniques, the limit of detection obtained
is on the order of 3-4 pM with a dynamic range of 3 orders of magnitude. The drawback of
detecting DNA coils formed by padlock probe target recognition and RCA is that sample prepa-
ration is necessary. Currently, the sample preparation is performed manually, and this would
need to be replaced by a lab-on-a-chip device before the technique potentially can be turned
into a point-of-care device. Also, the SQUID and the inductive detection methods would need
to be replaced by a smaller and less expensive technology.
In the literature there are several reports of miniaturized AC susceptometers: Enpuku et al.
[48, 59] have used a commercial available AMR barber pole sensor positioned below and adjacent
to the sample; such when the exciting magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the sensitive
direction of the AMR sensor, the sensor will only detect the magnetic field from the sample
orthogonal to the exciting field. With this setup they have demonstrated AC susceptibility
measurements in the frequency range 1 Hz–10 kHz. Haraszczuk et al. [60] have shown that it
is possible to use spin valve GMR sensors placed on a needle probe. Four GMR sensors are
arranged in a Wheatstone bridge configuration, where one of the sensors is near the sample and
the three remaining are still in the exciting field. If the Wheatstone bridge is balanced only
the signal due to the magnetic field from the sample is picked up. With this setup they have
demonstrated AC susceptibility measurements in the frequency range 5 Hz–1 kHz. Oisjoen et al.
[61] have built a high-temperature SQUID, where the exciting field is applied in the insensitive
direction of the SQUID and the sample is placed such that it gives rise to a magnetic field along
the sensitive direction of the SQUID. With this setup they have demonstrated that relaxation
measurements can be performed in both the time domain and the frequency domain in the
range 1 Hz–10 kHz. However, the high-temperature SQUID operates at 77 K and therefore
still requires cryogenics. These three techniques all use miniaturized sensors but still require
electromagnets to generate the magnetic excitation field. Dalslet et al. [49] have shown that it
is possible to use a planar Hall effect cross sensor without the need for external electromagnets
to measure AC susceptibility in the frequency range 1 Hz–1 kHz. Instead the magnetic field
arising from the bias current through the sensor can be used to excite the beads.
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1.3 Motivation and outline
The work presented in this thesis continues the work by Dalslet et al. [49] of using planar
Hall effect sensors for measuring magnetorelaxometry on-chip without the need of external
electromagnets. Recently, Henriksen et al. [62] showed that the low-field sensitivity of the
planar Hall effect cross sensors like those used by Dalslet et al. [49] could be increased more
than 100 times by changing the shape from a cross to a Wheatstone bridge.
The aim of this PhD project is to investigate the possibilities and limitation of using planar
Hall effect bridge sensors for measuring AC susceptibility of magnetic beads. In this thesis, AC
susceptibility measurements are performed on magnetic beads using both planar Hall effect cross
sensors and planar Hall effect bridge sensors. Furthermore, the effects of varying parameters,
such as temperature, bias current, bead concentration and bead size are investigated. The
possibility of measuring Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads in the time domain is also
explored. Finally, in collaboration with Uppsala University, Brownian relaxation measurements
are performed using planar Hall effect bridge sensors to detect DNA coils formed by RCA
similar to those detected by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] using a SQUID magnetometer and by Zarda´n
Go´mez de la Torre et al. [55]using a DynoMag, such that the performance of planar Hall effect
bridge sensors as volume-based biosensors can be determined and compared to the measurements
already performed with the SQUID and the DynoMag.
Here is a short overview of the structure of the thesis:
• In Chapter 2 the theoretical background for the thesis is described. This includes the
governing equations of how magnetic beads relax in the time and frequency domains,
followed by the principles of how the planar Hall effect bridge and cross sensors can be
used to measure bead relaxation. In the end of the chapter, the forces influencing magnetic
beads near planar Hall effect sensors are estimated.
• In Chapter 3 it is explained how the planar Hall effect sensors are fabricated and charac-
terized, followed by a description of how the experimental setup is constructed to be able
to perform measurements with the planar Hall effect sensors. Furthermore, it is described
how measurements are recorded and analyzed.
• Chapter 4 contains a study on how planar Hall effect bridge sensors depend on temperature.
It is also investigated how low-temperature annealing in an applied magnetic field affects
the temperature dependence of the sensors. In the study, the temperature dependence is
separated into reversible and irreversible changes. These results are published in Paper I.
• Chapter 5 contains AC susceptibility measurements performed with planar Hall effect
bridge sensors. The effects that are investigated include: varying the temperature, chang-
ing sensor geometry from a cross to a Wheatstone bridge type, varying the bias current
through the sensor, varying the bead concentration and varying the nominal bead size. In
the last part of the chapter, AC susceptibility measurements performed with planar Hall
effect sensors are compared to measurements performed with a commercial AC suscep-
tometer. The results in this chapter are from Papers II, III, IV and V.
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• Chapter 6 contains relaxation measurements of magnetic beads performed in the time
domain. Measurements are performed for varying bias current and nominal bead sizes.
These results have been written into a draft, which can be seen in Paper VI.
• In Chapter 7, initial experiments of detecting biotin-conjugated bovine serum albumin
(bBSA) are presented for measurements in both the time and frequency domains. The
chapter also contains results from experiments detecting DNA coils formed by RCA with
planar Hall effect bridge sensors, which was the primary aim of the project. Finally,
different methods for analyzing the measurement of detecting DNA coils are discussed
to find the optimal detection scheme for volume-based biosensing with planar Hall effect
sensors.
• Chapter 8 contains an outlook, which include the ideas that due to time limitations were
not carried out within this thesis.
• In Chapter 9 the conclusions of the thesis are presented.
Chapter 2
Theory
In this chapter the theory necessary for understanding how relaxation of magnetic beads can be
measured with planar Hall effect sensors is presented. The first section describes the magnetic
properties of magnetic beads relevant to this thesis. In the following section it is described how
a magnetic bead will relax when placed in a magnetic field in both the time and frequency
domains and how the relaxation mechanisms depend on the size of the bead. In the following
sections, the sensor signals are derived for planar Hall effect bridge and cross sensors, both with
respect to detecting externally applied magnetic fields and magnetic fields from magnetic beads
magnetized by the magnetic field arising from the bias current through the sensors. Finally, the
forces acting on magnetic beads placed near a planar Hall effect sensor are estimated.
2.1 Magnetic beads
In this section the magnetic properties of magnetic beads that are important in relation to this
thesis are described. When a magnetic field strength H is applied to a magnetic material, the
magnetic inductance B is given as
B = µ0(H + M), (2.1)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space and M is the magnetization of the material, which is
given as the magnetic moment per unit volume
M =
m
V
. (2.2)
Here m is the magnetic moment and V is the volume of the material. The magnetization of a
linear magnetic material is related to the applied field by
M = χH, (2.3)
where χ is the magnetic susceptibility. In reality, the magnetization cannot be described as
simple as this, but depends on the magnetic properties of the material. In Fig. 2.1 the mag-
netization is sketched as a function of applied magnetic field for (A) a ferromagnetic material
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and (B) a superparamagnetic material. It is seen that Eq. (2.3) is only valid for a superpara-
magnetic material near H = 0 and that the magnetization of both the ferromagnetic and the
superparamagnetic material saturates at M = Ms for large applied fields. It is also seen that the
ferromagnetic material has a remanent magnetization Mr, when the applied field is zero, while
the superparamagnetic material is defined as having an average magnetization of zero in zero
applied field. For the ferromagnetic material, the coercivity field Hc is defined as the magnetic
field that must be applied for making the magnetization zero.
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Fig. 2.1: Magnetization curves for (A) ferromagnetic and (B) superparamagnetic materials. The magnetic prop-
erties are also denoted on the figure: Saturation magnetization MS, remanent magnetization Mr and coercivity
field Hc. Source: Sun [63]
As mentioned in the introduction, magnetic beads can be composed of a variety of different
materials and the core can contain either a single or multiple magnetic core particles. Depending
on the individual core particle size and the time scale of the experiment, the magnetic beads
will exhibit ferromagnetic or superparamagnetic behavior. If the individual core particles are
made of Fe3O4 and are smaller than ∼ 10 nm they will exhibit superparamagnetic behavior at
room temperature, while larger particles will exhibit ferromagnetic behavior.
In this thesis both beads consisting of a single core particle and multi-core particles are used.
The single core beads from the company Ocean Nanotech (ON) (USA) have nominal diameters
Dnom of 10 nm, 25 nm and 40 nm. The cores of the 10 nm beads are maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) and
the cores of 25 nm and 40 nm beads are magnetite (Fe3O4). The multi-core beads are from the
company Micromod (MM) (Germany) and consist of a cluster of magnetite particles. For the
beads with nominal diameters of 50 nm and 80 nm the core particles are distributed in a starch
matrix, while the core particles for the beads with nominal diameters of 130 nm and 250 nm are
distributed in a dextran matrix. The beads used in this thesis are listed in Table 2.1.
In the following section, where relaxation mechanisms are described, the magnetic beads
are assumed to behave ferromagnetically, i.e., the beads are treated as having a permanent
magnetization. This is believed to be a valid assumption since Micromod, the producer of the
multi-core beads with nominal diameters from 50 nm to 250 nm, claims that these beads are
thermally blocked. The single core beads with nominal diameters 25 nm and 40 nm from Ocean
Nanotech have core sizes that are also expected to have a remnant magnetization in zero applied
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field. Only for the beads with a diameter of 10 nm the assumption may not be entirely valid.
By assuming that the beads have a permanent magnetization, the only way for the beads to
align their magnetization with the applied magnetic field is by a physical rotation of the beads.
However, even superparamagnetic beads may rotate physically as described by Janssen et al. [64]
as long as there is a phase-lag between the magnetization of the bead and the applied magnetic
field, which gives rise to a torque.
In Section 2.9, where the forces acting on magnetic beads are considered, the beads will be
assumed to be superparamagnetic and behave like a linear magnetic material (M = χH), i.e.,
the bead magnetization is induced by an applied magnetic field. This is assumed in order to be
able to simply estimate the magnetic forces acting on a magnetic bead.
Table 2.1: Magnetic beads used throughout the thesis. Information supplied by the two producers: Ocean Nan-
otech (ON) and Micromod (MM). The saturation magnetization is reported in specific saturation magnetization,
which is related to the saturation magnetization by Ms = ρσs.
Dnom Producer Type ρ Core type Surface group σs Hc
[nm] [kg/m3] Am2/kg Fe kA/m
10 ON SHP - Single (γ-Fe2O3) COOH
25 ON SHP - Single (Fe3O4) COOH
40 ON SHP - Single (Fe3O4) COOH
50 MM BNF-Starch 3200 Multi (Fe3O4) NH2 >76 0.449
80 MM BNF-Starch 3200 Multi (Fe3O4) Streptavidin >76 0.449
80 MM BNF-Starch 3200 Multi (Fe3O4) Plain >76 0.449
130 MM Nanomag-D 3000 Multi (Fe3O4) Plain >75 0.444
250 MM Nanomag-D 2500 Multi (Fe3O4) Plain >75 0.704
Throughout the thesis, the beads will be referred to by their nominal diameter, i.e., when
the ”50 nm beads” is mentioned it refers to the BNF-Starch bead with a nominal diameter of
50 nm from Micromod listed in Table 2.1. However, two types of 80 nm beads are used. The
plain beads will be referred to as simply ”the 80 nm beads,” while the streptavidin coated beads
will be referred to as the 80 nm beads with streptavidin.
2.2 Relaxation of magnetic beads
A magnetic bead placed in an external applied magnetic field will align its magnetic moment to
the field. The magnetic moment of the bead can align to the applied field by either an internal
flipping of the magnetic moment or by a physical rotation of the entire bead. The internal
flipping of the magnetic moment is called Ne´el relaxation [65], while the physical rotation is
called Brownian relaxation [66]. The relaxation of a magnetic bead can be measured in both
the time and frequency domains. Below, the governing equations for both domains are briefly
described.
2.2.1 Time domain
For time domain measurements, both the Ne´el and Brownian relaxations are characterized by
relaxation times that depend on the physical properties of the magnetic bead and the liquid in
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which the bead is suspended. The Ne´el relaxation time is given by [65]
τN = τ0 exp
(
KV
kBT
)
, (2.4)
where τ0 is a material dependent constant of typically 0.1–1 ns, K is the magnetic anisotropy
constant, V is the volume of the magnetic domain, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
absolute temperature.
The Brownian relaxation time is given by [66]
τB =
3ηVh
kBT
, (2.5)
where η is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid in which the bead is suspended, Vh is the hydro-
dynamic volume of the bead, which for a spherical bead is given by
Vh =
1
6piD
3
h, (2.6)
where Dh is the hydrodynamic diameter of the bead.
The effective relaxation time τeff is given by
1
τeff
=
1
τN
+
1
τB
. (2.7)
From this it is seen that the relaxation mechanism with the shortest relaxation time dominates.
As mentioned in the previous section only beads with diameters ranging from 10 nm to 250 nm
are used in this thesis. The multi-core beads are claimed to be thermally blocked by the producer
and it is assumed that this is also the case for the single core beads. That the beads are thermally
blocked means that the Ne´el relaxation times are on the order of seconds, while the Brownian
relaxation times for these sizes are in fractions of a second. Thus, Brownian relaxation is the
dominating relaxation mechanism and Ne´el relaxation is neglected for the remaining part of the
thesis. This means that hydrodynamic diameter can be determined from the relaxation time, if
the temperature and dynamic viscosity are known.
2.2.1.1 Relaxation in a flipping magnetic field
Consider a thermally blocked magnetic bead placed in an external magnetic field with the
magnetization of the bead parallel to the field. At t = 0, the direction of the magnetic field is
flipped and the magnetization of the bead is then initially antiparallel to the direction of the
applied field. As the magnetic energy of the bead is minimized when the magnetization and
the applied field are parallel, the magnetic bead will rotate such that the magnetization again
becomes parallel to the applied field. This situation is sketched in Fig. 2.2 for the case where
the applied field is flipped from B = −B0 to B = +B0 at t = 0.
The rotation of the magnetization of the magnetic bead is described by Brownian relaxation.
For the situation sketched in Fig. 2.2, the magnetization will relax from being −M0 immediately
after flipping the field to being +M0 at equilibrium. Thus, the time dependent magnetization
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Fig. 2.2: Schematic of a magnetic bead relaxing in a
flipping magnetic field. Before t = 0 the magnetization
of the bead is parallel to the applied field. Immediately
after t = 0 the magnetization of the bead is antiparallel
to the applied field and the bead will rotate to align
the magnetization to the applied field.
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Fig. 2.3: Theoretical magnetization in the time do-
main for hydrodynamic diameter changing due to the
presence of various analytes. No analytes (Dh =
Dh,free), small analytes (Dh = 1.1Dh,free), bead
clusters (Dh = 2Dh,free) and large cluster (Dh =
10Dh,free), where Dh,free is the hydrodynamic diameter
of free beads.
due to Brownian relaxation in the time domain is assumed to be described by an exponential
recovery
M(t) = M0(1− 2 exp(−t/τB)), (2.8)
where t is the time after flipping the direction of the field.
In Fig. 2.3, the theoretical relaxation of the magnetization of a bead in the time domain is
calculated for estimates of the four different cases shown in Fig. 1.4: Plain beads, beads bound to
small analytes (where the hydrodynamic diameter is increased by 10 %); beads forming clusters
(where the hydrodynamic diameter is increased by 100 %); and beads bound to large analytes
(where the hydrodynamic diameter is increased 900 %). It is seen that as the hydrodynamic
diameter increases the flipping of the magnetization takes longer time. However, measurements
on real samples will not behave like this. Instead, the samples will contain a combination of free
beads and beads bound to analytes.
2.2.2 Frequency domain
Relaxation of a magnetic bead can also be measured in the frequency domain by placing the bead
in a magnetic field alternating at a frequency f and measure the complex magnetic susceptibility
χ = χ′− iχ′′ as function of frequency, where χ′ and χ′′ are the in-phase and out-of-phase compo-
nents of the complex magnetic susceptibility, respectively. The complex magnetic susceptibility
as function of frequency is described by the Debye model [67]
χ(f) = χ′ − iχ′′ = χ0 − χ∞
1 + (if/fB)
+ χ∞, (2.9)
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where i is the imaginary unit defined as i ≡ √−1; χ0 and χ∞ are the DC and high frequency
magnetic susceptibilities, respectively; and fB is the Brownian relaxation frequency, which is
given by
fB =
1
2piτB
=
kBT
6piηVh
. (2.10)
In fig. 2.4 the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) complex magnetic susceptibility
are plotted vs. frequency calculated for the same four changes in hydrodynamic diameter as
shown in Fig. 2.3 for the time domain. It is seen that for small changes in the hydrodynamic
diameter, both the in-phase and out-phase susceptibility overlap a lot. Thus, small changes in
hydrodynamic diameters can prove difficult to resolve.
From Fig. 2.4 it is also seen that at frequencies well below the Brownian relaxation frequency,
the entire susceptibility is in the in-phase component, which means that the magnetization of
the magnetic bead is in-phase with the alternating applied field. As the frequency is increased
the magnetization will begin to lag-behind the alternating field and the phase-lag will become
maximal when f = fB. Above the Brownian relaxation frequency the magnetization is not able
to keep up with the alternating field and both the in-phase and out-phase component of the
susceptibility decrease as the frequency is increased.
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Fig. 2.4: Theoretical signals in the frequency domain for hydrodynamic diameter changing due to the presence
of various analytes. No analytes (Dh = Dh,free), small analytes (Dh = 1.1Dh,free), bead clusters (Dh = 2Dh,free)
and large cluster (Dh = 10Dh,free), where Dh,free is the hydrodynamic diameter of free beads.
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2.2.3 Bead ensembles
In the sections above only a single bead was considered. However, real measurements are
performed on an ensemble of beads, which, due to the fabrication process will not all have
the same physical properties. To account for this, the distribution of the hydrodynamic bead
diameter is assumed to be log-normal distributed. This is described by the probability density
function of the log-normal distribution
fLN(Dh;µ, σ)dDh =
1
Dhσ
√
2pi
exp
(
−(lnDh − µ)
2
2σ2
)
dDh, (2.11)
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation on the logarithmic scale. Since the beads
signals obtained are proportional to the bead volume the probability density function is also
assumed to be volume weighted, i.e., the volume fraction of the particles with hydrodynamic
diameters between Dh and Dh + dDh is fLN(Dh;µ, σ)dDh. The median hydrodynamic diameter
D˜h of the log-normal distribution is found by
D˜h = exp(µ). (2.12)
Throughout this thesis the median hydrodynamic diameter and the standard deviation on the
logarithmic scale are used as the parameters governing the log-normal distribution.
Further, the equations for M(t) and χ(f) are averaged over the log-normal distribution to
account for the polydispersity of samples. However, Cole and Cole [68] showed that for very
polydisperse samples, averaging over a log-normal distribution is not sufficient. Instead they
proposed the empirical Cole–Cole model
χ(f) = χ′ − iχ′′ = χ0 − χ∞
1 + (if/fB(Dh))(1−α)
+ χ∞. (2.13)
where α is a measure of the polydispersity of the samples that assumes values between 0 and 1.
When α = 0 the sample is monodisperse and the Cole–Cole model reduces to the Debye model.
The Cole–Cole model is the preferred model for analyzing relaxation measurements performed
in the frequency domain. However, the Cole–Cole model cannot be applied to measurements in
the time domain. Thus, M(t) have to be averaged over the log-normal distribution to account
for the polydispersity of the samples. When measurements in the time and frequency domains
are compared, both M(t) and χ(f) are averaged over the log-normal distribution.
2.3 Anisotropic magnetoresistance
The magnetic field sensors used in this thesis are based on the anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) effect, which means that the resistivity ρ depends on the angle between the current
density J and an in-plane magnetization M. The resistivities when the current density and
magnetization are parallel and orthogonal are denoted ρ‖ and ρ⊥, respectively.
Traditionally, the AMR effect is quantified by the AMR ratio
AMR =
∆ρ
ρave
, (2.14)
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where ∆ρ = ρ‖ − ρ⊥ is the difference in resistivity between when the current density and the
magnetization are parallel and orthogonal; and ρave is the average resistivity, which is given by
ρave =
1
3ρ‖ +
2
3ρ⊥. The AMR ratio depends on the material, but is for permalloy (Ni80Fe20)
around 2–3 % [69]. Furthermore, ρ‖ is larger than ρ⊥ for permalloy.
To illustrate the AMR effect, consider a ferromagnetic conductor slab exhibiting the AMR ef-
fect with width×length = w×l; with the magnetization along the unit vector Mˆ = (cos(θ), sin(θ)),
where θ is the angle of the magnetization measured from the positive x-direction; and the current
density along the unit vector Jˆ = (cos(αJ), sin(αJ)), where αJ is the angle of the current density
measured from the positive x-direction as shown in Fig. 2.5. The direction of the magnetization
is determined by minimizing the magnetic energy (see Section 2.6). The direction of the current
is determined by the shape of the conductor, i.e., for a long thin conductor the current will run
parallel to the edges.
M
J
α
θ
x
y
w
l
Fig. 2.5: Sketch of a conductor slab exhibiting the AMR effect. l and w of the slab are defined on the sketch, as
well as the direction of the magnetization and current density.
The resistivity tensor ρ(θ) that relates the current density to the electric field by E = ρ(θ)J
is given by [62]
ρ(θ) =
[
ρ‖ − (∆ρ) sin2 θ 12(∆ρ) sin(2θ)
1
2(∆ρ) sin(2θ) ρ‖ − (∆ρ) cos2 θ
]
, (2.15)
The diagonal terms are the traditional AMR effects, where the resistivity is measured along
the current direction. The off-diagonal terms give rise to the so-called planar Hall effect, where
the electric field (or the potential difference) is measured perpendicular to the current direction.
This effect has been named planar Hall effect because it is traditionally measured using the same
cross geometry as the ordinary Hall effect. However, while the ordinary Hall effect is sensitive
to magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the plane, the planar Hall effect is sensitive to the
magnetic fields applied in the plane.
The resistance R of a single ferromagnetic conductor slab with thickness tFM as shown in
Fig. 2.5 is given by [62]
R(αJ , θ) =
l
tFMw
(
cos2(αJ)(ρ‖ −∆ρ sin2(θ)) + 12∆ρ sin(2αJ) sin(2θ) + sin2(αJ)(ρ‖ −∆ρ cos2(θ))
)
,
(2.16)
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which can be simplified to
R(αJ , θ) =
l
tFMw
(
ρ‖ + ρ⊥
2
+ 12∆ρ cos(2(αJ − θ))
)
. (2.17)
This expression will be used below to calculate the signal for planar Hall effect bridge sensors.
2.4 Signal of planar Hall effect cross sensors
As mentioned, the planar Hall effect is traditionally measured with a cross geometry as the one
shown in Fig. 2.6. This kind of sensor is called a planar Hall effect cross sensor. The sensors
work by forcing a bias current I through the sensor in the x-direction. If the magnetization of
the sensor is pointing in a different direction than the x-direction, the off-diagonal elements of
Eq. (2.15) will give rise to a potential drop across the sensor, which is measured across the arms
in the y-direction. This is also depicted in Fig. 2.6, which also shows the width of the sensor
arms, denoted w.
Fig. 2.6: Cross sensor for measuring the planar Hall effect. A current is passed through the sensor in the
x-direction, while a voltage drop is measured across the arms in the y-direction.
The sensor signal as function of the magnetization angle θ is for a planar Hall cross sensor
consisting of a single magnetic domain given by [31]
VC =
∆ρ
2tFM
I sin(2θ), (2.18)
from where it is seen that the maximum and minimum signals are achieved when the angles
of the magnetization are θ = pi/4 and θ = −pi/4, respectively. It is also seen than the signal
returns to zero, when the magnetization is saturated along the y-direction (θ = ±pi/2).
2.5 Signals of planar Hall effect bridge sensors
Henriksen et al. [62] have recently shown that arranging a material exhibiting the AMR effect in
a particular Wheatstone bridge configuration leads to a geometrical amplification of the signal
measured with the planar Hall effect cross sensor. Since the geometry is changed from a cross to
a Wheatstone bridge, these sensors are termed planar Hall effect bridge sensors. In the following,
it will be described how the planar Hall effect bridge sensors work.
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Wheatstone bridge signal
As mentioned, the sensors are a arranged in a Wheatstone bridge as shown in Fig. 2.7. For such
Wheatstone bridge, where the bias current is applied through the arms in the x-direction, the
voltage drop measured in the y-direction is given by
V =
R1R4 −R2R3
R1 +R2 +R3 +R4
I, (2.19)
where Ri is the resistance of the i
th resistor in Fig. 2.7.
Fig. 2.7: Schematic of Wheatstone bridge. Current is passing through in horizontal direction and voltage
measured across the vertical direction.
In order to keep the current in both the upper and lower half of the bridge constant at I/2,
R1 + R3 must equal R2 + R4. This can be achieved by setting R1 = R4 and R2 = R3, which
reduces the Wheatstone voltage to
V = 12(R1 −R2)I. (2.20)
Sensor signal
By inserting the resistance of an conductor slab exhibiting the AMR effect from Eq. (2.17) such
that R1 = R4 = R(αJ , θ) and R2 = R3 = R(−αJ , θ) the following signal is obtained when
assuming that the magnetization angels are identical in all four resistors and that each resistor
consists of a single magnetic domain:
VB =
l
w
∆ρ
2tFM
I sin(2αJ) sin(2θ). (2.21)
From this equation it seen that the signal of the bridge sensor is maximum when αJ = pi/4,
assuming that θ does not depend on αJ , which is not entirely true. All the bridge sensors used
for this thesis have αJ = pi/4 and in the following this angle is used as the standard. Thus, the
signals for bridge and cross sensors are related by
VB =
l
w
VC, (2.22)
which means the ratio between the signals for the bridge and cross sensors is a geometrical
amplifications.
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In Fig. 2.8, a planar Hall effect bridge sensor is sketched for different directions of the
magnetization. In Fig. 2.8 (a) θ = 0 and it is seen that the angle between the current and the
magnetization is pi/4 in all four resistors, which means that the bridge is balanced and the bridge
voltage is zero. In (b), the magnetization is rotated such θ = −pi/4, which leads to the resistivity
in the top left and bottom right resistors to be ρ⊥ and the resistivity in the two remaining
resistors to be ρ‖. Recalling that ρ‖ > ρ⊥, this results in the bridge voltage being minimized.
In (c), θ = pi/4 leads to an interchange of the resistivities compared to the situation in (b) and
the bridge voltage is maximized. In (d), the magnetization is pointing along the y-direction
and it is again seen that the angle between the current and the magnetization is identical for
all four resistors, which leads to the bridge voltage being zero. In the following section, the
magnetization angle is calculated as function of magnetic fields acting on the sensor, such that
the sensor signals can be written as function of magnetic field instead of angle of magnetization.
Fig. 2.8: Sketches of planar Hall effect bridge sensor for different directions of the magnetization. Current is
forced through the arms in the x-direction, while a voltage drop is measured across the arms in the y-direction.
(a) θ = 0, angle between the current and the magnetization is identical for all four resistors, which leads to equal
resistivities and a balanced bridge. (b) θ = −pi/4, the signal is minimum due the resistivity being ρ‖ in the top
left and bottom right resistor and ρ⊥ in the remaining two. (c) θ = pi/4, the signal is maximum due the resistivity
being ρ⊥ in the top left and bottom right resistor and ρ‖ in the remaining two. (d) θ = pi/2, the signal is zero
due to the angle between the current and the magnetization being identical in all four resistors.
2.6 Magnetic energy
The magnetization angle for a single magnetic domain is found by minimizing the magnetic
energy. In order to be able to account for all the magnetic energies, it should be mentioned
that the sensors stack consists of a ferromagnetic layer and an antiferromagnetic layer. The
ferromagnetic layer is the layer exhibiting the AMR effect and is therefore the actual sensing
layer. The antiferromagnetic layer gives rise to an exchange biasing [70] of the ferromagnetic
layer, which means that the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer has a unique preferred
direction when no magnetic fields are applied. The direction of the exchange coupling is defined
by applying a magnetic field along the positive x-direction during deposition of the sensor stack.
The magnetic energy of the ferromagnetic layer is the sum of the following magnetic energies.
It should be noted that it is assumed that the ferromagnetic layer consists of a single domain.
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Zeeman energy
When a magnetic field H is applied to the ferromagnetic layer, the Zeeman energy is given by
UZ = −µ0VM ·H, (2.23)
where V is the volume of the ferromagnetic layer. It is seen that the Zeeman energy is minimized
when the direction of the magnetization is parallel to the direction of the applied field and
maximized when they are antiparallel.
Exchange energy
Due to the exchange coupling between the antiferromagnetic layer and the ferromagnetic layer,
the exchange energy is [70]
Uex = −σexV t−1FM(Mˆ · eˆex), (2.24)
where σex is the interface energy per area, V t
−1
FM is the area of the interface, Mˆ is the unit vector
of the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer and eˆex is the unit vector of the exchange bias
direction. The exchange energy is minimized when the direction of the magnetization is parallel
to the exchange bias direction and maximized when they are antiparallel.
Uniaxial anisotropy energy
Due to the applied field during deposition, the crystal structure of the ferromagnetic layer will
have a preferred magnetization axis along the direction of the field applied during deposition,
this axis is a called the easy axis. The uniaxial anisotropy energy is given by
UK = −KV (Mˆ · eˆK)2, (2.25)
where K is the anisotropy constant and eˆK is the unit vector along the easy axis. It is seen that
the uniaxial anisotropy energy is minimized when the direction of the magnetization is either
parallel or antiparallel to the easy axis.
Total energy
By adding the above three energy contributions and normalizing with µ0MsV , the normalized
energy volume density u˜ is obtained
u˜ =
U
µ0MsV
= −Mˆ ·H− K
µ0Ms
(Mˆ · eˆK)2 − σ
tFMµ0Ms
(Mˆ · eˆex) + constant. (2.26)
By assuming that eˆK and eˆex are both along the x-direction, and defining the anisotropy field
HK and exchange field Hex as
HK =
2K
µ0Ms
(2.27)
Hex =
σ
tFMµ0Ms
, (2.28)
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the normalized energy volume density can be written as
u˜ = −Hx cos(θ)−Hy sin(θ)− HK
2
cos2(θ)−Hex cos(θ) + constant, (2.29)
where H = (Hx, Hy) has also been inserted.
Magnetization angle as function of Hx and Hy
The magnetization angle can be calculated numerically as function of Hx and Hy by minimizing
the normalized energy volume density in Eq. (2.29). First Hy is set to zero and u˜ is minimized
as function of Hx, which results in the magnetization in the x-direction as function of Hx plotted
in Fig. 2.10. It is seen that only two possible energy minima exist; either the magnetization
is parallel or antiparallel to the x-direction. It is also seen that the magnetization curve have
hysteresis and that the center of the hysteresis is −Hex, while the width of the hysteresis is
2HK. Likewise, by setting Hx to zero the magnetic energy can be minimized as function of Hy
to yield the magnetization in the y-direction as shown in Fig. 2.10. It is seen that the curve
is almost linear around Hy = 0. Since the application of a field along the x-axis only had two
possible values of θ, applying the field in the y-direction is the direction of interest for using
this magnetic stack for sensing. In Section 3.2.2 it is described how magnetization curves are
measured to obtain the magnetic properties of the fabricated magnetic stacks.
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Fig. 2.9: Magnetization in the x-direction normalized
with the saturation magnetization as function of applied
field in the x-direction. Hysteresis depends on Hex and
HK.
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Fig. 2.10: Magnetization in the y-direction normalized
with the saturation magnetization as function of applied
field in the y-direction. The slope at Hy = 0 is given by
Eq. (2.31).
By minimizing Eq. (2.29), assuming only small angles of θ and Taylor expanding to the first
order around θ = 0 results in
θ =
Hy
HK +Hex +Hx
. (2.30)
For Hx  HK +Hex, Hx can be neglected. µ0HK, µ0Hex are on the order of mT, which means
that unless an external field is applied along the x-direction, the assumption Hx  HK +Hex is
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true. Thus, the angle of the magnetization can be simplified to
θ =
Hy
HK +Hex
. (2.31)
This is now inserted into Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.21), still assuming small angles of θ, and results
in
VC = SC,0IHy, (2.32)
VB = SB,0IHy, (2.33)
where SC,0 and SB,0 are the low-field sensitivities for the cross and bridge sensors, respectively.
The two low-field sensitivities are given by
SC,0 =
∆ρ
tFM
1
HK +Hex
(2.34)
SB,0 =
l
w
∆ρ
tFM
1
HK +Hex
(2.35)
In several of the appended papers, the low-field sensitivities are reported in units of V/(TA),
which means that the reported values are in fact S0/µ0. Generally the electrical connections to
the sensors are made such that the sensor response is negative when a positive field is applied,
thus the low-field sensitivities become negative.
2.7 Self-field generated by bias current
As already mentioned the beads are magnetized by the magnetic field arising from the bias
current through the sensor. In this section the field acting back on the sensor will be described.
Magnetic fields generated due to the bias current through the sensor are named self-fields.
This means that when no current is running through the sensor, all self-fields are zero. The
primary self-fields are the fields that are generated directly from the current through the sensor.
Most of the current runs through the ferromagnetic layer, which generates a magnetic field that
is symmetrical around the ferromagnetic layer. Thus, the self-field from the ferromagnetic layer
does not result in an effective field acting on the ferromagnetic layer. On the other hand, the
fraction of the current running in the antiferromagnetic layer gives rise to a non-zero effective
field in the ferromagnetic layer as sketched in Fig. 2.11. When a bead is present near the sensor,
a secondary self-field is generated because the two primary self-fields magnetize the bead. The
dipole-field from the bead acts back on the ferromagnetic layer, which is also sketched in Fig. 2.11.
From the figure it is seen that the two self-fields affecting the ferromagnetic layer have the same
direction, both orthogonal to the current direction.
The effective self-field acting on the ferromagnetic layer Hsf can be written as [71]
Hsf = γ0Ic +Hbeads, (2.36)
where γ0 is a constant that describes the effect of the self-field due to the asymmetry of the
sensor stack. γ0 is positive when the antiferromagnetic layer is on top of the ferromagnet and
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Fig. 2.11: Schematic of the two self-fields affecting the ferromagnetic layer. The first component of the self-field
arises from the current through the antiferromagnetic layer. The second component of the self-field arises from
the dipole field from the bead magnetized by the field generated from the current through the entire stack. The⊙
symbolize that the current is applied in the positive x-direction.
depends on the geometry of the sensor. Ic is the current running in the conductor and Hbeads
is the magnetic field acting on the ferromagnetic layer from the beads. Hbeads will be defined
slightly differently for measurements in the time and frequency domains. In the time domain
Htimebeads = γ1tM(t)Ic (2.37)
and in the frequency domain
H freqbeads = γ1fχ(f)Ic, (2.38)
where γ1t and γ1f are constants that depend on the sensor geometry and bead distribution
and relates M(t) and χ(f) to the effective field acting on the ferromagnetic layer. Since the
magnetization of the beads is due to the primary self-fields, the effective field from the beads is
also proportional to the current through the conductor.
The magnetic field from the beads decreases with distance, such that the beads closes to
the sensor surface will give rise to the most signal. Hansen et al. [71] have made a theoretical
study about the magnetic field from beads magnetized by the self-field and found that 85 % of
the effective magnetic field acting on the sensor comes from beads that are within 1.3w of the
sensor. This is also shown in Fig. 2.12, where contours of the cumulative bead signal are plotted
for a homogeneous distribution of beads. It is seen that the closer the beads are to the sensor,
the more they will contribute to the signal.
Figure 2.13 shows a top-view of a bridge and a cross sensor connected in series. On the
picture the directions of the self-fields acting on the ferromagnetic layer are shown for the
different sensor segments. It is seen that for the cross sensor, the current is along the x-direction
and the self-fields act on the ferromagnetic layer in the positive y-direction. For the bridge
sensor, the current direction changes with the segments and therefore the direction of the self-
fields also changes. However, for the bridge shown, the y-components of the self-fields are the
same in all four segments and only the x-component changes sign. Since the x-components of
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Fig. 2.12: Contour plot of the cumulative bead signal for bead magnetized by the self-field homogeneously
distributed for z˜0 > 0.01. z˜0 = 2z/w and y˜0 = 2y/w. Source: [71].
the self-fields are much smaller than HK +Hex, the x-components of the self-fields can safely be
neglected.
Fig. 2.13: Top view of bridge and cross sensors, with directions of self-field acting on the ferromagnetic layer.
The figure is from Paper III.
The effective self-field acting on the ferromagnetic layer in the y direction is therefore written
as
Hy,sf = cos(αJ)Hsf . (2.39)
If the same current I is passed through the bridge and cross sensor as shown in Fig. 2.13, the
average magnetic self-field acting on the bridge sensor is only 2−3/2 of that acting on the cross
sensor. This is because the current in each branch of the bridge sensor is Ic = I/2 and only the
y-component of the self-field affects the sensor (Hy,sf = Hsf/
√
2), whereas Ic = I and Hy,sf = Hsf
for the cross sensor.
2.8 Sensor signals
Here, the results from the past three sections are joined to yield the sensor response due to
magnetic beads magnetized by the self-field. Additional to the self-fields an external field can be
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applied in the y-direction Hy,ext, which means that the total field acting on the ferromagnetic
layer in the y-direction is written as
Hy = cos(αJ)(γ0Ic +Hbeads) +Hy,ext. (2.40)
In the above, only ideal sensors were considered. In reality, the sensor signals have an offset due
to an imperfect fabrication process. Hence, the sensor signals for the cross and bridge sensors
become
VC = SC,0I(γ0I +Hbeads +Hy,ext) +RoffsetI, (2.41)
VB = SB,0I(2
−1/2(12γ0I +Hbeads) +Hy,ext) +RoffsetI, (2.42)
Since Hbeads has been defined differently depending on whether the signal is measured in the
time or frequency domain, the signal will have to be evaluated individually for each domain.
2.8.1 Time domain
In Section 2.2.1.1 relaxation of a magnetic bead was only considered when the applied field
was flipped from negative to positive. When measuring the relaxation with a planar Hall effect
sensor, the direction of the self-field is flipped, which make the bead relax. The direction of the
self-field is flipped by changing the direction of the bias current between I = +I0 and I = −I0.
Fig. 2.14: Field directions and their contribution to the sensor signal for the following five situations: (a)
Immediately before and (b) immediately after changing the current direction from I = +I0 and I = −I0, (c)
Immediately before and (d) immediately after changing the current direction from I = −I0 and I = +I0. (e)
Immediately before changing the current direction from I = +I0 (same as (a)). It is seen that the signal
contribution from the antiferromagnet is constant due to the signal being proportional to both the field and
current, while the signal contribution from the bead is positive right before the current direction is changed and
negative immediately after.
How changing the current direction affects the sensor signal is sketched in Fig. 2.14 and
Fig. 2.15. Immediately before the current is flipped ((a) t = 0−) the magnetic moment of
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Fig. 2.15: How the signal change over time in between the situations described in Fig. 2.14.
the bead is parallel to the self-field and the field from the bead adds to the field from the
antiferromagnet acting on the ferromagnet. Right after the current changes direction from
I = +I0 to I = −I0 ((b) t = 0+) the direction of the field from the antiferromagnet also
changes, while the magnetic moment of the bead still has not had time to change and is therefore
antiparallel to the self-field. Due to the signal being proportional to the both the current and
applied field changing the current direction changes the sign of the signal due to the bead,
while the signal due to the antiferromagnet remains constant. As time goes the bead will rotate
by Brownian relaxation to align the magnetic moment to the self-field, which gives rise to the
exponential recovery of the signal seen in Fig. 2.15 from t = 0 to t = T/2. Once the magnetic
moment of the bead is again parallel to the self-field ((c) t = T/2−) the signal contribution
from the bead has become positive. Then at t = T/2+ (d) the current direction has changed
from I = −I0 to I = +I0, again the field from the antiferromagnet changes immediately, while
the bead has not had time to rotate. Again the signal contribution from the antiferromagnet
remains positive, while the contribution from the bead becomes negative, which is exactly the
same situation as when the current direction changed from I = +I0 and I = −I0. The bead
will rotate by Brownian relaxation and the signal will increase by the exponential recovery as
shown in Fig. 2.15 from t = T/2 to t = T . From this it is seen that the exponential recovery
of the signal is independent of whether the current is changed from I = +I0 to I = −I0 or vice
versa. The magnetic field from the bead acting on the ferromagnetic layer in the positive signal
direction can therefore be described by
Htimebeads = γ1tM(t)Ic. (2.43)
This allows for writing the signal in the time domain for a bridge sensor, when including the
possible external field and resistance offset as
VB = 2
−3/2ISB,0(γ0I + γ1tM(t)I) + I(B,0Hy,ext +Roffset), (2.44)
and the two possible signals for I = +I0 and I = −I0 becomes
VB|I=+I0 = 2−3SB,0I20 (γ0 + γ1tM(t)) + I0(SB,0Hy,ext +Roffset) (2.45)
VB|I=−I0 = 2−3SB,0I20 (γ0 + γ1tM(t))− I0(SB,0Hy,ext +Roffset) (2.46)
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From these expressions, it is seen that the signals can be separated into a part due to the self-
fields and another part due to external fields and the potential sensor offset. This is done by
calculating the average and difference of the two possible signals
Vave =
VB|I=+I0 + VB|I=−I0
2
= 2−3/2SB,0I20 (γ0 + γ1tM(t)) (2.47)
Vdiff =
VB|I=+I0 − VB|I=−I0
2
= I0(SB,0Hy,ext +Roffset). (2.48)
Since the term due to the asymmetric stack, γ0, is not of any interest for detecting beads, Vave
can be corrected for γ0 by subtracting Vave from a measurement without beads. This leads to
Vave,cor = S0I
2
0γ1tM(t). (2.49)
However, the expression is only valid for a monodisperse bead ensemble. In order to be able to fit
the model to experimental data, the signal should be integrated over the log-normal distribution
(cf. Section 2.2.3), which results in
Vave,fit = V0t
∫ ∞
0
(
1− 2 exp
( −t
τB(Dh)
))
fLN(Dh; D˜h, σ)dDh + Voffset. (2.50)
This model has four free fitting parameters: the median hydrodynamic diameter D˜h, the log-
normal standard deviation σ, the signal amplitude V0t and finally a potential offset Voffset.
2.8.2 Frequency domain
In the frequency domain the sensor signal for the cross sensor is given by
VC = SC,0I
2(γ0 + γ1fχ(f)) + I(SC,0Hy,ext +Roffset). (2.51)
For measurements in the frequency domain an alternating bias current of I = IAC sin(2pift) is
passed through the sensor, where IAC is the current amplitude. It is seen that the signal due to
the external field and the offset is proportional to the current, and that the signal due to the self-
fields are proportional to the current squared. This means that the signal from the external field
can be detected with lock-in technique in the first harmonic lock-in signal V1 = V
′
1 +iV
′′
1 and the
signal due to the self-fields can be detected in the second harmonic lock-in signal V2 = V
′
2 + iV
′′
2 .
The first harmonic in-phase V ′1 and out-of-phase V ′′1 signals are for the cross sensor given by [71]
V ′C,1 = 2
−1/2IAC(SC,0Hy,ext +Roffset), (2.52)
V ′′C,1 = 0. (2.53)
The similar expressions for the bridge sensor are obtained by replacing the sensitivity
V ′B,1 = 2
−1/2IAC(SB,0Hy,ext +Roffset), (2.54)
V ′′B,1 = 0. (2.55)
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The second harmonic in-phase (V ′2) and out-of-phase (V ′′2 ) signals for a cross sensor are given
by [49]
V ′C,2 = −2−3/2SC,0I2ACγ1fχ′′(f) (2.56)
V ′′C,2 = −2−3/2SC,0I2AC(γ0 + γ1fχ′(f)). (2.57)
To obtain similar expressions for the bridge sensor, the sensitivity should be replaced and mul-
tiplied with the factor 2−3/2 due to only half the current is running in each resistor and the
projection of the field on to the y-axis as discussed in Section 2.7
V ′B,2 = −2−3SB,0I2ACγ1fχ′′(f) (2.58)
V ′′B,2 = −2−3SB,0I2AC(γ0 + γ1fχ′(f)). (2.59)
From Eq. (2.56) – Eq. (2.59) it is seen that the in-phase second harmonic signal is proportional
to the out-of-phase complex magnetic susceptibility and the out-of-phase second harmonic signal
is linearly dependent on the in-phase complex magnetic susceptibility. Also, in the frequency
domain the term γ0 can be found from a measurement without beads and subtracted from the
out-of-phase sensor signal. The resulting corrected out-phase signal V ′′2,cor is now proportional to
the in-phase complex magnetic susceptibility. This means that V2,cor = V
′
2+iV
′′
2,cor is proportional
to iχ = χ′′+iχ′. In order to fit the Cole–Cole model to the measured data it needs to be modified
to
V2,fit,Cole = V
′
2 + iV
′′
2,cor = i
V0 − V∞
1 + (if/fB(Dh))(1−αJ )
+ iV∞, (2.60)
where V0 and V∞ are defined for the cross sensor as
V0 = −2−3/2I2ACS0,Cγ1χ0 (2.61)
V∞ = −2−3/2I2ACS0,Cγ1χ∞. (2.62)
To fit the second harmonic signal using the log-normal distribution instead of the Cole–Cole
model, the following expression is used
V2,fit,LN = V
′
2 + iV
′′
2,cor =
∫ ∞
0
i
V0 − V∞
1 + (if/fB(Dh))
fLN(Dh; D˜h, σ)dDh + iV∞. (2.63)
2.9 Forces acting on a bead near a planar Hall effect bridge
sensor
The theory of Brownian relaxation is valid under the assumption that the beads are freely
suspended and not affected by any other forces. It is therefore important to discuss the forces
that affect magnetic beads when placed near a planar Hall effect sensors. This is done to get an
idea of how beads with different diameters will behave near planar Hall effect sensor and estimate
if any of the forces could cause a potential problem for measuring relaxation of magnetic beads.
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2.9.1 Stokes drag force
Whenever a fluid and a bead is moving at different velocities, the bead will experience a drag
force Fdrag, which for laminar flows in an infinite container is given by the Stokes drag [72]
Fdrag = 3piηD(vfluid − vbead), (2.64)
where vfluid and vbead are the velocity of the fluid and bead, respectively. To keep the calculations
as simple as possible the hydrodynamic diameter of the beads is assumed to be identical to the
nominal diameter. The fluidic channel around a planar Hall effect sensor is not an infinite
container, but this expression will be used as an approximation.
2.9.2 Buoyancy
The buoyancy force Fbuoy acting on a bead suspended in a fluid is given by
Fbuoy =
−(ρbead − ρfluid)gpiD3
6
zˆ, (2.65)
where ρbead and ρfluid are the mass densities of the bead and the fluid, respectively, g is the
gravitational acceleration constant and zˆ is a unit vector along the z-direction.
Sedimentation due to buoyancy
In the typical measurement situation there will be no fluid flow. Thus, when only buoyancy and
the drag force are considered there will be no forces acting on the bead in the x and y directions
and the bead sedimentation velocity in the z-direction vbead,z can be calculated from
Fdrag+buoy,z = m
dvbead,z
dt
= −3piηDvbead,z − (ρbead − ρfluid)gpiD
3
6
. (2.66)
The solution to this ordinary differential equation is found to be
vbead,z(t) = A0 exp
(−3piηDt
m
)
− (ρbead − ρfluid)gD
2
18η
, (2.67)
where A0 is a constant that can be determined from the initial velocity of the bead. It is now
seen that the sedimentation velocity consists of two terms; an exponential decay with respect to
time and a constant. The exponential decaying term is the acceleration term. The term −3piηDm
for a bead with a diameter of 80 nm suspended in water at 25◦C is found to −8.79 × 108 s−1
(see Table 2.1 for physical properties of beads used), which means this term is decaying to zero
so fast that it can be neglected when considering time scales on the order of milliseconds and
above. Thus, the velocity in the z-direction is given by
vbead,z = −(ρbead − ρfluid)gD
2
18η
. (2.68)
From the velocity in the z-direction, the deterministic sedimentation time tsedi for a bead placed
at the height h can be calculated by tsedi = −h/vbead,z. In Table 2.2 the sedimentation times
when considering only buoyancy and the drag force of six different bead sizes are calculated for
h = 1 mm and h = 0.1 mm.
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Table 2.2: Estimates of sedimentation times when considering only buoyancy and the drag force for six different
bead sizes falling 1 mm and 0.1 mm and estimates of diffusion times for beads moving 1 mm or 1 mm. The
physical properties of the beads can be found in Table 2.1. No information about the density of the beads with
diameters of 10, 25 and 40 nm was available, so the density of the 80 nm bead has been used.
D [nm] tsedi [hr] tdif [hr]
h = 1 mm h = 0.1 mm h = 1 mm h = 0.1 mm
10 2069 206.9 5.7 0.057
25 331 33.1 14 0.14
40 129 12.9 22 0.22
80 33.3 3.33 45 0.45
130 13.5 1.35 74 0.74
250 4.9 0.49 142 1.42
2.9.3 ”Brownian force”
The ”Brownian force” (FBrown) is not a real force but an estimate for when Brownian motion
will influence the bead motion to such a degree that calculating deterministic trajectories does
no longer make sense. The ”Brownian force” is estimated by dividing the thermal energy (kBT )
by a characteristic length, in this case the diameter of the bead [73]
FBrown =
kBT
D
, (2.69)
Brownian motion can also be described by diffusion. The diffusivity of particles is given by
the Stokes–Einstein equation
Ddif =
kBT
3piηD
. (2.70)
Similar to the sedimentation times it is also possible to estimate diffusion times by tdif =
h2D−1dif . Again the times are estimated for the two channel heights h = 1 mm and h = 0.1 mm
and are listed in Table 2.2. By comparing the diffusion times with the sedimentation times, it
can be seen whether sedimentation or diffusion will dominate for varying channel heights and
bead sizes. This can also be done by comparing the sedimentation time to the diffusion time.
For diffusion to dominate, the sedimentation time must be much longer than the diffusion time
tdif  tsedi ⇔ (2.71)
3piηDh2
kBT
 18hη
(ρbead − ρfluid)gD2 ⇔ (2.72)
D3  18kBT
3pi(ρbead − ρfluid)gh (2.73)
By setting ρbead = 3200 kg/m
3 and ρfluid = 1000 kg/m
3 the following criteria for when
diffusion dominates over sedimentation are obtained for 25◦C: D < 71 nm and D < 154 nm for
the channel heights of 1 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively.
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2.9.4 Magnetic forces
In addition to the non-magnetic forces discussed above, also magnetic forces act on a magnetic
bead. In general, the magnetic force acting on a magnetic bead is written as [74]
Fmag =
∫
V
d3r[µ0(M · ∇)H0], (2.74)
where V is the particle volume, M is the magnetization of the bead, and H0 is the applied field
in the absence of the bead. Assuming that a bead is a linear magnetic material (M = χH0)
and that the integrand in Eq. (2.74) is approximately constant over the volume of the bead, the
force can be simplified to [10]
Fmag =
1
12
piD3µ0χ∇(H2), (2.75)
In the following, two sources of H will be discussed: the self-field from the bias current and
the magnetostatic field from the ferromagnetic sensor material.
2.9.4.1 Self-field
The H-field generated from the bias current running in the sensor cannot be derived analytically
for the planar Hall effect bridge sensors. Instead, the problem is simplified by considering one of
the four branches as an infinitely long bar with the width w and the thickness t. Since t w the
bar is also treated as infinitely thin. The infinitely long bar is sketched in Fig. 2.16 from where
it is seen that a new coordinate system has been defined such that x′ = x cos(αJ) − y sin(αJ)
and y′ = y cos(αJ) + x sin(αJ) is parallel and orthogonal to the infinite direction of the bar,
respectively. The H-field from such an infinitely long bar centered at (x′, y′, z) = (x′, 0, z0) is
Fig. 2.16: Infinitely long and infinitely thin conductor with width w. x′ and y′ are defined to be parallel and
orthogonal to the infinite direction of the bar, respectively.
from Biot and Savart’s law given as [75]
Hsf(x
′, y′, z) =
KB
2pi
[(
arctan
(
y′ + w/2
z − z0
)
− arctan
(
y′ − w/2
z − z0
))
yˆ′
−1
2
log
(
(y′ + w/2)2 + (z − z0)2
(y′ − w/2)2 + (z − z0)2
)
zˆ
]
, (2.76)
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where KB is a bound surface current, which in this case is given by Ix′/w. By inserting Eq. (2.76)
into Eq. (2.75), the magnetic force from the self-field Fmag,sf is calculated. In Fig. 2.17 (a) and
(b) the y′ and z components of the magnetic force normalized with FBrown are plotted as function
of y′, respectively. Values used to compute the graphs can be found in the figure caption.
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Fig. 2.17: (a) y′-component and (b) z-component of the magnetic force from the self-field acting on a 80 nm
bead. The plots are computed for a bead with a diameter of 80 nm and a susceptibility of 1.4, which has been
found experimentally (see Appendix A). The bead is placed in a height of 1 µm above the sensor, with a bias
current of 15 mA. The width of the sensor has been set to 20 µm, which means that the edges of the sensor are
at y′ = ±10µm. αJ has been set to pi/4 which is the standard from the previous sections.
From Fig. 2.17 it is seen that the magnetic force action on a 80 nm bead is very small
compared to the ”Brownian force”. Thus, the attraction force due to the self-field is neglected.
Since the shape of the curves are determined by ∇(H2), changing the bead type will only
change the amplitude of the curves. From Eq. (2.75) it is seen that the magnetic force scales
with D3χ. Since FBrown scales with D
−1, the normalized forces scales with D4χ. Hence, the
normalized force for the 250 nm beads will be 95 times larger when assuming χ is identical
for the 80 and 250 nm beads and the magnetic force will therefore not affect the 250 nm beads
significantly either.
2.9.4.2 Magnetostatic force from sensor stack
Due to the exchange biasing of the sensor, the sensor stack has a static magnetization along the
x-direction in zero applied field. The field from this permanent magnetization is again calculated
for an infinitely long bar. This is sketched in Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19. From these figures it is
seen that the same reference coordinate system as for the self-field calculations has been defined.
To calculate the magnetic field, the magnetization can be described as bound surface currents
(Kb) [76]
Kb = M× nˆ, (2.77)
where nˆ is the unit vector normal to the surface. M can be expressed in (x′, y′, z) coordinates
as (|M | cos(αJ), |M | sin(αJ), 0). Thus, the surface currents at the top and bottom are found by
Ktop = (|M | cos(αJ),−|M | sin(αJ), 0)× (0, 0, 1) = (−|M | sin(αJ),−|M | cos(αJ), 0), (2.78)
Kbot = (|M | cos(αJ),−|M | sin(αJ), 0)× (0, 0,−1) = (|M | sin(αJ), |M | cos(αJ), 0). (2.79)
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Fig. 2.18: Infinitely long bar magnetized along the
x-direction.
Fig. 2.19: Cross section of the infinitely long bar.
Shows how the magnetization are described by bound
surface currents.
Only the surface currents running along the conductor give rise to magnetic fields. Thus, only
Ktop,x′ = −|M | sin(αJ) and Kbot,x′ = |M | sin(αJ) are considered. The magnetic field Hms is
now calculated as the sum of the fields from two infinitely thin conductors (Eq. (2.76)); the top
one placed at z = 0 and the bottom one at z = −t
Hms(x
′, y′, z) =
M ′y
2pi
[(
arctan
(
y′ + w/2
z + t
)
− arctan
(
y′ − w/2
z + t
))
yˆ′
−1
2
log
(
(y′ + w/2)2 + (z + t)2
(y′ − w/2)2 + (z + t)2
)
zˆ
−
(
arctan
(
y′ + w/2
z
)
− arctan
(
y′ − w/2
z
))
yˆ′
+
1
2
log
(
(y′ + w/2)2 + (z)2
(y′ − w/2)2 + (z)2
)
zˆ
]
. (2.80)
As for the self-field in the previous section, the force acting on a bead is found by inserting
the expression for Hms into Eq. (2.75). The magnetization used to calculate the force is the
saturation magnetization of permalloy (Ni80Fe20) [77] Ms = 1.1 T/µ0. The thickness of the
permalloy layer is set to 30 nm, the width of the sensor is still 20 µm, αJ = 45
◦ and the
properties for a 80 nm bead is used. The forces in the y′ and z-direction are normalized by
FBrown and plotted in Fig. 2.20.
From Fig. 2.20 (a) it is seen that the force in the y′-direction from the magnetostatic field is
positive to the left of an edge and negative to the right of an edge, which means that the beads
will be attracted to the edges of the sensor. It is also seen that the magnetostatic force in the
y′-direction is less than 20% of the ”Brownian force”. Thus, the magnetostatic forces will not be
dominating for 80 nm beads. The normalized force in the z-direction plotted in Fig. 2.20 (b) has a
minimum of −0.6, which still means that the ”Brownian force” dominates, but the magnetostatic
force cannot be entirely neglected. It is also seen that the peaks are very narrow, meaning that
the magnetostatic force is localized above the edges. Thus, the magnetostatic force will not
attract beads to the edges but if they get close they will be captured.
As for the self-field, the shape of the force curves does not change with the bead size, but
the amplitudes scale with D4χ. Thus, for the 130 nm and 250 nm beads the normalized forces
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Fig. 2.20: y′-component(a) and z-component (b) of the magnetic force from the magnetostatic field acting on
a 80 nm bead. The plots are computed for a bead with a diameter of 80 nm and a susceptibility of 1.4, which
has been found experimentally (see Appendix A). The bead is placed in a height of 1 µm above the sensor. The
width of the sensor has been set to 20 µm, which means that the edges of the sensor are at y′ = ±10µm. αJ has
been set to pi/4 which is the standard from the previous sections.
are 7 and 91 times the force on a 80 nm bead, respectively. Hence, the magnetostatic force is
slightly larger than the Brownian force for 130 nm beads and it will dominate the Brownian
force near the edge of the sensor stack for the 250 nm beads. This implies that bead capturing
on the sensor edges can be a problem for the larger beads.
2.9.5 Summary
Based on the above estimation of forces acting on magnetic beads it was found that sedimentation
could be a problem for larger beads. It was estimated that for a channel height of 0.1 mm, the
diameter of the bead should be smaller than 154 nm in order for the sedimentation time to be
smaller than the diffusion time. It was also found that the magnetic force acting on the bead
from the self-field can be neglected due to the effect of thermal motion being much larger. The
magnetostatic forces in the sensor stack cannot be entirely neglected for beads with diameters
of 80 nm and larger. For 250 nm beads the magnetostatic force is many times larger than the
Brownian force near the edges of the sensor. However, it was also found that the magnetostatic
forces are localized around the sensor edge and the force will therefore only affect beads that
get close to the edges by sedimentation or Brownian motion.
Chapter 3
Fabrication and experimental setup
In this chapter the general information necessary to perform the experimental work of this thesis
is described, the specific experimental setting will be described for each experiment as the results
are presented in the following chapters. First, a description of the fabrication process is given.
Secondly, it is described how the planar Hall effect sensors are characterized. Then the setup
built for measurements with planar Hall effect sensors is described. Finally, the measurement
equipment is explained and the settings used described along with the data treatment performed.
3.1 Fabrication of planar Hall effect sensors
All planar Hall effect sensors used for this PhD thesis were fabricated in the Danchip cleanroom
facilities at DTU. The sensors were fabricated on 4-inch silicon p-type wafers, on which a 800–
1000 nm oxide layer was grown by wet thermal oxidation. On all wafers the magnetic stack was
first deposited, followed by deposition of the contact layer. After these two layers the wafers
were treated slightly differently. Some of the wafers were not processed any further, while the
wafers used for bead detection had a protective coating added.
3.1.1 Deposition of magnetic stack
The magnetic stacks (Ta (3 nm) / Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/ Mn80Ir20(20 nm) / Ta (3 nm)) were sputter-
deposited in a Kurt J. Lesker CMS-18 magnetron sputter system. During deposition, a magnetic
field of 20 mT was applied along the x-direction to define an easy axis of the magnetization and
the exchange coupling between the ferromagnetic layer (Ni80Fe20) and the antiferromagnetic
layer (Mn80Ir20). The tantalum layer below and above the magnetic materials are for better
adhesion. The pattern of the magnetic stack layer was defined by a negative photolithography
step prior to the stack deposition and followed by lift-off after deposition.
3.1.2 Deposition of contact stack
The contact stack (Ti (tTi−1) / Pt (tPt) / Au (tAu) / Ti (tTi−2)) were deposited by e-beam
evaporation and also defined by lift-off, again using a photolithography step. The thickness of
the different layers are listed in Table 3.1 for each wafer used during this project.
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Table 3.1: Contact layer composition for the wafers used throughout the project.
Wafer tTi−1 tPt tAu tTi−2
86 10 nm 0 200 nm 0
208, 224, 225, 226 and 227 10 nm 100 nm 100 nm 10 nm
3.1.3 Low-temperature annealing
The wafers 225–227 were low-temperature annealed after the above described stacks had been
deposited. This was done in the deposition system used to deposit the magnetic stack by
applying a magnetic field of 20 mT along the x axis in vacuum and heating wafers 225–227 for
1 hour at 240◦C, 280◦C and 320◦C , respectively.
3.1.4 Protective coating
The wafers used for bead measurements had to have a non-conducting protective coating de-
posited on top of the sensor and contact stack. The purpose of the protective coating was to
ensure that the bias current through the sensor did not pass into the liquid. When a current
was passed through the sensor and contact stack directly exposed to water, an electrochemical
process occurred that oxidized the sensors and thereby changed the sensor signals.
Two different protective coatings were used. For wafer 86, a 580 nm layer of Ta2O5 was
reactively sputter deposited through a shadow-mask, such that only the contact pads were left
uncovered by the coating. Due to pin-holes, the Ta2O5 layer did not last long, especially if salts
were present in the water. Instead, a 900 nm thick layer of Ormocomp (micro resist technology
GmbH, Germany) was spun onto wafer 208 and patterned by photolithography. The Ormocomp
layer turned out to be a better solution than the Ta2O5 both in terms of the voltage it could
withstand and for how long. In order to cure Ormocomp, the wafer was left on a hot plate at
150◦C for 3 hrs.
The remaining wafers did not have any protective coating as they were not used in wet
conditions.
3.1.5 Masks
Two different mask sets have been used to fabricate the sensors used to fabricate sensors with
different designs. Each mask set consisted of a mask for the magnetic stack and a mask for
the contact stack. In addition, a third mask layout was used for the wafers on which protective
coating was applied. Besides changing the chip designs on different masks, the chip size was
increased from width×length = 3.6×5.5 mm2 to 4.5×7.5 mm2. This size increase allowed for
increasing the number of contact pads from 8 to 20, which resulted in increased flexibility of
designs. Since two pads were needed for the current connections, the design with 8 contact pads
could hold 3 sensors and the 20-pad design could hold 9 sensors. However, 9 sensors were not
placed on a single chip as the resistance through 9 sensors would be too high. Wafer 86 was
fabricated with the 8-pad design while wafers 208 and 224–227 were fabricated with the 20-pad
design. In Fig. 3.1 examples of chips for both the 8 and 20-pad designs are shown. It is seen
that only 5 sensors were in fact placed on the 20-pad chip. It is also seen that an extra current
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connector has been placed between sensor 2 and 3 to be able to only pass current through 2 or
3 of the sensors at once, to avoid large voltage drops along the current direction.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.1: Examples of planar Hall effect sensor chips. The light green represents the magnetic stack, the violet
is the contact stack and the dark green is contact stack on top of magnetic stack. for (a) 8-pad chip design.
The chip shown consists of one cross sensor surrounded by two bridge sensors, all three sensors are in series. (b)
20-pad chip design. The chip shown consists of 5 identical bridge sensors. The vertical line between sensor 2 and
3 is an extra current connector allowing for bypassing some of the sensors.
3.2 Characterization
The wafers were characterized to find the difference in resistivities, the anisotropy field and the
exchange field, which are the three parameters needed for calculating the theoretical low-field
sensitivity. Furthermore, each sensor was also characterized by measuring the signal vs. applied
field in the y-direction from which the low-field sensitivities were determined.
3.2.1 Anisotropic magnetoresistance
In order to characterize the electrical properties of the fabricated wafers, a special AMR-test
structure was included on each set of masks. Two different designs of test structures were used
depending on the chip size of the mask. The two different designs are shown in Fig. 3.2 for both
the 8 and 20-pad design, respectively. It is seen that the 20-pad design had several different
conductor lengths more than the 8-pad design.
Four point measurements of the resistance were performed for a series of the possible con-
ductor lengths, with both a saturation field applied perpendicular and parallel to the current
direction. An example of such a set of resistances is shown in Fig. 3.3 for wafer 208. From the
slopes of the fits the parameter ∆ρ/tFM was calculated by
∆ρ/tFM = w
(
∂R‖
∂l
− ∂R⊥
∂l
)
, (3.1)
where w is the width of the conductor and
∂R‖
∂l and
∂R⊥
∂l denote the slope of the curves in
Fig. 3.3.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.2: AMR test structures. (a) 8-pad chip design, the width of the conductor is 20 µm. The lengths of the
three segments are 100 µm, 400 µm 1500 µm. (b) 20-pad chip design, the width of the conductor is 50 µm and
the number correspond to the number of hundred micrometers of the segment.
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Fig. 3.3: Resistance measured on an AMR test structure
(Fig. 3.2 (b)) from wafer 208, with a saturating magnetic field
applied first parallel and then perpendicular to the length of the
conductor.
Table 3.2: Summary of the resistivities
and contact resistances for the wafers used
throughout the project.
Wafer ∆ρ/tFM
86 unknown
208 0.154 Ω
224 0.130 Ω
225 0.132 Ω
226 0.132 Ω
227 0.132 Ω
The values of ∆ρ/tFM for the wafers used in this project are listed in Table 3.2. It is seen
that the values of ∆ρ/tFM change slightly for the different wafers. The exact reason for this is
unknown, but it is most likely due to differences in the batch to batch film quality.
3.2.2 Magnetic properties
The magnetic properties HK and Hex of the fabricated wafers were characterized by measuring
the magnetization as function of applied field for 3×3 mm2 pads consisting of continuous stacks.
These measurements were performed in a LakeShore model 7407 vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) by applying the field both parallel and perpendicular to the x-axis. A set of magnetization
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curves are shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 for measurements parallel and orthogonal to the x-axis
of wafer 86, respectively. The anisotropy and exchange fields were found from the hysteresis
curve measured along the x-axis, where HK is half the width of the hysteresis and −Hex is the
center of the hysteresis loop (see inset Fig. 3.4).
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Fig. 3.4: Magnetization in the x-direction as function
of applied field in the x-direction. The inset shows how
Hex and HK are determined.
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Fig. 3.5: Magnetization in the y-direction as function
of applied field in the y-direction.
The values of HK and Hex found from the easy axis hysteresis loops are listed in Table 3.3 for
the wafers used for this project. From the table it is seen that HK and Hex are similar for wafers
86 and 224, which nominally have the same thicknesses and have experienced approximately the
same process sequence. Wafer 208 have the same nominal thicknesses as wafers 86 and 224. The
difference is that wafer 208 has Ormocomp on it and therefore it has been exposed to 150◦C for
3 hours. The wafers 225–227 had been low-temperature annealed in a magnetic field and it is
seen that this results in a similar change as heating the wafer 208 without applying a magnetic
field.
Table 3.3: Summary of the anisotropy and exchange fields obtained from VSM measurements for the wafers
used throughout the project.
Wafer µ0HK [mT] µ0Hex [mT]
86 0.33 3.02
208 0.23 1.70
224 0.39 2.89
225 0.41 2.02
226 0.50 1.90
227 0.46 1.39
3.2.3 Low-field sensitivity
The last parameter to characterize was the low-field sensitivity. This was measured for each
sensor and not on a wafer level as for the parameters described above. The low-field sensitivity
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was measured by sweeping an applied field in the y-direction from µ0Hy = −45 mT to µ0Hy =
45 mT and back to µ0Hy = −45 mT and simultaneously measuring the first harmonic in-phase
signal. This type of measurement is referred to as a ”field sweep”. When measuring field sweeps,
an alternating current with an amplitude of 1 mA was forced through the sensor. An example
of such measurements are shown for bridge sensors with different aspect ratios in Fig. 3.6. The
low-field sensitivity was found from a linear fit to the points within ±1 mT (see Fig. 3.6 (b)).
The low-field sensitivity obtained for each sensor used will be stated for the individual studies.
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Fig. 3.6: Field sweeps for bridge sensors with varying ratios of l/w. Solid lines are not fits, but to guide the eye.
(a) Shows the full range of the applied field. This Figure is from Paper A not appended. (b) Shows zoom-in of
(a).
3.3 Experimental setup
To perform measurements with the planar Hall effect sensors, the experimental setup shown in
Fig. 3.7 was constructed. A CPU cooler was fixed in a polycarbonate plate and on top of the
CPU cooler a Peltier element was placed. On top of the Peltier element a copper plate welded
to a T-shaped copper block was placed and in the T-shaped block a thermometer was placed.
On top of the T-shaped copper block a piece of aluminum was placed, in which a small groove
was milled such that the chip would be aligned with the fluidic system. The aluminum well was
changed depending on which chip size was used. From Fig. 3.7 it is also seen that a microscope
was placed above the setup for visual inspection of the sensors.
3.3.1 Temperature control
The temperature control system was composed of the liquid CPU cooler, the Peltier element
and the thermometer. The CPU cooler was running at a constant flow rate, keeping the bottom
side of the Peltier at a room temperature. The Peltier element and the thermometer were
connected to a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. At the beginning of the thesis,
the PID controller was a LabVIEW (National Instruments Corp., TC, USA) program, but since
small delays in the program would result in unstable temperatures, the PID controller was
replaced by a LFI-3751 temperature controller (Wavelength Electronics, Inc., MT, USA). When
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Fig. 3.7: Photos of experimental setup. (a) Side view along the y-direction. (b) angled top view. The tubing at
the bottom of image (a) are the inlet and outlet of the CPU cooler. The red and black wires are for the Peltier
element. On top the Peltier element the T-shaped copper piece can be seen with the aluminum well placed on
top. Above the setup the lens of the microscope is seen.
the LabVIEW program was used, a Pt1000 resistance temperature was used as thermometer,
whereas when using the LFI-3751 a thermistor was used.
3.3.2 Fluidic system
The fluidic system served two purposes: first, to define the fluidic chamber, where a bead
suspension could be injected into; second, to facilitate electrical contacts to the chip to allow
for a current to be passed through the sensor and a voltage to be measured. The fluidic system
consisted of layers of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), which had been micromilled to define
channels, holes for spring-loaded contact pins (POGO-PIN-5.94-1, Emulation Technology, Inc.,
Camarillo, CA, USA) and holes for assembling the system. After milling, the layers were bonded
together by first cleaning the surfaces to be bonded with isopropanol, followed by exposure to
UV light for 60–90 s. Finally, the layers were aligned and placed in a bonding press at 88◦C
with an applied force of 1 kN for 1 hour. To define the fluidic channel over the sensors, a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gasket was fabricated from Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit
(Dow Corning Corp., MI, USA). The PDMS gasket was fabricated such that it would fit into
a groove milled in the bottom PMMA layer. The height of the PDMS gasket was 50 µm taller
than the groove, such that when the fluidic system was tightened onto a chip, the PDMS gasket
would seal off the fluidic channel over the chip. The spring-loaded contact pins were longer than
the fluidic system was high to connect the contact pads on the sensor chip to a printed circuit
board (PCB) on top of the fluidic system. The PCB had connectors to the power supply and
the measurement equipment.
Due to the two different chip designs also two different fluidic systems were needed. The
fluidic systems of the 8- and 20-pad chips are shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, respectively. Besides
the obvious changes, i.e., the position and number of Pogo Pins, the inlet and outlet connectors,
the PDMS gasket, and the printed circuit board (PCB) were also changed.
The inlet and outlet were connected to the 8-pad version of the fluidic system by first making
a thread and then fitting in the inlet and outlet connectors. The durability of these connections
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Fig. 3.8: Fluidic system used for
measurements on 8-pad chips. This
figure is from Paper II.
Fig. 3.9: (a) Fluidic system used for measurements on 20-pad chips.
(b) 20-pad chip mounted in aluminum well. This figure is from Paper IV
were limited as they would fall out over time or the PMMA layers would crack. Instead, the
connectors were replaced by tube connectors as described by Sabourin, Snakenborg, and Dufva
[78] and Sabourin et al. [79]. Another important difference between the 8- and 20-pad designs
was that the PDMS gasket was modified from having the Pogo Pins going through the gasket
to the gasket being so narrow that it would fit between the Pogo Pins. This greatly reduced
problems with liquids leaking from the fluidic channel to the Pogo Pins. If the Pogo Pins got in
contact with the liquid, the electrical measurements were no longer reliable and the experiment
would have to be aborted, the fluidic system demounted and the Pogo Pins dried. The last
change from the 8-pad fluidic system to the 20-pad version was the PCB. The design had to be
changed because of the new positions and increased number of Pogo Pins, but also the connector
types was changed from a 8 DIN plug to 20 pin connectors, which made connections to the chip
much more flexible.
Pumps
In order to pump liquid into the fluidic channel two different pumps were used; a standard
commercial syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, CA, USA) as shown in Fig. 3.10 and an in-house
custom built peristaltic pump [79] as shown in Fig. 3.11. The advantages of the peristaltic pump
were that it could be controlled from the PC with Lego Mindstorm and it could hold up to 6
different solutions, which allowed for injection of and washing off beads without having to change
syringes manually. The drawback of the peristaltic pump was that the PDMS ribbons broke
every now and then and were time consuming to fabricate. No experimental differences were
observed between the two pumps. The dead volumes were also close to 10 µL for both pumps.
The reported sample volumes were the volumes prepared, which means the dead volume should
be subtracted in order to get the volumes flushed over the sensors.
3.3.3 Electromagnet
When the sensors were characterized by measuring field sweeps, an electromagnet was placed
in the setup as shown in Fig. 3.12. The magnet was powered by a Kepco bipolar power supply
(Kepco, Inc., NY, USA) and controlled from LabVIEW through a USB data acquisition (DAQ)
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Fig. 3.10: Photo showing the Harvard pump con-
nected to the fluidic system.
Fig. 3.11: Photo showing the Lego pump con-
nected to the fluidic system.
unit. Commercial Hall probes were placed at the poles of the magnet to measure the generated
field at the poles, which after a calibration could be converted to the applied field on the chip.
Fig. 3.12: Magnet frame used for measuring field sweeps as described in Section 3.2.3.
3.4 Measurements
In this section the measurement of bead relaxation using planar Hall effect sensors is described.
First, the technique used for the measurements in the frequency domain is described, followed
by a description of how measurements in the time domain are performed.
3.4.1 AC susceptibility measurements
In order to measure AC susceptibility of beads with a planar Hall effect sensor, a bias current
was forced through the sensor through the arms in the x-direction, while the second harmonic
signals were measured across the arms in the y-direction using a lock-in amplifier. The bias
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current was delivered either by a Keithley Model 6221 AC and DC Current Source (Keithley
Instruments Inc., OH, USA) or the internal power supply of the lock-in amplifier. For recording
the second harmonic voltage, two different lock-in amplifiers were available. For alternating
current at frequencies below 50 kHz a SR830 lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems,
Inc., CA, USA) was used and for frequencies above 50 kHz an HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich
Instruments AG, Switzerland) was used. All of the measurement equipment was controlled from
a PC running LabVIEW (National Instruments Corp., TX, USA). Communication with the
Keithley 6221 and SR830 lock-in amplifier was through General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB),
whereas communication with the HF2LI lock-in amplifier was through USB.
All AC susceptibility measurements were performed by varying the bias current frequency
from high to low frequencies in logarithmically equidistant steps. After setting each frequency,
the lock-in amplifiers were given time to let the signal become stable before recording the second
harmonic sensor signal. For some of the experiments, additional measurements were performed
between each frequency at a reference frequency, typically close to the expected Brownian re-
laxation frequency. These reference points made it possible to monitor the time evolution of the
signal at that specific frequency, which was useful to determine whether or not the bead suspen-
sion was in equilibrium. The drawback of the reference points was that the total measurement
time increased. A series of measurements at different frequencies including possible reference
points will throughout this thesis be referred to as a ”frequency sweep”.
3.4.1.1 Measurements below 50 kHz
Below, the settings specific to measurements with the SR830 lock-in amplifier are described and
discussed. The goal was to obtain as accurate measurement results in the shortest possible time.
Sampling method The simplest and fastest way to obtain data from the SR830 was to record
one sample at each frequency. However, this approach was not very appropriate as the lock-
in signal was slightly fluctuating. In order to obtain more reliable recordings, several samples
were recorded over a specific time period and the average value calculated. The SR830 had two
ways of doing this; either by recording samples when requested from the PC or by using the
internal buffer of the lock-in. The advantage of recording samples at requests was that they were
transferred to the PC immediately, whereas when using the buffer, all points were first stored
in the lock-in and then transferred to the PC resulting in slightly longer measuring times. On
the other hand, when using the buffer all points were evenly distributed over the measurement
time, whereas when sampling at request the time between points would vary due to the PC not
being able to request points accurately. Knowing the exact time between the samples allowed
for recording a whole number of periods exactly. This was especially useful at low frequencies
where the signal was oscillating due to the averaging over the time constant. With the exception
of the results in Section 5.1 all frequency sweeps measured with the SR830 shown in this thesis
have been recorded using the internal buffer.
Frequency dependent settings for SR830 Some of the settings depended on the current
frequency. These settings included the time constant, the waiting time and the measuring time.
In order to measure true values of the signal, the waiting time had to be at least 20 times the
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time constant to allow the signal to stabilize. For this reason, the time constant was set as low
as possible to reduce the waiting time. However, a low time constant resulted in an oscillating
output signal. It was decided that the oscillation of the lock-in signal should not exceed ±1%
of its mean value. This resulted in the time constants shown in Table 3.4 for different frequency
ranges.
Table 3.4: Time constants and waiting times as func-
tion of frequency for SR830.
Frequency range Time constant Waiting times
0.3 Hz – 1.5 Hz 1000 ms 20 s
1.5 Hz – 11 Hz 300 ms 6 s
11 Hz – 40 Hz 100 ms 2 s
40 Hz – 50 kHz 30 ms 0.6 s
Table 3.5: Measurement time as function of fre-
quency for SR830.
Frequency range Measurement time
0.3 Hz – 1 Hz 25.5 s
1 Hz – 2 Hz 12.8 s
2 Hz – 5 Hz 6.4 s
5 Hz – 10 Hz 3.2 s
10 Hz – 20 Hz 1.6 s
20 Hz – 50 kHz 0.8 s
The measurement time for each frequency was chosen such that the standard deviation of
repeated measurements at each frequency did not exceed 20 nV and resulted in the measure-
ment times listed in Table 3.5. The measurement time for each individual frequency was set
such that the measurements were performed over a whole number of periods exactly. If the
measurement times were chosen randomly, the data from the extra fraction of a period would
result in additional noise.
Lock-in settings kept constant throughout a sweep The factors that potentially influ-
ence the measurement results with the SR830 lock-in are listed in Table 3.6 along with the
possible settings for each factor and the setting found to be the best. The details on how the
optimal settings were determined are described in Appendix B.1. Only a short discussion of the
SR552 preamplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Inc., CA, USA) is given here.
Table 3.6: Factors believed to influence measurements with SR830. The second column shows the available
choices. The third column shows the settings found to the best. The horizontal line separated the physical factors
from lock-in setting.
Factor Possible settings Optimal settings
Power supply Keihtley 6221 or SR830 Internal Keihtley 6221
Preamplifier Not Connected or SR552 Not Connected
Coupling AC or DC DC
Shield Ground or Float Ground
Reserve High, Normal or Low Noise Low Noise
Slope 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB/Oct 24 dB/Oct
Synchronous filter On or Off Off
Line filters Out, 50 Hz, 60 Hz or Both In Out
The SR552 preamplifier resulted in higher reproducibility of the measurements, but due to
a low-pass filter in the amplifier, the measurements below 10 Hz were attenuated. In addition,
the out-of-phase signals had an offset that could not be explained. Thus, it was decided not
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to use the SR552 preamplifier. However, the measurements for Paper II and Section 5.1 were
performed with the SR552 preamplifier because they were made before this test.
Reproducibility To check the reproducibility of the SR830 setup with the settings described
above, 41 frequency sweeps were performed with a bridge sensor connected and the standard
deviations were calculated for both the in-phase and out-of-phase second harmonic raw signals
at each frequency, which is plotted in Fig. 3.13.
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Fig. 3.13: Standard deviation as function of frequency calculated based on 41 repeated frequency sweeps
measured on a bridge sensor in dry condition with the SR830 lock-in amplifier and using the Keithley 6221 to
supply a current amplitude of 20 mA.
From Fig. 3.13 it is seen that the standard deviation for both the in-phase and out-of-
phase signals decrease as the frequency is increased, until 10 kHz where the standard deviation
increases slightly again. This means that longer measurements time should be used at the lower
frequencies to enhance the reproducibility. However, as seen from Table 3.5 the measurement
time at low frequency is already many times longer than for the measurements above 20 Hz
and also longer waiting times are used. The total measurement time was 2 min and 21 s for a
frequency sweep from 1.88 Hz to 43.7 kHz with 30 measurements points and no reference points.
Half of this time was spent on measuring the 6 points from 1.88 Hz to 10.7 Hz and the other
half of the time on the remaining 24 points.
3.4.1.2 Measurements above 50 kHz
The HF2LI Zurich instrument lock-in amplifier had fewer user options. The only available power
supply that could operate at up to 5 MHz was the internal voltage generator of the HF2LI lock-in
amplifier. No appropriate preamplifier was available either and most of the lock-in settings had
only one meaningful option for measurements on planar Hall effect sensors. The input should be
DC coupled since the AC coupling added a high pass filter at 1 kHz, which was not useful when
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measurements below this value were of interest. The input impedance could also be changed
from 1 MΩ to 50 Ω, which means the resistance of the voltage input to ground was decreased to
50 Ω. However, reducing the input impedance resulted in a current running in the voltage arms
of the sensor, which is not appropriate.
The remaining settings are the time constant, slope and sample rate. To test if any of these
settings would affect the measurements, results of a full factorial design was made and analysis of
variance (ANOVA) performed. The results of these measurements are shown in Appendix B.2.
From the ANOVA it was found that neither of the settings affected the mean value or the
standard deviation. For this reason the settings shown in Table 3.7 was chosen.
Table 3.7: Standard settings of HF2LI for frequency
sweeps
Setting Value
Sensitivity As low as possible
AC coupling Off
Differential On
50 Ohm Input-Ground Off
Synchronous filter Off
Time constant 71 ms
Slope 48 dB/Oct
Sample rate 28.1 Sa/s
Table 3.8: Measurement times as function of fre-
quency for HF2LI.
Frequency range Measurement time
10 Hz – 50 Hz 15 s
50 Hz – 100 Hz 10 s
100 Hz – 500 Hz 5 s
500 Hz – 5 MHz 2.5 s
The measurement times used for measurements with the HF2LI lock-in amplifier are listed
in Table 3.8 as function of the bias frequency. It is seen that these measurement times were
longer than those used for the SR830 lock-in amplifier. The reason for this is believed to be that
the HF2LI lock-in amplifier only has a 14-bit analog to digital converter, whereas the SR830
lock-in amplifier has 18-bits of resolution. In addition, the range of the HF2LI lock-in amplifier
could not be set lower than 1 mV, while the input range of the SR830 lock-in amplifier could be
set to 0.2 mV. Thus, the SR830 had a much higher resolution than the HF2LI lock-in amplifier.
Reproducibility To check the reproducibility of the HF2LI setup with the settings described
above, 41 frequency sweeps were performed with a bridge sensor connected and the standard
deviations were calculated for both the in-phase and out-of-phase second harmonic raw signals
at each frequency, which is plotted in Fig. 3.14.
Figure 3.14 shows that the standard deviation decreases with increasing frequency until
1 MHz. Above 1 MHz the standard deviation increases again. The standard deviations for the
out-of-phase signal were larger than for the in-phase signal. This is believed to be because the
HF2LI lock-in amplifier controlled the voltage over the sensor instead of the current. Thus, small
changes in temperature will change the current slightly and thereby also the offset in the second
harmonic out-of-phase signal. The total measurement time was 3 min and 21 s for a frequency
sweep consisting of 31 point from 37.7 Hz to 5 MHz. With the HF2LI lock-in amplifier the
time was spent more equally through the frequency range due to the time constant being held
constant and no long waiting times were required at lower frequencies.
For both lock-in amplifiers it was possible to decrease the standard deviation by increasing
the measurement time. In theory, the standard deviation should be halved if the measurement
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Fig. 3.14: Standard deviation as function of frequency calculated based on 41 repeated frequency sweeps
measured on a bridge sensor in dry condition with the HF2LI lock-in amplifier with a bias voltage amplitude of
7 V, which corresponded a current amplitude of 20 mA.
time is multiplied by four. However, increasing the total measurement time would require that
the setup remains in a constant state for a longer time such that the first and last frequencies
of each sweeps were measured under almost identical conditions.
3.4.1.3 Data treatment
In this section the data treatment is described. No matter which lock-in amplifier was used for
measuring frequency sweeps, the data needed to be corrected for an instrumental phase-shift
∆ϕ(f) and the offset in the out-of-phase data due to γ0, as described in Section 2.8.2. Both the
phase-shift and the offset were corrected for by measuring one or more frequency sweeps prior
to the injection of beads, containing the same liquid as the beads were suspended in. These
measurements are denoted V2,ref .
It was assumed that the phase-shifts were constant over time such that once the phase-shifts
were determined from the reference sweeps, these could be used to correct the data measured
with beads. The raw in-phase and out-of-phase signals measured are given by
V ′2,Raw = V
′
2,True cos(∆ϕ(f))− V ′′2,True sin(∆ϕ(f)) (3.2)
V ′′2,Raw = V
′
2,True sin(∆ϕ(f)) + V
′′
2,True cos(∆ϕ(f)) (3.3)
in terms of the true in-phase V ′2,True and out-of-phase (V
′′
2,True) signals. And likewise the true
signals are found from
V ′2,True = V
′
2,Raw cos(∆ϕ(f)) + V
′′
2,Raw sin(∆ϕ(f)) (3.4)
V ′′2,True = −V ′2,Raw sin(∆ϕ(f)) + V ′′2,Raw cos(∆ϕ(f)) (3.5)
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The phase-shifts were found by assuming that the true in-phase signal should be 0 for all f when
no beads were present in the sensor. Thus, ∆ϕ(f) are determined by solving
V ′2,True,ref = V
′
2,Raw,ref cos(∆ϕ(f)) + V
′′
2,Raw,ref sin(∆ϕ(f)) = 0 (3.6)
for each frequency. The corrected values for measurements both with and without beads were
calculated by inserting ∆ϕ(f) in Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5). This correction is shown in Fig. 3.15 (a),
where raw data measured with and without beads are plotted vs. frequency. It is seen that
∆ϕ(f) has been determined such that V ′2,True,ref = 0 for all frequencies. It is also noticed that
the data is positive, which is because the low-field sensitivity has been defined to be negative.
Finally, the offset due to γ0 was corrected for by
V ′2 = V
′
2,True,bead (3.7)
V ′′2 = V
′′
2,True,bead − V ′′2,True,ref . (3.8)
Since V ′2,ref is defined to be zero when determining ∆ϕ(f) it is not subtracted from V
′
2,True,bead.
In Fig. 3.15 (b) the data from Fig. 3.15 (a) has been corrected for the offset due to γ0. From
this, it is seen that the signal due to the magnetic beads were less that 3% of the raw signal,
which means that even a relatively small change in the offset between measurements with and
without beads could, potentially, influence the bead signal significantly.
3.4.2 Time domain measurements
In order to measure the Brownian relaxation in the time domain with planar Hall effect sensors,
the bias current was supplied by the Keithley 6221 and a NI-6281 DAQ (National Instruments
Corp., TX, USA) was used for recording the voltages. The Keithley 6221 was configured to
deliver a square wave at a frequency of 8 Hz. The advantage of using a square wave instead of
a simple DC output with changing sign, was that the Keithley 6221 sends out a trigger signal
(phase marker), which was used to accurately start the sampling with the NI-6281. Without
accurate sampling recordings the steps of the bias current would have to be determined later,
which proved more tedious and less accurate. The NI-6281 was set to sample 600.000 samples
per second, and the range fixed at 100 mV, which was the lowest possible. The bit resolution
was 18 bits, which resulted in a resolution of 0.76 µV. Also for these measurements the voltage
was measured such the low-field sensitivity was negative. Thus, the sign from the theory chapter
is reversed.
3.4.2.1 Data treatment
In this section it will be described how Vave and Vdiff were obtained from measurements. The
sample data presented here were all performed on a bridge sensor (w = 20 µm and l = 280 µm
from wafer 208) without beads present. The sensor was biased with a square wave current with
an amplitude of 20 mA, which means that the current was changing between +20 mA and
−20 mA every 62.5 ms.
In Fig. 3.16 two sets of raw data is shown where the phase markers were set at 0◦ and 180◦,
respectively. The phase marker informed the NI-6281 DAQ when to start sampling. With the
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Fig. 3.15: Example of phase shift correction. (a) Raw signals plotted vs. frequency for measurements with and
without beads. True signals calculated by finding ∆ϕ(f) from Eq. (3.6) and inserting into Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.4).
(b) Bead signal calculated by V ′′2 = V
′′
2,True and V
′′
2 = V
′′
2,True − V ′′2,True,ref .
phase marker set to 0◦ the measurement started when the current changed from −I0 to +I0 and
vice versa for a phase marker of 180◦. Phase markers received during sampling were ignored by
the NI-6281 DAQ. This approach was chosen as it resulted in the best synchronization between
measurements at I = +I0 and I = −I0. Changing the phase marker between each sampling
also decreased the total measuring time, since the time from ending one recording to the start
of the next was reduced from a whole to half a period.
The average of and difference between the signals recorded with the phase marker set at 0◦
and 180◦ were calculated and shown in Fig. 3.17. Each of these plots contain four repetitions of
Vave and Vdiff . Each data set was then split into four and averaged, which is shown in Fig. 3.18,
where the 10 first points are skipped because the current was changing while these were recorded.
From Fig. 3.18 it is seen that both Vave and Vdiff are quite noisy. It is also noted that
Vave decays with time and almost reach a constant value near the end. On the other hand,
Vdiff looks constant vs. time when disregarding the noise. By repeating the measurements and
averaging the repetitions it was possible to reduce the noise level. For the measurements shown
in Chapter 6, the signals were in total averaged over 192 periods, which means the current was
flipped 384 times.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.16: Raw data measured for two periods of f = 8 Hz with the phase marker set at (a) 0◦ and (b) 180◦.
The vertical dashed lines represent when a phase marker is sent from the power supply.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.17: (a) Vave and (b) Vdiff calculated from the raw data in Fig. 3.16.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.18: (a) Vave and (b) Vdiff calculated as the as the average over the four repetitions shown in Fig. 3.17,
where the first 10 points have been omitted.
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3.5 Magnetic beads and sample preparation
Throughout the project many different magnetic beads were used from two different producers:
Micromod and Ocean Nanotech. The different bead sizes and surface coatings used for this
project have already been listed in Table 2.1. All beads used are commercially available, except
for the 50 nm BNF-starch beads with NH2 surface, which were a special order from Micromod.
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 relaxation measurements on bead solutions are presented. Before
preparing samples containing any type of beads they were vortexed, to ensure that the beads
were homogenously suspended. The beads for these experiments were either diluted with MilliQ
water or PBS. The beads from Ocean Nanotech were always diluted with MilliQ water, because
diluting them in PBS led to an 50 % increase in the hydrodynamic diameter, which indicates
that the beads were not entirely stable when diluted in PBS. The Micromod beads were stable in
both solutions. These were in general suspended in PBS, except for the measurement on 250 nm
beads in Section 5.1, which were diluted in pure MilliQ water. In Chapter 7 measurements are
presented where beads have been mixed with solutions containing bBSA diluted in MilliQ water
with PBS and DNA coils formed by RCA diluted in a hybridization buffer (4mM Tris-HCL,
4mM EDTA, 0.02 v/v% Tween-20 and 0.1 M NaCl). The details of the sample preparation for
each experiment are described in Chapter 7.
Chapter 4
Temperature dependence of planar
Hall effect sensors
The resistivity of almost any material depends on the temperature, and this is also the case
for magnetoresistive sensors. Since magnetoresistive sensors rely on measuring changes in re-
sistivity due to magnetic fields, it is important to know how the temperature affects the sensor
response. In this study the temperature dependence of planar Hall effect bridge sensors are
investigated by measuring the low-field sensitivity at temperatures ranging from 25◦C to 90◦C.
The investigation distinguishes between reversible and irreversible changes. Additionally, the
effects of low-temperature annealing are examined. The results presented in this chapter are
also published in Paper I.
4.1 Introduction
When the sensors are biased with a current source, the only parameter of the sensor response
that depends on temperature is the low-field sensitivity. The low-field sensitivity for a planar
Hall effect bridge sensor is given by Eq. (2.35); for convenience repeated here
S0 =
l∆ρ
tFMw(HK +Hex)
.
The sensitivity is split into three components l∆ρtFMw , HK and Hex that each may vary with
temperature. l∆ρtFMw is theoretically proportional to
Vpp
I , where Vpp is the peak to peak voltage of
a field sweep.
Vpp
I , HK and Hex are extracted by minimization of the magnetic energy and least
squares fitting to the measured field sweeps. Details of the energy minimization and fitting are
found in Paper I.
4.2 Experimental
Prior to performing the temperature study the wafer were characterized as described in Sec-
tion 3.2. The parameters are repeated in Table 4.1 with the addition of the measured low-field
sensitivities.
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To investigate the temperature dependencies, field sweeps were measured on planar Hall
effect bridge sensors with l = 280 µm, w = 20 µm from an unannealed wafer and three wafers
annealed at 240, 280 and 320◦C for 1 hour. Field sweeps were performed at temperatures ranging
from 25◦C to 90◦C. To be able to distinguish between reversible and irreversible temperature
changes, reference field sweeps were measured at 25◦C in between the field sweep at elevated
temperatures.
For each field sweep the low-field sensitivity was found by as the average slope in the range
−0.15 mT< µ0Hy < 0.15 mT, while VppI , HK and Hex were found from least squares curve
fitting to the full sweep by minimization of the magnetic energy. The reversible temperature
dependence of the four parameters were found as the difference between the value obtained from
a field sweep at an elevated temperature and the following reference field sweep at 25◦C. The
irreversible changes were the differences between the values obtained from the initial field sweeps
at 25◦C and the reference field sweeps.
4.3 Results and discussion
From the initial characterization of the wafers summarized in Table 4.1 it is seen that annealing
the wafers result in an increase of the low-field sensitivity. The low-field sensitivity is increased
by 73.5 % when comparing the wafer annealed at 320◦C to the wafer not annealed. It is also
seen that the primary reason for the increased sensitivity is a reduction of the exchange field.
Table 4.1: Wafer parameter obtained from characterization as described in Section 3.2. The values of µ0HK and
µ0Hex were measured by VSM and cannot be compared to values extracted from fitting.
Wafer Anneal temp. S0/µ0 ∆ρ/tFM µ0HK µ0Hex
[◦C] [V/(TA)] [Ω] [mT] [mT]
224 - 465 0.130 0.39 2.89
225 240 637 0.132 0.41 2.02
226 280 699 0.132 0.50 1.90
227 320 807 0.132 0.46 1.39
In Fig. 4.1 the field sweeps performed at 25◦C and 90◦C for the unannealed wafer along with
the curve fits obtained from minimization of the magnetic energy are shown. It is seen that
the model fits well to the measured data. Also some clear effects of changing the temperature
are observed: The peak to peak value decreases as temperature is increased, the peak positions
are shifted from µ0Hy ≈ ±3 mT to µ0Hy ≈ ±2 mT, and the slope at µ0Hy = 0 mT, i.e., the
low-field sensitivity increases with increasing temperature.
In Fig. 4.2 the initial field sweeps at 25◦C of the unannealed wafer and the wafer annealed at
280◦C are shown. It is seen that the wafer annealed at 280◦C shows some of the same changes
compared to the unannealed as observed when heating the unannealed wafer, i.e., the peak
positions are shifted closer toward µ0Hy = 0 mT and the slope at µ0Hy = 0 mT is increased.
The peak-to-peak value is not affected, but a small offset is observed.
The low-field sensitivities normalized with the initial low-field sensitivities are plotted vs.
temperature in Fig. 4.3 (a). The open symbols are the low-field sensitivities measured at 25◦C
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Fig. 4.1: Field sweeps performed at 25◦C and 90◦C
on not annealed wafer. The solid lines are curve fits
obtained by minimization of the magnetic energy. The
inset shows a zoom-in on the low-field data.
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Fig. 4.2: Field sweeps performed at 25◦C for wafer
with no annealing and wafer annealed at 280◦C. The
figure is from Paper I.
after the temperature at which it is plotted. This makes it easy to distinguish the reversible
and irreversible parts of the temperature dependence. The figure shows that the sensitivity
is increased ∼22.5 % when increasing the temperature from 25◦C to 90◦C for the unannealed
wafer. More than 50 % of the change is irreversible. For the unannealed wafer it is also seen
that as the temperature increases, a greater fraction of the temperature dependence becomes
irreversible, i.e., at 40◦C 25 % of the change is irreversible.
It is seen that the temperature dependence decreases as the annealing temperature increases.
For the two wafers annealed at 280◦C and 320◦C the temperature dependence of the low-field
sensitivity is less than 3 % when the temperature is increased to 90◦C. It is also seen that for
the wafer annealed at 280◦C the entire temperature dependence is irreversible. For the wafer
annealed at 320◦C the total temperature change becomes negative.
To determine which terms in the sensitivity are causing the temperature dependence, Vpp/I
is plotted vs. temperature in Fig. 4.3 (b) and Hex and HK are plotted vs. temperature in Fig. 4.4.
From Fig. 4.3 (b) it is seen that the temperature dependence of Vpp/I is completely reversible
and almost independent of annealing temperature. It is also seen that Vpp/I decreases linearly
with the temperature for the investigated temperature range. By recalling that Vpp/I ∝ l∆ρtFMw
it is seen that the temperature dependent term is most likely ∆ρ as the geometrical dimensions
are expected to be almost independent of temperature.
From Fig. 4.4 (a) it is seen that the relative temperature dependence of Hex is larger for the
unannealed wafer than for the three annealed wafers, which are seen to have the same relative
temperature dependence of Hex. Fig. 4.4 (b) shows that the temperature dependence of HK is
largest for the unannealed wafer and very irreversible for all four wafers. This means that the
irreversible temperature changes of the low-field sensitivity are due to changes in Hex and HK.
This study showed that the low-field sensitivity can be increased by 73.5 % by annealing
the wafer at 320◦C. It was also found that the low-field sensitivity is temperature dependent.
For an unannealed wafer the low-field sensitivity increase by 22.5 % when heating the sensor
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to 90◦C, more than half of this increase is irreversible. By low-temperature annealing the
temperature dependence of the low-field sensitivity can be reduced to less than 3 %. However,
this temperature dependence is still too large to be able to compare measurements performed
at different temperatures, the signal must be corrected for the temperature dependence before
a meaningful comparison can be made. It was also shown that heating the sensors leads to
irreversible changes, which will make temperature compensation more complicated. At present
no temperature compensation exists and measurements that are to be compared should therefore
be performed at a constant temperature.
Chapter 5
AC susceptibility measurements of
magnetic beads
In this chapter AC susceptibility measurements of magnetic beads using planar Hall effect sensors
are presented. Throughout the chapter, parameters, such as temperature, sensor geometry,
current amplitude, bead concentration and bead diameter, are changed in order to demonstrate
that the measurements follow the theory described in Chapter 2. Thus, it is demonstrated that
planar Hall effect sensors can be used as miniaturized AC susceptometers without the need of
any external magnets.
This chapter is divided into five sections. In the first section, the temperature dependence
of AC susceptibility measurements is investigated. In the second section, AC susceptibility
measurements performed using bridge and cross sensors are compared, which also includes a
small study on how the measurements depend on the bias current. The third section contains
a study of AC susceptibility measurements performed vs. concentration of 40 nm beads. In
the fourth section AC susceptibility measurements are performed on six different bead types
with different nominal diameters. In the fifth and last section AC susceptibility measurements
performed with planar Hall effect sensors are compared to measurements performed with a
commercial AC susceptometer (DynoMag from Imego, Sweden).
5.1 Temperature dependence of AC susceptibility measurements
The first parameter that is varied is the temperature of system. This is done to ensure that the
relaxation of magnetic beads measured with a planar Hall effect cross sensor follow the expected
theory. The results from this study have been published in Paper II.
From Section 2.8.2 it is recalled that the sensor signal for AC susceptibility measurements
depends on S0, I, γ0, γ1, χ
′ and χ′′. The temperature dependence of S0 was investigated
in the previous section. I is not temperature dependent. γ0 and γ1 depends on the sensor
stack, sensor geometry and bead distribution. Thus, it is assumed that neither γ0 nor γ1 will
show any significant temperature dependence. However, the complex magnetic susceptibility is
governed by the Brownian relaxation frequency, which is given by Eq. (2.10) and repeated here
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for convenience
fB =
1
2piτB
=
kBT
6piηVh
=
kBT
pi2ηD3h
.
From this it is seen that fB depends on the temperature due to the thermal energy and the
dynamic viscosity. Since the beads are suspended in water, the viscosity is highly temperature
dependent. In this study, the temperature is varied in the range from 5◦C to 35◦C, which
corresponds to a change in viscosity from 1.52 mPas to 0.72 mPas [80].
5.1.1 Experimental
Table 5.1: Experimental settings for temperature de-
pendence of AC susceptibility study.
Wafer Name 86
Sensor type Cross w = 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0/µ0 = −36.5 V/(TA)
Lock-in SR830 + SR552
Reference points No
Current amplitude 15 mA
Channel height 1 mm
Bead type 250 nm MM
Bead Concentration 2.5 mg/mL
Temperature 5◦C– 35◦C
The temperature dependence of the Brownian
relaxation frequency was found by injecting a
bead suspension of 250 nm beads into the flu-
idic channel and letting the sample sediment
for 16 hours to stabilize the signal. Frequency
sweeps were then performed at temperatures
ranging from 5◦C to 35◦C in steps of 5◦C.
Prior to the measurements at 5◦C, 15◦C and
30◦C a control sweep was performed at 25◦C,
to be able to monitor any irreversible changes.
Between each frequency sweep, a waiting time of 15 min was added to ensure a constant tem-
perature of the entire fluidic system. The Cole–Cole model was fitted to all frequency sweeps
and the corresponding Brownian relaxation frequencies were extracted. Further detail on the
experimental setup are summarized in Table 5.1 and the details can be found in Chapter 3.
5.1.2 Results and discussion
In Fig. 5.1 the in-phase (a) and out-of-phase (b) second harmonic signals are plotted vs. fre-
quency for temperatures ranging from 5◦C to 30◦C. The solid lines represent the fit of the
Cole–Cole model to the measured data. From the figure it is seen that the Brownian relaxation
frequency is shifting to a higher frequency as the temperature is increased. It is also seen that
the Cole–Cole model does not fit the low-frequency points very well.
From Fig. 5.1 it is also observed that the signal amplitude increases with temperature. This
could be due to the temperature dependence of the sensor sensitivity as described in the previous
chapter. However, the changes observed for the reference measurements at 25◦C (Fig. 5.2) are of
similar magnitude, which indicates that all the change is irreversible. In the previous chapter it
was shown that only a fraction of the temperature dependence is irreversible. Thus, the increase
in signal is not likely to be due to changing the temperature. Another possible explanation for
the increase in signal, is that the number of beads near the sensor is increasing. This could either
be caused by sedimentation of beads or magnetostatic forces trapping beads on the edges of the
sensor stack. In Section 2.9.2 the sedimentation time of the 250 nm beads in a 1 mm channel
was estimated to 4.9 hr, which means that all the beads should for sure have sedimented to the
sensor surface during the initial waiting time of 16 hr. If the increase is due to magnetostatic
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Fig. 5.1: In-phase (a) and Out-of-phase (b) second harmonic signal vs. frequency for 250 nm beads measured
at six different temperatures. The figures are from Paper II.
forces capturing the beads at the edges of the sensor stack it would be expected that they would
also become less free to rotate, resulting in a shift of the Brownian relaxation peak towards lower
frequencies. This is not the case as shown in Fig. 5.2, where the Brownian relaxation frequency
is almost constant in time and therefore independent of the increased signal. Thus, the reason
for the continued increase of signal cannot easily be explained.
The Brownian relaxation frequencies extracted from the fits of the Cole–Cole model are
plotted vs. temperature in Fig. 5.3. The plot shows that the Brownian relaxation frequency is
increasing with temperature, and that it is more than doubled from 3.8 Hz at 5◦C to 8.8 Hz
at 35◦C. It is also seen that the repeated measurements at 25◦C result in an average Brownian
relaxation frequency of 7.1 Hz. In the inset, the hydrodynamic diameters are calculated taking
into account the temperature dependence of both the thermal energy and the viscosity of water.
The inset shows that after the temperature compensation, the hydrodynamic diameters are
independent of temperature. It is also seen that the hydrodynamic diameters are found to be
around 400 nm, which is much larger than the nominal size of 250 nm. The difference is believed
to be due to a combination of the beads having sedimented to the bottom and being captured
by magnetostatic forces. Thus, the beads are lying on the surface and not being as free to rotate
as if they had been freely suspended, which is the situation that the theory is valid for. This is
discussed in more detail in Section 5.5 where these measurements are compared to measurements
from a DynoMag AC susceptometer.
To conclude on this study, it was first of all shown that the planar Hall effect cross sensor
could be used for measuring Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads and that the Cole–Cole
model could be fitted well to the data to extract the Brownian relaxation frequencies from the
fits. Furthermore, the study showed that the Brownian relaxation frequency is greatly dependent
on temperature. However, it was also shown that the temperature dependence of the Brownian
relaxation frequency followed what was expected by the theory and that reliable values of Dh
can be extracted if the temperature is known and the temperature dependence of the dynamic
viscosity is corrected for. Thus, to be able to extract the hydrodynamic diameter it is crucial to
have information about the exact temperature, to correct for it, and to keep it constant during
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the entire frequency sweep to ensure that the dynamic response does not change during the
sweep. In the following measurements the temperature are kept constant at 25◦C.
5.2 Comparing AC susceptibility measurements using bridge
and cross sensors
Above it was shown that AC susceptibility measurements could be performed on a planar Hall
effect cross sensor. In this section, AC susceptibility measurements performed with planar Hall
effect bridge and cross sensors are compared. This is done to investigate experimentally if it
is possible to obtain a larger bead signal from the bridge sensor than from the cross sensor
as was predicted by the theoretical expressions in Eq. (2.56) – Eq. (2.59). From the these
expressions it is also predicted that the dynamic signal obtained from magnetic beads depends
on the bias current amplitude squared. In order to validate this, AC susceptibility measurements
are performed with different bias current amplitudes. The results presented in this section have
also been published in Paper III.
From Eq. (2.56) – Eq. (2.59) in the theory chapter it is recalled that the ratios between the
bead signal for bridge and cross sensors are given by
VB
VB
=
SB,0
2
√
2SC,0
(5.1)
when γ1 is assumed to be identical for the bridge and cross sensors. The low-field sensitivities
have been found from field sweeps to be SC,0/µ0 = −90 V/(AT) and SB,0/µ0 = −616 V/(AT)
for the bridge and cross sensor, respectively. Thus, the bead signal from the bridge sensor is
expected to be 2.4 times that of the cross sensor.
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5.2.1 Experimental
Table 5.2: Experimental settings for bridge vs. cross
study.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Cross w = 20µm
Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity SC,0/µ0 = −90 V/(TA)
SB,0/µ0 = −616 V/(TA)
Lock-in HF2LI
Reference points Yes, fref = 4667 Hz
Current amplitude 6.2 mA – 43.4 mA
Channel height 1 mm
Flow rates In: 30 µL/min, Out: 800 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 40 nm ON
Bead Concentration 1 mg/mL
Temperature 25◦C
Fig. 5.4: Fig. 2.13 repeated. Bridge and cross sensors
connected in series, with directions of self-field acting on
the ferromagnetic layer. The figure is from Paper III.
The measurements were performed on a chip
where a bridge and a cross sensor were con-
nected in series (see Fig. 5.4), to expose the
two sensors to the exact same conditions dur-
ing measurements. The measurement series
were repeated for bias current amplitudes
ranging from 6.2 mA to 43.4 mA in steps of
6.2 mA. For each bias current amplitude a se-
ries of ten frequency sweeps were performed:
first three with only MilliQ water in the chan-
nel for reference; at the start of the fourth
sweep beads were injected into the channel
for 1 min; during the fifth to eighth sweep
the bead suspension was in a steady state; at
the beginning of the ninth sweep, the beads
were washed away; and a tenth sweep was per-
formed to confirm that the signals were back
to their initial state. The Cole–Cole model
was fitted only to sweeps 5–8. The remaining
experimental settings are summarized in Ta-
ble 5.2 and for further details refer to Chap-
ter 3 or Paper III.
5.2.2 Results and discussion
In Fig. 5.5 the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second harmonic signals are plotted vs.
bias current frequency for the eighth frequency sweep. Data is shown for measurements with
both bridge and cross sensors using three different bias currents. The signals measured with
the cross sensor have been multiplied by six to allow for the data from the two sensors to be
on the same scale. Thus, the signals measured with the bridge sensor are six times the signals
measured with the cross sensor. From the figure it is seen that the data measured with the
cross sensor fluctuate more than the data measured with the bridge sensor, indicating that the
signal-to-noise ratio is highest for the bridge sensor. It is also seen that the signal amplitudes
increase as the bias current is increased. The shapes of the curves obtained from the bridge and
cross sensors appear very similar. The solid lines represent the fits of the Cole–Cole model to
the measurements and from these fits the Brownian relaxation frequencies are extracted along
with the α value.
In Table 5.3 the average values of fB and α for sweeps 5–8 are listed for both the bridge and
cross sensors. It is seen that the Brownian relaxation frequency extracted from measurements
with the bridge sensor is near 6.1 kHz and is not changing significantly with the current. The
Brownian relaxation frequencies obtained from the cross are not as stable, but fluctuate around
6 kHz, which is close to the value obtained with the bridge sensor. The α values obtained with
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Table 5.3: Average Brownian relaxation frequencies
and α-parameters obtained from Cole–Cole fits to the
frequency sweep number 5–8 for bridge and cross sen-
sors. The numbers in parentheses indicate the stan-
dard deviations obtained from the four measurements.
This table is from Paper III.
fB [kHz] α
IAC [mA] Bridge Cross Bridge Cross
12.4 6.0(1) 6.5(9) 0.068(6) 0.16(6)
18.6 6.05(6) 5.3(3) 0.05(2) 0.04(2)
24.8 6.097(6) 6.1(3) 0.063(6) 0.04(3)
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Fig. 5.6: In-phase second harmonic signal measured
at fref = 4667 Hz vs. time. The figure is from Pa-
per III.
the two different sensors are not significantly different when neglecting the values obtained at
the lowest current, where the signal-to-noise ratios are lowest.
The Brownian relaxation frequency of 6.1 kHz corresponds to a hydrodynamic diameter of
42.5 nm, which is closer to the nominal diameter of 40 nm than what was achieved in the previous
section for the 250 nm beads. From Fig. 5.5 it is also seen that the Cole–Cole is fitted much
better to the measurements, which indicate that these 40 nm beads behave more like predicted
by theory than the 250 nm beads. From the estimation of forces acting on beads in Section 2.9
it was also found that thermal fluctuation would be the dominating effect for such small beads.
Thus they are believed to be more freely suspended than the 250 nm beads that most likely lie
at the bottom of the fluid system.
The in-phase signal of the reference points have been plotted vs. time in Fig. 5.6. Here, it
is seen that the time evolution of the signals for both the bridge and cross sensors are identical.
It is seen that the signals are increasing during the fourth sweep and are stable for the following
four sweeps. This also supports the assumption that sedimentation can be neglected for the
40 nm beads and diffusion is the dominating effect. The figure also shows that all the signals
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return to zero after washing. This shows that it is possible to wash all the beads away, which
allows for reusing the sensors.
Based on these results it is clear that the planar Hall effect bridge sensors are better for
measuring Brownian relaxation than the cross sensors. The signals of the bridge sensor turned
out to be six times that of the cross sensor, which is more than twice of the 2.4 ratio, which
was predicted from the sensitivities. The difference is believed to be due to demagnetization
effects, which decrease the low-field sensitivity of the bridge, and the assumption that the current
through the cross sensor is evenly distributed across the width w. In reality some of the current
extends into the voltage arms. The difference could also be due to γ1 not being exactly the same
for the bridge and cross sensors as assumed.
Varying bias current
In addition to comparing bridge and cross sensors, the effect of changing the bias current is
also investigated. In Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 measurements performed with three different currents
are shown. In Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 measurements with additional four current amplitudes are
shown, but only for the bridge sensor.
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Fig. 5.7: In-phase second harmonic signal vs. fre-
quency for varying bias current amplitudes. Lines are
Cole–Cole fits to the data.
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Fig. 5.8: In-phase part of the reference points mea-
sured at f = 4667 Hz vs. time for varying bias current
amplitude.
From these figures it is seen that the signal increases with the current squared. From Fig. 5.7
it is seen that the peak shifts slightly towards higher frequencies as the bias current is increased.
This is also confirmed by Table 5.4, where the Brownian relaxation frequencies and values of
α averaged over sweeps 5–8 are listed. From this table it is seen that the Brownian relaxation
frequency increases from 6.1 kHz for IAC = 24.8 mA to 6.7 kHz for IAC = 43.4 mA. By assuming
that this increase is due to a temperature rise caused by the power generated from the current
through the sensor, it corresponds to a temperature increase of 3.5◦C. It is also seen that the
value of α is constant near 0.06 except for the highest and lowest current amplitudes. Thus, the
polydispersity of the sample does not depend on the bias current amplitude.
Figure 5.8 shows that the signals are flat after the fourth sweep for the four lowest currents,
but become slightly bumpy for the three highest currents. The reason for these bumps are
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Table 5.4: Average Brownian relaxation frequencies obtained from Cole–Cole fits to the frequency sweeps number
5–8. The numbers in parentheses indicate the standard deviations obtained from the four measurements.
IAC [mA] fB [kHz] α
6.2 5.7(1) 0.03(5)
12.4 6.0(1) 0.07(1)
18.6 6.05(6) 0.06(2)
24.8 6.097(6) 0.06(1)
31.0 6.28(3) 0.06(1)
37.2 6.49(2) 0.06(1)
43.4 6.69(2) 0.03(1)
unknown but they clearly increase with bias current amplitude and are largest for the reference
points measured in the beginning of each sweep, which are the points measured after the high
frequency points in the frequency sweep. This indicates that the measurements at high bias
current frequency and amplitude cause a change of unknown reason to samples.
Based on the above, it is concluded that the bead signal increases with current amplitude
squared as expected and increasing the current amplitude results in an increased signal-to-noise
ratio. Thus, the current amplitude should be as large as possible. However, increasing the bias
current amplitude to above 24.8 mA results in a strange behavior of the signal that cannot be
explained. To avoid this effect, the applied bias current amplitude will not exceed 21 mA in all
of the following experiments.
5.3 AC susceptibility measurements vs. concentration of 40 nm
beads
In this section it is investigated how the AC susceptibility measurements depend on the concen-
tration of beads. The lowest bead concentration necessary for reliably determining the Brownian
relaxation frequency is estimated from these measurements. The time evolution of the in-phase
signal for varying bead concentration is also investigated as well as the lowest detectable bead
concentration. The results presented here have been published in Paper IV.
5.3.1 Experimental
Table 5.5: Experimental settings for the study of AC
susceptibility measurements vs. bead concentration.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −531 V/(TA)
Lock-in HF2LI
Reference points Yes, fref = 4667 Hz
Current amplitude 21 mA
Channel height 1 mm
Flow rates In: 30 µL/min, Out: 800 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 40 nm ON
Bead Concentration 0.016–4 mg/mL
Temperature 25◦C
As in the previous section, a series of fre-
quency sweeps were performed for each bead
concentration injected into the fluidic channel.
Compared to the previous study one of the ref-
erence sweeps prior to injection was omitted
such that the beads were injected at the begin-
ning of the third sweep, left stagnant during
sweeps four to seven and washed out after the
seventh sweep. The remaining experimental
settings are summarized in Table 5.5, for further details refer to Paper IV.
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5.3.2 Results and discussion
In Fig. 5.9 the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second harmonic sensor signals are plot-
ted vs. frequency for seven different bead concentrations ranging from 63 µg/mL to 4 mg/mL.
Measurements for lower concentrations cannot be distinguished on this scale and have been
omitted. The data shown are all from the seventh sweep, which is immediately before washing
the beads away and all the bead suspensions are in a steady state. The solid lines are fits of
the Cole–Cole model to the data from which the Brownian relaxation frequencies are obtained.
The shapes appear to be independent of the bead concentration, whereas the amplitude of the
signals are increasing with the bead concentration.
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Fig. 5.9: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic signal vs. frequency for 7 different
bead concentration of 40 nm beads. Lines are Cole–
Cole fit to the measurements. The figure is from Pa-
per IV.
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Fig. 5.10: Brownian relaxation frequencies extracted
from sweep 5 to 7 plotted vs. bead concentration. The
error bars are standard deviations obtained from the
least squares curve fits. The figure is from Paper IV.
The Brownian relaxation frequencies obtained from Cole–Cole fitting have been plotted for
sweeps 5–7 vs. bead concentration in Fig. 5.10. The error bars correspond to the standard
deviations obtained from least squares fitting. It is seen that as the bead concentration increases
the extracted Brownian relaxation frequencies narrow in on a value of 4.4 kHz, and the errors
decrease. The mean Brownian relaxation frequency is independent of bead concentration except
for the two lowest concentrations, where the signal-to-noise is too low for the Cole–Cole model
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to be fitted reliably. For c ≥ 0.5 mg/mL the mean Brownian relaxation frequency is found to
4.4(1) kHz, which corresponds to a hydrodynamic diameter of 47(1) nm.
The reference points normalized with bead concentration are plotted vs. time in Fig. 5.11.
The signal scales linearly with the bead concentration. However, it is seen that the signal reaches
the steady state level faster for higher bead concentrations. This means that the signal from the
samples with low bead concentration will reach a steady state after a longer time, which is also
the reason why Brownian relaxation frequencies from sweep four is not plotted in fig. 5.10. The
origin of this effect is not known but it could be because of hydrodynamic interactions between
beads [81] or electrostatic repulsion of beads due to their surface charge.
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Fig. 5.11: In-phase second harmonic signal measured
at fref = 4667 Hz normalized with bead concentration
vs. time after injection. The figure is from Paper IV.
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In Fig. 5.12 the averages of the reference points measured during sweep seven are plotted
vs. bead concentration. The error bars are three standard deviations of the mean. It is seen
that the in-phase signal at fref = 4667 Hz depends linearly on the bead concentration with a
slope of 460(2) nV/(mg/mL). It is also seen that bead concentrations down to 16 µg/mL are
significantly different from no beads. Thus, the presence of beads at such low concentrations
can be detected even though no meaningful Brownian relaxation frequency could be extracted.
The particle mass concentration of 16 µg/mL corresponds to a molar concentration of 0.2 nM,
which indicates that with the present sensors and bead types, it cannot be expected to reach
sensitivities towards analytes much lower than 0.2 nM if each analyte only binds to a single
bead. However, increasing the bead diameter will result in a lower molar concentration for the
same amount of magnetic material, which is discussed further in Section 5.4, where different
bead sizes are investigated.
From the results presented above, it is concluded that the signal from magnetic beads mea-
sured with a planar Hall effect bridge sensor scales linearly with the bead concentration. The
results also show that the Brownian relaxation frequency does not appear to depend on the bead
concentration. However, as the bead concentration is decreased more uncertainty is associated
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with the extracted Brownian relaxation frequency. The measurements also show that mean-
ingful Brownian relaxation frequency can be extracted from measurements on samples with a
bead concentration as low as 63 µg/mL. And further that the presence of beads can be detected
for samples with bead concentrations down to 16 µg/mL. The measurement series also show
that the time for reaching a steady signal depends on the bead concentration. Hence, when two
measurements are to be compared, it must be ensured that both signals have reached a steady
state.
5.4 AC susceptibility measurements of different bead sizes
In this section, AC susceptibility measurements are performed on 6 different bead diameters
in the range from 10 nm to 250 nm to investigate if the planar Hall effect bridge sensor is
capable of determining the hydrodynamic diameter in this range. The time evolution of the
signal is also examined by recording reference points at a frequency near the expected Brownian
relaxation frequency. Furthermore, signals per bead concentration are calculated in order to
evaluate which of the investigated bead types that is the most promising to use for biosensing.
The results presented in this section is a summary of Paper V, which has been submitted to
Journal of Applied Physics.
5.4.1 Experimental
Table 5.6: Experimental settings for study of AC sus-
ceptibility measurements vs. bead size.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −581 V/(TA)
Lock-in SR830 & HF2LI
Reference points Yes
Current amplitude 20 mA
Channel height 0.1 mm
Flow rates In: 13.3 µL/min, Out: 300 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 10, 25, 40 nm ON
80, 130, 250 nm MM
Bead Concentration 1 mg/mL
Temperature 25◦C
To be able to measure as wide a frequency
range as possible, both the SR830 and the
HF2LI lock-in amplifiers have been used for
the measurements. The channel height has
been reduced from 1 mm to 0.1 mm in or-
der to reduce the sedimentation time of the
larger beads. Other settings are summarized
in Table 5.6 and further details are described
in Paper V.
5.4.2 Results and discussion
Measurements performed with both the SR830 and HF2LI lock-in amplifiers for two samples
containing 40 nm and 80 nm beads are compared in Fig. 5.13. It is seen that the total frequency
span when combining the two lock-in amplifiers is from 0.67 Hz to 5 MHz, which is almost 7
orders of magnitude. It is also possible to measure at even lower frequencies, but the mea-
surement time increases and therefore measurements are generally not performed at frequencies
below 1 Hz. At frequencies above 1 MHz it is seen that the out-of-phase signals are not com-
pletely constant. This is caused by the instrumental phase shift being almost pi/2 at 5 MHz and
therefore very difficult to correct for as a small variation in the temperature may influence the
measurement of the raw signals. Figure 5.13 also shows that the fits to the measurements of
the 80 nm beads are slightly different for the two lock-in amplifiers. This is because of the in-
phase signal at low frequencies that does not decrease to zero, possibly due to the magnetostatic
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force from the sensor stack making some of the beads less free to rotate and therefore behaving
hydrodynamically larger.
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Fig. 5.13: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second harmonic sensor signal vs. current frequency.
Measurement performed with both the SR830 lock-in amplifier and the HF2LI lock-in amplifier are compared for
samples containing 40 nm and 80 nm beads. The solid lines are fits of the Cole–Cole model to the data.
In Fig. 5.14 the reference points are plotted vs. time for all six bead diameters. The three
small bead types (10, 25 and 40 nm) are left in the fluidic channel for about 60 min, whereas
the three large bead types (80, 130 and 250 nm) are left for about 240 min. The gaps in the
graph for 130 and 250 nm beads are due to the measurement equipment stopping unexpectedly
and having to be restarted. It is seen that the obtained signals increase with the bead diameter
except for the 130 nm beads, which only gives a signal of the same order as the 40 nm beads.
The time evolution of the signals depends on the bead diameter. The signal of the 10 nm
beads increases rapidly immediately after bead-injection followed by a slight increase for 20 min.
The signal is then stable until washing. The 25 nm and 40 nm beads also increase rapidly
immediately after injection, but a peak appears in the signal followed by a decay of the signal
towards a stable level reached after 30 min. The 80 nm, 130 nm and 250 nm beads can all be
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Fig. 5.14: In-phase part of the reference points vs. time for six different bead sizes. Data from 10 nm, 25 nm
and 40 nm are plotted in (a), and data for 80 nm, 130 nm, 250 nm plotted in (b). Note that the time scales in
(a) and (b) are not identical. The figure is from Paper V.
divided into two regions; first a rapid increase followed by a linear increase. The times at which
these transitions occur are after 20 min, 45 min and 60 min for the 80 nm, 130 nm and 250 nm
beads, respectively. The slopes of the linear parts are very different for the three bead types.
The slope is clearly largest for the 250 nm beads; for the 80 nm and 130 nm the slopes are small.
The reason for the linear increase of the signal is most likely due to sedimentation, but can also
be due to beads getting trapped near the sensor by magnetostatic forces.
From the reference measurements prior to injection of beads, the standard deviations σNoBeads
are calculated and listed in Table 5.7. These values describe the reproducibility of measurements
performed at these frequencies. It is seen that with the HF2LI the standard deviations are around
5.1–5.6 nV, while for the SR830 lock-in amplifier the standard deviation increases from 4.0 nV
at fref = 481.88 Hz to 10.9 nV at fref = 42.67 Hz. These values will be used below to estimate
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Table 5.7: Standard deviation σNoBeads of baseline in-phase sensor signal at f = fref for the six values of fref
used for the different bead types. The table is from Paper V.
Lock-in fref σNoBeads
HF2LI 226.67 kHz 5.1 nV
HF2LI 36.67 kHz 5.6 nV
HF2LI 4.67 kHz 5.6 nV
SR830 481.88 Hz 4.0 nV
SR830 120.47 Hz 7.6 nV
SR830 42.67 Hz 10.9 nV
how low bead concentrations can be resolved.
Since the signals are not stable over time the data from the frequency sweeps have been nor-
malized with the reference points. This is done by dividing the measurements at each frequency
with the reference points measured immediately after. To get the scale back the normalized
data is multiplied by the mean of all the reference points for the given sweep. This is shown in
Fig. 5.15 for the frequency sweeps measured after 20 min. In Fig. 5.16 the same data is plotted,
but where both the in-phase and out-of-phase signals have been normalized with their maximum
value, respectively. This has been done to easily compare the shapes of the curves and examine
how well the Cole–Cole fits match the measurements.
From the normalized data in Fig. 5.16 it is seen that all the Cole–Cole fits match the data
well, except at frequencies above 1 MHz. As mentioned, the phase shifts of the setup are almost
pi/2 at these high frequencies, which makes it impossible to correct for. The problem is believed
to be due to limitation in the electronic equipment and not the sensor itself. In Table 5.8 the
fitting parameters from the Cole–Cole fits are listed. It is seen that the extracted hydrodynamic
diameter increases with the nominal diameter, and that the hydrodynamic diameter in general
is estimated above the nominal diameter. This makes sense as the nominal diameters are deter-
mined from transmission electron microscopy. However, the measurements on the 25 nm beads
result in a hydrodynamic diameter lower than the nominal, which is attributed to batch to batch
variations in the fabrication of the beads. On the other hand, the hydrodynamic diameter of
349 nm obtained for the nominally 250 nm beads is too large to be explained by batch to batch
variation or by differences in measurement techniques alone. This overestimation is hypothesized
to be due to beads being trapped by magnetostatic forces and therefore not as free to rotate as
if they had been in suspension.
In Table 5.8 the molar concentrations c corresponding to 1 mg/mL for each bead type is
listed. The peak signal per concentration has been calculated for each bead type by
V ′2,peak/c = −Im
[
(V0 − V∞)/(1 + i1−α)
]
/c (5.2)
and are also listed in Table 5.8. From this it is seen that the signal per bead concentration
increases with the nominal bead diameter and ranges from 0.1 nV/nM for 10 nm bead to
17.9 µV/nM for 250 nm beads. Since the 250 nm beads sediment significantly and have a
low Brownian relaxation frequency, they are not appropriate for biosensing where a constant
background signal from free beads and the possibility to resolve the Brownian relaxation peak
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Fig. 5.15: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic signal vs. frequency for six different
bead sizes measure 20 min after injection. Lines are
Cole–Cole fits to the data. The figure is from Paper V.
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Fig. 5.16: Data from Fig. 5.15 normalized with max-
imum values. The figure is from Paper V.
of bound beads are preferred. Instead, the 80 nm beads are the preferred choice for detection
of low concentrations due to their high signal per bead concentration ratio and the very limited
sedimentation. The detection range will be limited upwards by the total bead concentration,
which for 80 nm beads is 2 nM, and limited downward by the lowest concentration detectable,
which is estimated by σNoBeads from Table 5.7 divided by V
′
2,peak/c, which results in 6 pM for
the 80 nm beads. If it is necessary to quantify larger concentrations than 2 nM, either a larger
initial bead concentration or smaller beads should be used. However, this will also increase the
lower limit of detection.
From the measurements shown in this section it is concluded that AC susceptibility mea-
surements can be performed with planar Hall effect bridge sensors in the frequency range from
0.67 Hz to ∼ 1 MHz. This wide frequency span of possible frequencies allow for measuring
Brownian relaxation of beads with nominal diameters of 10 nm to 250 nm and extraction of the
corresponding hydrodynamic diameters. From measurements at frequencies near the Brownian
relaxation frequency it was shown that the beads from Ocean Nanotech (10–40 nm) reach a
steady state within 30 min. The signal obtained from the 250 nm beads keeps increasing and
the signal from the 80 nm and 130 nm beads only increase slightly. Due to the 250 nm beads
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Table 5.8: Values of Dh, α, V0 − V∞ and V∞ obtained from Cole–Cole fits to the frequency sweeps initiated
20 min after injection of the bead suspensions. The numbers in parenthesis after the fitting parameter are 95 %
uncertainties. The last two columns list the molar concentration c of each bead type in nM and the peak sensor
signal normalized with the bead molar concentration V ′2,peak/c. This table is from Paper V
Dnom Producer Dh α V0 − V∞ V∞ c V ′2,peak/c
[nm] [nm] [µV] [µV] [nM] [nV/nM]
10 Ocean Nanotech 12.4(3) 0.08(5) 0.23(2) 0.05(18) 860 0.1
25 Ocean Nanotech 21.6(4) 0.28(2) 0.56(2) 0.02(17) 58 3.0
40 Ocean Nanotech 42.4(2) 0.06(1) 0.97(1) 0.03(15) 14 31.4
80 Micromod 107.0(9) 0.20(1) 3.29(4) 0.4(7) 2.0 602
130 Micromod 155(2) 0.31(1) 0.99(2) 0.5(2) 0.48 622
250 Micromod 349(3) 0.43(1) 6.01(7) 5.2(5) 0.08 17.9×103
not reaching a steady state, it is concluded that they are inappropriate for biosensing using a
planar Hall effect bridge sensor. Rather, it is estimated that the 80 nm beads are best suited
for biosensing.
5.5 Comparison of planar Hall effect sensor measurements and
DynoMag measurements
In this section, AC susceptibility measurements performed with planar Hall effect sensors and
a commercial AC susceptometer called a DynoMag are compared. Only a limited number of
samples have been measured in both systems. These samples are: 50 nm BNF-starch beads with
NH2 coating, which also are published in Paper III; 80 nm BNF-starch beads with streptavidin
coating, which are used in Chapter 7; and 250 nm Nanomag-D beads with plain surface, which
are published in Paper II. The DynoMag measurements on the 50 nm and 80 nm beads were
performed at Uppsala University, while the measurement on the 250 nm beads were performed
at Imego.
The measurements on 50 nm and 80 nm beads were performed with a planar Hall effect bridge
sensor and are plotted in Fig. 5.17 along with the corresponding DynoMag measurements. It
is seen that the dynamic responses for both measurement techniques are very similar for both
bead types. The largest difference is that the out-of-phase signal does not become constant
at low frequencies, which is the case for the in-phase magnetic susceptibility of the DynoMag
measurements. The reason for this difference is believed to be due to the difference in how the
two setups measure. The DynoMag is able to measure on the entire sample volume, whereas, as
mentioned in Section 2.7, around 85 % of the signal are obtained within 26 µm of the planar Hall
effect sensors [71]. This means that the DynoMag measures on relatively more freely floating
beads, whereas the planar Hall effect sensors primarily obtain the signal from beads on and very
near the sensor surface. As already discussed in Section 5.1 beads on the surface might not relax
as freely as if in suspension. In addition, the magnetostatic force from the sensor stack possibly
enhances this effect.
The 250 nm beads have been measured with a cross planar Hall effect sensor and the data is
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Fig. 5.17: Comparison of AC susceptibility measurement performed with planar Hall effect bridge sensors and
DynoMag for beads with nominal diameters of (a) 50 nm and (b) 80 nm.
compared to DynoMag measurements in Fig. 5.18. The differences between the two techniques
are much more pronounced. Still the out-of-phase signal shows no sign of becoming stable at
low frequencies, but also the peak in the in-phase signal has shifted towards lower frequency
and flattens out more. Thus, the measurements indicate that the beads, when measured with
the planar Hall effect sensor are hydrodynamically larger and more polydisperse. Again this is
believed to due to the beads lying on the sensors surface and likely being trapped by magneto-
static forces. However, the planar Hall effect measurement shown here was performed after 16
hours of sedimentation and all beads were surely at the sensor surface. In the previous section
a measurement on a different batch of 250 nm beads was performed after only 20 min of sedi-
mentation with a planar Hall effect bridge, which resulted in a more similar dynamic signal as
obtained with the DynoMag.
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Fig. 5.18: Comparison of AC susceptibility measurement performed with planar Hall effect cross sensor and
DynoMag for beads with a nominal diameter of 250 nm.
That magnetostatic forces affect the beads is shown in Fig. 5.19, where a suspension of
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250 nm beads are injected into a fluidic channel containing a planar Hall effect bridge sensor.
The images are taken at 0, 5, 15 and 60 min after injection of the beads. It is seen that the
beads tend to pile up at the edges of the magnetic stack. For all beads smaller than 250 nm,
the piling up of beads on the stack edges is not observed. However, it is not to be ruled out that
the magnetostatic force might also influence the smaller beads slightly. This corresponds well
with the estimates of the magnetostatic force in Section 2.9.4.2 predicting that magnetostatic
forces would only dominate the Brownian motion for 130 nm and 250 nm beads. Thus, the
magnetostatic force changes the dynamics when measuring on 250 nm beads with the planar
Hall effect sensors. Dalslet, Donolato, and Hansen [82] have shown that it is possible to minimize
the magnetostatic force by placing an identical magnetic stack exchange biased in the opposite
direction below the sensor stack. However, obtaining good insulation between the two stacks
was not easy and the resulting sensors were not as sensitive as sensors with only one stack.
Therefore, sensors of this type of stack were not pursued in this thesis work.
Fig. 5.19: Bead distribution for 250 nm beads near a planar Hall effect sensor as a function of time after injection.
By comparing AC susceptibility measurements performed with planar Hall effect sensors to
measurements performed with a DynoMag, it is concluded that the planar Hall effect sensors
and DynoMag give similar results for frequencies above 10 Hz. At frequencies below 10 Hz
the signals from the planar Hall effect sensors become too large, which implies that some beads
behave like they are hydrodynamically larger than they really are. This is believed to be because
the beads on the planar Hall effect sensors are not as freely suspended as those measured in the
DynoMag. The measurements also show that the planar Hall effect sensor is not well suited for
measurements on the 250 nm beads, but works for the 50 nm and 80 nm beads.
Chapter 6
Brownian relaxation measurements
in the time domain
In this chapter results of Brownian relaxation measurements in the time domain will be pre-
sented. Brownian relaxation measurements performed in the time domain are potentially inter-
esting because they can be performed considerably faster than the frequency sweeps measured
in the previous chapter. First, some of initial measurements are presented, where the current
amplitude is varied to investigate if the measurements behave as predicted from theory. Then,
the effect of activating a low-pass filter at the voltage inputs is evaluated. Followed by Brownian
relaxation measurements of samples containing different bead sizes measured in both the time
domain and frequency domain for comparison. The measurements on samples with different
bead are part of the draft appended as Paper VI.
6.1 Varying current amplitude
In this section the bias current will be varied in order to determine how Vave and Vdiff depend
on the bias current. The theoretical signals were given by Eq. (2.47) and Eq. (2.48), which are
repeated here
Vave = S0I
2
0 (γ0 + γ1tM(t))
Vdiff = S0I0Hy,ext +RoffsetI0.
From these equations it is seen that Vave is expected to scale with the bias current amplitude
squared, while Vdiff , in theory, scales with the bias current amplitude. It is also seen that the
signal from magnetic beads should only appear in Vave and not in Vdiff , which on the other hand
is sensitive to external fields.
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6.1.1 Experimental
Table 6.1: Experimental settings for study of time do-
main measurements vs. current amplitude.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −591 V/(TA)
Current amplitude 3–20 mA
Channel height 0.1 mm
Flow rates In: 13.3 µL/min, Out: 300 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 80 nm streptavidin MM
Bead Concentration 1 mg/mL
Temperature 25◦C
In order to compare effects of γ0 and γ1t mea-
surements both with and without beads were
performed. The 80 nm beads coated with
streptavidin were used. As in the frequency
domain, measurements were first performed
without beads, then the beads were injected
and the sample was left stagnant for 60 min
for the signal to stabilize before measurements
were performed on beads. After waiting addi-
tionally 60 min, the measurements were repeated and the beads were then washed away and the
measurements without beads were repeated. Other settings are summarized in Table 6.1 and
further details can be found in Paper VI.
6.1.2 Results and discussion
In Fig. 6.1, Vave and Vdiff with and without beads are plotted vs. time, respectively. Data
are shown for current amplitudes of I0 = 5, 10, 15 and 20 mA. From this it is seen that Vave
increases nonlinearly with the current and that the decay due to the beads becomes more clear
with increasing current amplitude. Vdiff increases linearly with the current amplitude and no
clear change is seen due to the beads.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6.1: (a) Vave and (b) Vdiff with and without 80 nm beads vs. time for four different bias current amplitudes
measured with a bridge sensor.
In Fig. 6.2 Vave without beads have been subtracted from Vave with beads from Fig. 6.1 (a)
and normalized with the current amplitude squared. It is seen that the signals coincide and
that the signal-to-noise ratio increases with the current amplitude. It is also seen that the decay
from the beads appears independent of current amplitude. The similar plot for Vdiff is shown in
Fig. 6.3, where the data are normalized with the current amplitude. Here is it also seen that the
data for the different current amplitudes coincide and is close to 0, and that no time dependence
is observed in the signal as expected.
That Vave scales with the current squared can be seen Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.4 (a) the average of
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Fig. 6.2: Vave measured with 80 nm beads corrected
for offset from measurement without beads and nor-
malized with current squared.
Fig. 6.3: Vdiff measured with 80 nm beads corrected
for offset from measurement without beads and nor-
malized with current.
the last 30 ms of the raw Vave is plotted vs. current squared, and in Fig. 6.4 (b) the mean of the
two measurements without beads (wet) have been subtracted from all four measurement series.
Fig. 6.4 (a) shows that the offset of Vave due to γ0 also increases with the current amplitude
squared and that this offset is 10 times larger than the signal due to the beads. From Fig. 6.4 (b)
it is seen that the measurements before and after beads coincide within the noise. Thus, Vave
returns to its initial value after the beads are washed away.
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Fig. 6.4: (a) Average of last 30 ms of Vave from Fig. 6.2 vs. current amplitude squared. (b) Plot (a) corrected
for offset due to γ0 measured without beads.
Similar plots for Vdiff are shown in Fig. 6.5. The plot shows that Vdiff depends linearly on
the current amplitude as predicted from Eq. (2.48). The reason for Vdiff not to return to the
initial values and that the shapes of the wet measurements before and after exposure to beads are
different is most likely due to small changes in a external magnetic field. It is seen that the change
is around 10 µV for 20 mA, and since the sensitivity of the sensor is S0/µ0 = −591 V/(T A)
it corresponds to a change in the external field of 0.8 µT or a change in Roffset of 0.5 mΩ or
perhaps a combination of the two.
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Fig. 6.5: (a) Average of last 30 ms of Vdiff from Fig. 6.2 vs. current amplitude. (b) Plot (a) corrected for average
offset measured without beads.
Curve fitting
As for the Brownian relaxation measurements in the frequency domain the median hydrody-
namic diameter can be extracted from the measurements by least squares curve fitting. For the
measurements in the time domain Eq. (2.50) is fitted to the data. However, each data set of Vave
contains 37500 points, which is too many to perform fast fitting. Instead the data was divided
into 500 logarithmically distributed bins and averaged before fitting. The change from time on
a linear scale to logarithmic scale also results in the first point being weighted more than the
points at equilibrium, which is especially important for fast relaxation times. In Fig. 6.6 the
unnormalized data from Fig. 6.2 have been converted to a logarithmic time scale and fitted with
Eq. (2.50). It is seen that the first points are more noisy than the last, which is because only
few data points are placed in each of the first bins, while many points placed in each of the last.
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Fig. 6.6: Curve fits to Vave measured on a sample containing 1 mg/mL 80 nm beads with streptavidin. Mea-
surements are shown for current amplitudes of 5, 10, 15 and 20 mA.
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The four free fitting parameters of Eq. (2.50) are plotted vs. current amplitude in Fig. 6.7
and Fig. 6.8. The error bars are standard deviations on the parameters found from the least
squares curve fits.
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Fig. 6.7: (a) The median hydrodynamic diameter and (b) the standard deviation of the log-normal distribution
extracted from curve fits for varying bias current amplitudes.
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Fig. 6.8: (a) The signal amplitude and (b) the signal offset extracted from curve fits for varying bias current
amplitudes.
For the median hydrodynamic diameter and standard deviation it is seen that for low currents
the fits produce very uncertain values that scatter around the value obtained at larger currents.
It is also seen that the length of the error bar decreases with the current amplitudes, which
is because the fitting becomes more robust as the signal-to-noise increases. The average of the
median hydrodynamic diameter for I0 > 10 mA is 130 nm, which is much more than the nominal
value of 80 nm. Part of this is due to the beads being coated with streptavidin, which makes
them hydrodynamically larger. The corresponding average of the log-normal standard deviation
is σ = 0.39. From Fig. 6.7 it is also seen that neither the median hydrodynamic diameter nor
the standard deviation change significantly with the current.
In fig. 6.8 (a) the amplitudes of the decays are seen to decrease with the current squared
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as expected. The voltage offset plotted in Fig. 6.8 (b) is around 0 for I0 < 13 mA and around
−1 µV for I0 > 13 mA. This sudden step is seen for both series of measurements with beads,
but cannot be explained. However, it does not seem to influence the determination of the
median hydrodynamic diameter or the standard deviation, which are the two most important
parameters, as they contain the information of the hydrodynamic bead diameter distribution.
Based on the above measurements in the time domain vs. current amplitude, it is concluded
that both Vave and Vdiff depend on the bias current amplitude as predicted by the theory. The
measurements also show that only Vave is influenced by the presence of beads as expected and
that Vave returned to its initial value after washing beads away. On the other hand, Vdiff varies
over time, but since the presence of beads is not detected in Vdiff , this time dependence is not
important for bead measurements. Curve fits to the measurements show that the theoretical
model describes the Brownian relaxation of beads in the time domain. From the curve fits it is
additionally concluded that higher current amplitudes result in a more accurate estimations of
the hydrodynamic diameter.
6.2 Low-pass filter
In this short section, the effect of the low-pass filter option of the NI-6281 DAQ is tested. This
was done by performing two measurements in the time domain; one with the low-pass filter off
and another one with the low-pass filter on at 3 kHz. These measurements were performed with
the same experimental settings as in the previous section summarized in Table 6.1.
The measurements without and with the low-pass filter are plotted in 6.9 (a) and (b), re-
spectively. By comparing these two figures it clear that the noise has been reduced by applying
the low-pass filter. From least squares curve fit, the median hydrodynamic diameters were found
to 122.0(5) nm and 121.8(2) nm without and with the low-pass filter, respectively and the cor-
responding values of σ were found to 0.31(1) and 0.30(1). From the fits it is seen that the
hydrodynamic diameters are not statistically different, while a lower uncertainty obtained from
the measurement with the low-pass filter on. For this reason the low-pass filter will be applied
at 3 kHz for the remaining time domain measurements.
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Fig. 6.9: Comparison of bead relaxation recorded in the time domain (a) without and (b) with a low-pass filter
at 3 kHz applied.
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6.3 Bead sizes
To illustrate the capabilities of the time domain measurement technique, Brownian relaxation
measurements were performed for four different bead sizes. For comparison, measurements in
the frequency domain were also performed on the same four samples. The results are written
into the draft appended as Paper VI.
6.3.1 Experimental
For these measurement the NI-6281 DAQ unit was connected in parallel with the SR830 lock-
in amplifier such measurement in the time and frequency domain could be performed on the
same samples. For the measurements in the time domain the Keithley 6221 power supply was
giving a square wave with an current amplitude of 14.1 mA, while for the frequency domain
measurements a sine wave with current amplitude of 20 mA was used. The amplitudes were
chosen like this such they have the same root mean square values to eliminate possible changes
in temperature due to self-heating.
Table 6.2: Experimental settings for study of time do-
main measurements vs. bead size.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −591 V/(TA)
Current amplitude DC 14.1 mA
Current amplitude AC 20 mA
Channel height 0.1 mm
Flow rates In: 13.3 µL/min, Out: 300 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 40 nm ON, 80, 130 and 250 nm MM
Bead Concentration 1 mg/mL
Temperature 25◦C
As mentioned in section 3.4.2 the period
of the current square wave was 125 ms and
the signal averaged over 192 periods. Since
half a period of waiting time was added for
every two periods of measurements, the total
measurement time was 30 s. The frequency
sweeps without reference points, measured for
comparison, took 2 min and 21 s. The re-
maining details are summarized in Table 6.2
and further details can be found in Paper VI.
6.3.2 Results and discussion
In Fig. 6.10 the Brownian relaxation measurements in the time domain are shown for beads
with nominal diameters of 40, 80, 130 and 250 nm. The measurements are normalized such that
the signal right after flipping of the current is +1 and just before flipping is −1. The solid lines
represent fits of Eq. (2.50) to the data. It is seen that the relaxation time increases with the
nominal diameter as expected. Observing the slopes at t = 65 ms it is seen that for the 250 nm
bead the slope is nonzero, indicating that measurements should have continued for longer time
in order to reach the steady state, that is, where all magnetic moments of the beads are parallel
to the self-field. The noise is larger for the 40 nm and 130 nm beads, which is because these
beads yield less signal than the 80 nm and 250 nm beads. The 40 nm beads are just on the limit
of what can be measured, both in terms of time and signal resolution. The 40 nm beads are
fully relaxed after 0.1 ms and since the time resolution of the NI-6281 is only 1.6 µs, the entire
relaxation occurs in 62 measurement points. From the noise level after 0.1 ms it can be seen
that the change in signal is not considerably greater than the noise level. To be able to measure
Brownian relaxation in the time domain of smaller beads would therefore require a faster and
more accurate DAQ.
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The Brownian relaxation measurements in the frequency domain corresponding to the ones
in the time domain are shown in Fig. 6.11 where the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic signals are plotted vs. frequency. The solid lines represent fits of Eq. (2.63)
to the data. The fitting parameters obtained from fits to both the time and frequency domain
measurements are listed in Table 6.3.
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Fig. 6.10: Normalized Vave vs. time after flipping of
magnetic field for beads with diameters of 40, 80, 130
and 250 nm. The solid lines are least squares curve fits
to Eq. (2.50).
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Fig. 6.11: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic signal vs. frequency for beads with
diameters of 40, 80, 130 and 250 nm. The solid lines
are least squares curve fits to Eq. (2.63).
Table 6.3: Parameters obtained from least squares fitting of Eq. (2.50) to the time domain measurements and
Eq. (2.63) to the frequency domain measurements for the four different bead sizes. The numbers in parentheses
are standard deviations obtained from the least squares curve fits.
Time domain Frequency domain
Dnom [nm] D˜h [nm] σ V0 [µV] Voffset [µV] D˜h [nm] σ V0 − V∞ [µV] V∞ [µV]
40 41(2) 0.22(5) 1.8(3) −0.4(3) 42.5(3) 0.18(2) 0.95(2) 0.1(2)
80 108(1) 0.35(1) 4.81(2) 0.48(2) 107(2) 0.32(2) 3.16(5) 0.4(8)
130 152(2) 0.45(2) 1.36(2) 1.85(1) 159(4) 0.50(2) 0.97(2) 0.5(3)
250 299(4) 0.60(1) 7.68(6) 8.15(5) 350(7) 0.64(2) 5.66(7) 5.5(5)
From Table 6.3 it is seen that the median hydrodynamic diameters and standard deviations
obtained from Brownian relaxation measurements performed in the time and frequency domains
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are not significantly different, except for the 250 nm beads. The reason for the difference in the
hydrodynamic diameter of the 250 nm beads is believed to be because the sampling time in the
time domain is too short. Thus, the larger beads of the ensemble will not have enough time to
align their magnetic moments with the field, hence contribute less to the signal than the smaller
beads. Therefor the hydrodynamic diameter is underestimated in the time domain.
Based on the presented measurements it is concluded that the time domain measurements
can be utilized to determine the hydrodynamic diameter of beads ranging in nominal diameters
from 40 nm to 250 nm and the obtained values roughly correspond to what is measured in the
frequency domain. The measurement time in the frequency domain was 2 min and 21 s, while
it was only 30 s for the time domain measurements. Thus, the time domain measurements are
much faster than the frequency domain measurements and could be even faster by reducing the
number of periods used for averaging. However, as will be discussed in more details in the next
chapter the time domain might not be as accurate as the frequency measurements.
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Chapter 7
Volume-based biosensing using
planar Hall effect bridge sensors
In the previous two chapters it was demonstrated that planar Hall effect sensors can be used
to extract hydrodynamic diameters of beads in both the frequency and time domain. In this
chapter, it is investigated how the measurements in both domains change when the magnetic
beads are binding to analytes. In the first part of this chapter, the effects of mixing streptavidin
coated beads with bBSA are examined in the two domains. In the second part, the binding
of beads to DNA coils formed by rolling circle amplification is investigated. The investigation
with DNA coils first includes a study of how the size of the DNA coils affects measurements.
Then, a brief test of two different hybridization methods is performed. Finally, measurements
are performed vs. concentration of DNA coils, for which a study of possible analysis methods
are made to determine the best procedure for acquiring the lowest limit of detection and the
largest dynamic range for volume-based biosensing using planar Hall effect sensors.
7.1 Small analytes – bBSA
In the following it is demonstrated how the Brownian relaxation of streptavidin coated 80 nm
beads changes when bBSA is added. Brownian relaxation measurements are performed in both
the time and frequency domains. The main results from this section are included in the draft
appended as Paper VI.
A bBSA molecule has a diameter of only 10 nm and therefore the binding of bBSA to
the 80 nm beads will not increase the hydrodynamic size considerably. However, each bBSA
molecule is able to bind to more than one streptavidin, which allows for the formation of dimers,
trimers or even polymers of beads.
7.1.1 Sample preparation
The samples are prepared by mixing 15 µL of bead solution with a concentration of 2 mg/mL
with 15 µL of bBSA solution. The bBSA solution before mixing had twice the concentration
values as reported below. Both the beads and the bBSA are suspended in MilliQ water with
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PBS to keep the pH stable at 7.5. After mixing, the solution was placed in a magnetic field of
45 mT for 10 min to enhance the formation of bead clusters. The solution was then injected
onto the planar Hall effect bridge sensor at 13.3 µL/min for 2 min and 15 s. Then, each solution
was left for 20 min in the fluidic channel while measuring, before being washed away. The setup
and experimental settings were identical to those in described in Section 6.3.1.
7.1.2 Results and discussion
The measurements performed just before washing away the beads are shown in Fig. 7.1 and
Fig. 7.2 for measurements in the time and frequency domain, respectively. The solid lines
represent the least squares curve fits of Eq. (2.50) and Eq. (2.63), respectively. Measurements
are shown for 2.5 nM, 5 nM and 10 nM of bBSA. Furthermore, data from two measurements
without bBSA are shown as well as data from measurements without beads.
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Fig. 7.1: Vave as function of time for samples con-
tained streptavidin coated beads and varying concen-
trations of bBSA. This figure is from Paper VI
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Fig. 7.2: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic signal vs. frequency for samples con-
tained streptavidin coated beads and varying concen-
trations of bBSA. This figure is from Paper VI
From the measurements in the time domain (Fig. 7.1) it is clear that the amplitude of
the signal increases with the bBSA concentration. The slope at the end of the measurements
(t=62.5 ms) is also increasing with bBSA concentration indicating that not all magnetic moments
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had enough time to align themselves with the self-field. Thus, beads with longer relaxation times
are present. Similar trends are seen for the measurements in the frequency domain (Fig. 7.2).
Here, also the amplitudes of the signals increase with increasing bBSA concentration. The peak
in the in-phase data is observed to shift towards lower frequencies, which is also due to longer
relaxation times. It is also seen that the fit does not match the measurements of the 10 nM
sample very well. This is due to the assumption that the size distribution of the beads is log-
normally distributed. This is no longer the case as the sample contains a combination of single
beads, and clusters of beads due to the presence of bBSA.
The median hydrodynamic diameters and corresponding logarithmic standard deviations
found from both the time and frequency domains are shown in Table 7.1. Here it is seen
that the hydrodynamic diameter and logarithmic standard deviation generally increase with
the concentration of bBSA for measurements in both time and frequency domain. However, in
the time domain the extracted hydrodynamic diameters are not statistically different for bBSA
concentrations of 2.5 nM and 5 nM. This indicates that the time domain measurements are
not accurate enough at the moment to quantify bBSA concentrations very well. It is also seen
that for the sample with 10 nM bBSA, the frequency domain measurement results in a larger
hydrodynamic diameter than the time domain measurement. The reason for this could be that
the measurement time for the time domain is too short for the largest clusters to align with the
field, i.e., the large clusters do not rotate 180◦ between each flipping of the current direction.
Thus, the signal from the large clusters is relatively lower than the signal from the smaller
clusters and free beads, as discussed for the 250 nm beads in Section 6.3.1.
Table 7.1: Parameters obtained from least squares fitting to the measurement in the time and frequency domain
for five different bBSA concentrations. The numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations obtained from
the least squares curve fits in both the time and frequency domain. This table is from Paper VI
Time domain Frequency domain
cbBSA [nM] D˜h [nm] σ D˜h [nm] σ
0 127.1(3) 0.31(1) 129(1) 0.34(1)
0 128.9(4) 0.33(1) 129(1) 0.34(1)
2.5 139.0(4) 0.40(1) 137(2) 0.40(2)
5 138.8(4) 0.43(1) 147(3) 0.47(2)
10 172.7(5) 0.62(1) 190(3) 0.65(2)
Time evolution of signals
Each of the solutions was left in the fluidic system for 20 min before being washed out. In
this section, it is shown how the signals evolve over this time period for the samples without
bBSA and with 10 nM of bBSA. Time evolution of the signals are shown for both the time and
frequency domains.
Measurements on the sample without bBSA are shown in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 for time
and frequency domain measurements, respectively. From these figures it is seen that the signal
amplitudes increase slightly with time. Sweep 1 in Fig. 7.4 differs significantly from the remaining
four because the beads were injected during this sweep and therefore not comparable to the other
sweeps.
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Fig. 7.3: Time evolution of Vave in the time domain
for sample without bBSA.
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Fig. 7.4: Time evolution of the in-phase signal in the
frequency domain for sample without bBSA.
In Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 the measurements for the sample with 10 nM bBSA are shown.
Here, the change in the signals over time is much more pronounced than for the sample without
bBSA. It is seen that the amplitudes increase with time for measurements in both domains
and the Brownian relaxation peak in the frequency shifts towards lower frequencies. Whether
the relaxation time of the time domain measurements also increases cannot be concluded from
observing the graphs, but from the fitting parameters it is seen that this is in fact also the case.
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Fig. 7.5: Time evolution of Vave in the time domain
for sample containing 10nM of bBSA.
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Fig. 7.6: Time evolution of the in-phase signal in
the frequency domain for sample containing 10nM of
bBSA.
The hydrodynamic diameters obtained from the fits are plotted vs. time for both samples in
Fig. 7.7. Here, it is seen that even for the sample without bBSA the hydrodynamic diameter is
slightly increasing over time. This is again believed to be due to magnetostatic forces capturing
beads at edges of the magnetic stack. The hydrodynamic diameters obtained from the sample
with 10 nM of bBSA increase much faster than the sample without bBSA. This is due to the
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free beads being at steady state, while the bound beads are sedimenting, which results in the
ratio between bound and free beads near the surface increases with time. Thus, the longer time
a sample containing bBSA is left in the channel, the more pronounced the effect of the bBSA
becomes.
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Fig. 7.7: Median hydrodynamic diameter extracted from both time and frequency domain measurement for
samples without bBSA and 10 nM of bBSA. This figure is from Paper VI
From these measurements it is seen that the planar Hall effect sensors can detect the presence
of bBSA in a sample, but resolving the different concentrations is difficult. Whether this is
due to the planar Hall effect sensor or that the bBSA binds poorly to the streptavidin coated
beads with the present sample preparation will have to be investigated further. From these
measurements, it also appears that the time domain measurements are not as accurate for
extracting the hydrodynamic diameter as the frequency domain measurements, but as described
in the previous chapter the measurement time in the time domain is one fifth of the measurement
time in the frequency domain.
7.2 Large analytes – DNA coils
The experiments of volume-based detection of DNA coils formed by RCA with planar Hall
effect sensors presented in this section have been performed in collaboration with the groups
of M. Strømme and P. Svedlindh from Uppsala University. Three sets of measurement series
on samples with DNA coils are presented below. First the effect of different DNA coil sizes
is investigated. Then, two different incubation methods are tested. Finally, measurements
on samples containing different DNA coil concentrations have been performed and for these
measurements different analysis techniques are applied to determine how the lowest limit of
detection is achieved.
7.2.1 Sample preparation
The samples used for all experiments were prepared by members of the collaborating groups
at Uppsala University. This included both the functionalization of the magnetic beads and
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fabrication of the DNA coils. The technical details on how the samples have been prepared can
be found in Paper III and in the work by Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. [55, 83]. Below, only
a short description of the magnetic beads and DNA coils is given.
The functionalized magnetic beads prepared at Uppsala University were 50 nm BNF-starch
beads with NH2 surface groups and 80 nm BNF-starch beads with streptavidin functional groups,
both types are produced by Micromod. Around ten single stranded detection oligonucleotides
were conjugated to each bead and suspended in PBS pH 7.5. The bead concentrations used var-
ied slightly from experiment to experiment and will be stated for each of the three measurements
series presented below.
The DNA coils were formed by RCA, resulting in single stranded DNA coil consisting of
multiple repetitions of oligonucleotides complementary to the detection oligonucleotides. The
number of repetitions was proportional to the RCA-time and an RCA-time of 60 min results in
DNA coils with roughly 1000 repetitions; such DNA coils have diameters of roughly 1 µm. As
the DNA coils are not linear but entangled into a coil, many of the possible binding sites are not
available for attaching beads. The DNA coils received from Uppsala University were suspended
in a hybridization buffer (4mM Tris-HCL, 4mM EDTA, 0.02 v/v% Tween-20 and 0.1 M NaCl)
with a coil concentration of 4 nM.
Prior to measurements with planar Hall effect sensors, solutions of both beads and DNA
coils were prepared with twice the desired final concentration. 15 µL of the bead solution was
then mixed gently with 15 µL of the DNA coil solution and incubated. The standard incubation
method was to place the sample in an incubator for 30 min at 55◦C. The alternative method
was to first place the sample in a homogenous magnetic field at 45 mT for 2 min, then 13 min
in an incubator at 55◦C, followed by another 2 min in the applied field and finally 13 min more
in the incubator at 55◦C. The sample was then left a few minutes at room temperature to cool
down, before the 30 µL sample was injected into the fluidic channel and measurements in the
frequency domain recorded. To be able to monitor the time evolution of the signal for the two
first measurements series, reference points were also measured; the exact frequencies will be
stated for each experiment below.
7.2.2 DNA coil sizes
Table 7.2: Experimental settings for the study of dif-
ferent DNA coil sizes.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −570 V/(TA)
Lock-in SR830
Reference points Yes, fref = 267 Hz and fref = 6 Hz
Current amplitude 20 mA
Channel height 1 mm
Flow rates In: 30 µL/min, Out: 800 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 50 nm MM
Bead concentration 0.5 mg/mL
Coil concentration 200 pM
RCA time 20, 40 and 60 min
Temperature 25◦C
Initially it was investigated how the size of
the coils affects the Brownian relaxation mea-
surements. For this, DNA coils produced
with three different RCA-times were used
(20 min, 40 min and 60 min), which corre-
sponds roughly to 333, 667 and 1000 repe-
titions of oligonucleotides complementary to
the detection oligonucleotides attached to the
beads. The samples were mixed such that the
final bead and DNA coil concentrations were
0.5 mg/mL and 200 pM, respectively. The
samples were incubated with the standard method prior to injection into the fluidic system,
where they were left for 66 min each. Measurements on a reference sample containing no coils
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were also performed.
The in-phase second harmonic signals of seven frequency sweeps for the reference sample
without DNA coils are plotted vs. frequency in Fig. 7.8. From this plot it is seen that the signal
amplitude increases for the first four sweeps and is more or less constant for the remaining three
sweeps. In Fig. 7.9 the in-phase second harmonic signal is plotted for the sample containing coils
produced with a RCA-time of 40 min. From this figure it is seen that the signals for all sweeps
continuously increase and that the increase after the second sweep is largest at low frequencies.
As for the measurements with bBSA above, the reason for this is that the free beads reach a
steady state after ∼ 30 min, whereas the beads bound to DNA coils continue to sediment. It is
also seen that it is not a well-defined peak that occurs at lower frequencies, but a very broad
peak.
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Fig. 7.8: Time evolution of in-phase signal as function
of frequency for a sample not containing DNA coils.
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Fig. 7.9: Time evolution of in-phase signal as function
of frequency for a sample containing 200 pM DNA coils
with an RCA time of 40 min.
In Fig. 7.10 the in-phase signals of the seventh sweeps are plotted vs. frequency for the
reference samples and the three samples prepared with different RCA-times. It is seen that
there is a peak in the signal near f =300 Hz for all samples, which is due to the beads not
being bound to DNA coils. The graph also shows that the signal generally increases when the
RCA-time increases and that the increase is largest at low frequencies. The dashed vertical lines
correspond to the frequencies at which reference points are measured.
To study the time evolution of the signals more thoroughly, reference measurements at
fref = 6 Hz and fref = 267 Hz were measured in between each frequency of the sweeps. The
reference points measured for all four samples are plotted in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12 for fref = 6 Hz
and fref = 267 Hz, respectively. From Fig. 7.11 it is seen that the reference signals at fref = 6 Hz
increase linearly with time and that the slope increases with RCA-time and is almost zero for
the sample without DNA coils. For the reference points at fref = 267 Hz it is seen that the
signal increase can be split into three regions: a steep signal increase immediately after injection,
the signal levels off and the signal becomes linear. The reason for this shape is that due to the
parabolic flow profile, few beads are near the surface immediately after injection. Then the
diffusion of the free beads makes the signal increase rapidly, which levels off as a steady state
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Fig. 7.10: Comparison of DNA coils with different RCA times. In-phase signal vs. frequency measured after
roughly an hour of sedimentation.
is reached. The linear part is due to sedimentation of the beads bound to DNA coils. The
reason for the sample with the longest RCA-time to increase the fastest is because the larger
coils can bind more beads and due to their larger size have a lower diffusivity. Thus, due to the
extra beads attached, the agglomerates are heavier and have a lower diffusivity and therefore
sedimentation become more pronounced.
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Fig. 7.11: Time evolution of in-phase signal at f =
6.4 Hz for DNA coils with different RCA times
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Fig. 7.12: Time evolution of in-phase signal at f =
267 Hz for DNA coils with different RCA times
From these measurements on DNA coils with different RCA-times it is seen that a longer
RCA-time results in a larger change of signal in less time. It is also seen that the extra time
spent on the RCA can be saved on the time spent on measurements. For example, if the
combined RCA and measurement time is limited to 80 min it can be seen from Fig. 7.11 that
the signal from coils with 60 min RCA-time is larger after 20 min than both the signal from
coils with 40 min RCA-time after 40 min, and the signal from coils with 20 min RCA-time after
60 min. For this reason, only DNA coils produced with a RCA-time of 60 min will be used in
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the following experiments.
7.2.3 Incubation method
Table 7.3: Experimental settings for the study of In-
cubation method.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −570 V/(TA)
Lock-in SR830
Reference points Yes, fref = 267 Hz and fref = 6 Hz
Current amplitude 20 mA
Channel height 1 mm
Flow rates In: 30 µL/min, Out: 800 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 80 nm streptavidin MM
Bead concentration 0.2 mg/mL
Coil concentration 100 pM
RCA time 60 min
Temperature 25◦C
The incubation of magnetic beads to DNA
coils is an important part of the detection of
DNA coils. For this reason it was tested if ap-
plying a magnetic field during hybridization
would increase the binding of beads to DNA
coils. Due to a limited amount of functional-
ized beads received from Uppsala University,
these measurements were performed with a
final bead concentration of only 0.2 mg/mL
of 80 nm beads and only one alternative hy-
bridization method was tested as described
above. For each hybridization method, measurements were performed on two samples with
a final coil concentration of 100 pM. Also a fifth sample without any coils was measured.
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Fig. 7.13: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second harmonic signal vs. frequency for samples prepared
with different hybridization methods.
The frequency sweeps measured after 30 min for all five samples are plotted in Fig. 7.13. It
is seen that the standard incubation results in a small increase in signal at high frequencies and
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a larger increase at lower frequencies compared to the sample without any DNA coils. However,
using the alternative incubation method results in an even larger difference for all frequencies.
The two measurements with the standard incubation are more alike than the measurements with
the alternative method. However, the change in signal obtained from the samples incubated with
the alternative method is considerably larger, which more than compensates for the slightly lower
reproducibility.
The incubation method could surely be improved more than achieved here. In literature it
has been shown that both homogeneously applied fields [84, 85] as used here as well as rotated
magnetic fields [7] can enhance the agglutination of magnetic beads to analytes. The focus of
this thesis is on the magnetic read-out and not on sample preparation and for this reason the
alternative hybridization method will be used for the measurements in next section where the
concentration of the DNA coils is varied.
7.2.4 DNA coil concentration
The measurements presented in this section are considered one of the main accomplishments
of this project as the main goal was to perform measurement on samples with varying concen-
trations of DNA coils in order to compare the dose-response measured with planar Hall effect
sensors to SQUID measurements performed by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] and DynoMag measurement
performed by Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. [55] on similar samples.
7.2.4.1 Experimental
Table 7.4: Experimental settings for the study of dif-
ferent DNA coil sizes.
Wafer Name 208
Sensor types Bridge l× w = 280µm× 20µm
low-field sensitivity S0 = −570 V/(TA)
Lock-in SR830
Reference points No
Current amplitude 20 mA
Channel height 0.1 mm
Flow rates In: 30 µL/min, Out: 800 µL/min
Sample volume 30 µL
Bead type 80 nm streptavidin MM
Bead concentration 0.5 mg/mL
Coil concentration 1–256 pM
RCA time 60 min
Temperature 25◦C
In this study, measurements with a planar
Hall effect bridge sensor on samples with the
DNA coil concentration varying between 1–
256 pM were performed. In addition, mea-
surements were also performed on reference
samples containing no DNA coils. Measure-
ments on samples with all DNA coil concen-
trations were replicated over three days. Each
sample was left for 30 min in the fluidic chan-
nel and 12 consecutive frequency sweeps were
performed without any reference points. The
remaining experimental settings are summarized in Table 7.4.
7.2.4.2 Results and discussion of analysis method
The analysis method used by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] and Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. [55]
was to normalize the out-of-phase magnetization signals with the total magnetization of the
sample and then measure the decrease at the peak frequency of the free beads due to DNA
coils. This analysis method cannot be applied directly to the measurements with planar Hall
effect sensors since they only measure on a fraction of the sample volume, whereas both the
SQUID and DynoMag measure on the entire sample volume. Thus, a different analysis method
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is necessary in order to quantify the DNA coil concentration from measurements with planar
Hall effect sensor and two different approaches were tested:
• Fitting a superposition two of two Cole–Cole models to the measurements, one for the free
beads and one for the beads bound to DNA coils.
• Normalized to measurements with the average signal of a frequency sweep and looking at
where the normalized signal increase and decrease when coils are added.
Previous analysis has shown that the in-phase signals are more reliable than the out-of-
signals. This is because the raw out-of-phase signals have significant offsets, which are sensitive
to changes of the physical conditions of the sensor, such as temperature or external magnetic
fields. For this reason the following investigations will only take into account the in-phase sensor
signals.
Fits to the Cole–Cole model In Fig. 7.14 the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic signals of the 12th sweep for all samples from day 1 are shown. It is seen that
the DNA coils change the dynamic response and that a higher coil concentration results in a
larger signal, which is because beads bound to coils will sediment more than free beads, i.e., the
total number of beads near the sensor surface is increased.
From Fig. 7.14 it is also seen that measurements on all samples have a peak near f = 300 Hz,
which is due to the beads not bound to DNA coils. It is also seen that as the DNA coil
concentration increases so does the signal at low frequencies and it appears from the three
largest coil concentrations that a peak occurs below 1 Hz. Therefore it will be tested if a
superposition of two Cole–Cole contributions (Eq. (2.60)) can be fitted to the measurements
V2,Cole = V
′
2 + iV
′′
2 = i
V0,free − V∞
1 + (if/fB,free)
1−αfree + i
V0,bound − V∞
1 + (if/fB,bound)
1−αbound + iV∞, (7.1)
where fB,free and fB,bound are the Brownian relaxation frequencies for free and bound beads,
respectively. αfree and αbound are the α values for the free and bound beads, respectively and
V0,free and V0,bound are the values proportional to the DC susceptibilities for free and bound
beads, respectively. V∞ is proportional to the susceptibility at infinite frequency. As only the
in-phase signal is used it is not possible to uniquely identify V∞, which therefore is fixed to 0.
Hence, six free parameters are left for the fitting routine, which results in too many degrees
of freedom for the fitting routine to obtain robust results. Instead, the values of fB and α for
free beads are estimated from the measurements without coils and for bound beads from the
measurements with coil concentrations ranging from 16 pM to 256 pM. The details of how the
values of fB and α are determined are described in Appendix C. Since the values vary with the
sweep number and because most signal due to DNA coils were obtained during the last sweep,
the values found in Appendix C are averages of the values extracted from sweeps 8–12. The
obtained values of fB and α for free and bound beads are listed in Table 7.5.
The values from Table 7.5 are now inserted into Eq. (7.1) and the model is fitted to each
frequency sweep with only the scaling parameters (values of V0) as free. The obtained values for
V0,bound are plotted in Fig. 7.15 and the values for V0,free in Fig. 7.16. In general it is seen that
V0,bound increases with the sweep number, whereas V0,free increases to sweep number 5 or 6 and
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Fig. 7.14: In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second harmonic signal vs. frequency for DNA coil concen-
trations between 0–256 pM measured on day 1.
Table 7.5: Values of fB and α obtained in Appendix C for free beads and beads bound to DNA coils. The
numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
Parameter Value
fB,free 241(4)
αfree 0.17(1)
fB,bound 0.1(2)
αbound 0.76(6)
then becomes stable. This is again due to sedimentation of the beads bound to coils due to their
lower diffusivity, whereas the free beads reach a steady state. However, it is also noted that for
the samples without coils, the value of V0,bound also increases slightly with sweep number. This
is most likely due to free beads being trapped by magnetostatic forces giving rise to a small
increase in the signal at low frequencies. This effect will add a background level to the analysis
method.
In Fig. 7.17 fits of the double peak Cole–Cole model to the in-phase signals of sweep 12 are
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Fig. 7.15: V0,bound vs. sweep number for coil concentrations (a) 8–256 pM and (b) 0–4 pM.
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Fig. 7.16: V0,free vs. sweep number for all coil concentrations.
shown. It is seen that the model does not fit the measurements for the high coil concentrations
well, whereas the fits to measurements of coil concentrations less than 32 pM appear better. It
looks like the low-frequency peak determined in Appendix C does not match well for the high
coil concentrations, which could suggest that larger agglomerates of several coils are formed for
high coil concentrations.
The simplest way to obtain a value for the coil concentration is by using the value of V0,bound
from last sweeps where the signal from the coils is largest. However, this would be very sensitive
to outliers and rather, the model is fitted to sweeps 8–12 simultaneously, such that the effect
of outliers is reduced. That an outlier can result in wrong values of V0,bound can be seen from
Fig. 7.15, where the value obtained for sweep 10 on sample 0 pM-3 is over 0.4 µV, whereas all
the other reference measurements result in values of less than 0.1 µV.
In Fig. 7.18 the values of V0,bound obtained from fitting the model to sweeps 8–12 simul-
taneously are plotted vs. coil concentration for the measurements performed on all 3 days.
The six values in the bottom left corner are obtained from the reference measurements without
DNA coils and have been used to calculate the dashed line, which is the mean values plus three
standard deviations for the samples without DNA coils. It is seen that the samples containing
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Fig. 7.17: In-phase signal of sweep 12 vs. frequency.
The solid lines are fit of the double peak Cole–Cole
model with fixed values of fB and α.
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Fig. 7.18: V0,bound vs. coil concentrations extracted
from fits to measurements of sweeps 8–12. The 6 val-
ues in the bottom left corner are the reference mea-
surements without DNA coils.
coil concentrations of 4 pM or higher are all well above the dashed line and can therefore be
concluded to be significantly different from zero. The samples with only 1 pM and 2 pM are not
significantly different from the reference samples. It is also seen that the dose-response curve is
linear over the investigated concentration range up to 256 pM.
Normalization of measurements A different approach to analyze the data is to normalize
it with the average signal of each frequency sweep. The normalized signals for the 12th sweep are
plotted in Fig. 7.19 for the measurements from day 1. From this plot it is seen that frequency
sweeps can be split into three regions marked by vertical lines: at high frequencies (fhigh >
3850 Hz) the normalized signal increases slightly with increasing coil concentration, at frequen-
cies near the Brownian relaxation frequency for free beads (30 Hz < fmed <3850 Hz) the nor-
malized signal decreases with increasing coil concentration and at low frequencies (flow < 30 Hz)
the normalized signal again increases with increasing coil concentration.
The changes in the fhigh region are so small that they will not be used. Instead, three
test-values are calculated as a measure for the coil concentration. The two first test-values
are calculated as the mean of the normalized signals in the flow and fmed regions. The mean
value of the normalized signal in the flow region µ(flow) is a measure of the signal increase at
low frequencies due to the DNA coils. The mean value of the normalized signal in the fmed
region µ(fmed) is a measure of the signal due to the free bead. The third test-value is the ratio
between the two µ(flow)/µ(fmed), which is a measure of the fraction of beads bound to DNA
coils compared to free beads.
The values of µ(flow), µ(fmed) and µ(flow)/µ(fmed) have been calculated for every frequency
sweep made on day 1 and are plotted vs. sweep number in Fig. 7.20 – Fig. 7.22, respectively.
From Fig. 7.20 – Fig. 7.22 it is seen that the µ(flow) and µ(flow)/µ(fmed) increase and
that µ(fmed) decreases as the coil concentration is increased. It is also seen that, the effect of
the DNA coils becomes more pronounced with increasing sweep number. For this reason, the
continued analysis will only rely on the last five sweeps, thus the average values for sweeps 8–12
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Fig. 7.19: In-phase signal of sweep 12 normalized to the mean signal of each frequency sweep. Data shown are
for all concentrations measured on day 1.
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Fig. 7.20: Average value of the normalized in-phase
signals in the flow region vs. sweep number for the
measurements from day 1.
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Fig. 7.21: Average value of the normalized in-phase
signals in the fmed region vs. sweep number for the
measurements from day 1.
are calculated. To be able to compare how each of the three test-values depends on DNA coil
concentration, they have all been corrected for the mean value of the reference measurements
without DNA-coils µ0pM and the sign for µ(fmed) is changed such all three test-values increase
with DNA coil concentration:
∆µ(flow) = µ(flow)− µ0pM(flow) (7.2)
∆µ(fmed) = µ0pM(fmed)− µ(fmed) (7.3)
∆(µ(flow)/µ(fmed)) = µ(flow)/µ(fmed)− µ0pM(flow)/µ0pM(fmed) (7.4)
The three test-values averaged over sweeps 8–12 obtained for each of the three days are
plotted vs. DNA coil concentration in Fig. 7.23 – Fig. 7.25, respectively. The horizontal lines
correspond to 3 times the standard deviation σ0pM of the values obtained from the samples
without DNA coils. From all three figures it is seen that the values obtained from the samples
containing 4 pM of DNA coils are well above the 3σ0pM level and are therefore concluded to
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Fig. 7.22: The ratio between the values plotted in Fig. 7.20 and Fig. 7.21 vs. sweep number for the measurements
from day 1.
be significantly different from the samples without DNA coils. All three dose-response curves
are also linear up to 128 pM, but it appears that the sample at 256 pM is almost saturated
i.e., the dose-response curve would level off if higher coil concentrations were measured. Based
on this analysis it is not possible to determine if one of the three normalization methods are
better than the others. However, the method of determining the ratio between the signals at
low and medium frequencies utilizes the most data points and is therefore expected to be the
least influenced by potential outliers.
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Fig. 7.23: ∆µ(flow) averaged over sweeps 8–12 vs.
DNA coil concentration for measurements repeated
over three days.
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Fig. 7.24: ∆µ(fmed) averaged over sweeps 8–12 vs.
DNA coil concentration for measurements repeated
over three days.
By comparing the normalization analysis methods presented here to the superpositioned
Cole–Cole model above, it is not possible to conclude which of the two approaches is best.
However, the normalization method is simpler and fewer assumptions have been made. Thus,
the normalization analysis method of calculating the ratio between the signals at low and medium
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Fig. 7.25: ∆(µ(flow)/µ(fmed)) averaged over sweeps 8–12 vs. DNA coil concentration for measurements repeated
over three days.
frequencies should be applied to future DNA coil experiments.
From the measurements it is concluded that planar Hall effect bridge sensors can detect
DNA coils formed by RCA in concentrations as low as 4 pM. These results are comparable to
the detection limits of 3 pM achieved by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] using a SQUID magnetometer
and the 4 pM achieved by Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. [55] using a DynoMag on similar
samples. By use of the planar Hall effect bridge sensor it appears that saturation is reached
around 256 pM, which is also comparable to what has been shown by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] and
Stro¨mberg et al. [44]. It is believed that the coil concentration at which all the beads are bound
to DNA coils can be increased by increasing the used bead concentration. However, this will
also yield additional background signal from free beads for the lower coil concentrations and it is
therefore not certain that increasing the bead concentration will allow for the same lower limit
of detection.
By comparing the results using volume-based biosensing obtained here and by Stro¨mberg
et al. [44] and Stro¨mberg et al. [44] to the detection limit of 5 fM with a linear dynamic range over
6 orders of magnitude using surface-based biosensing as reported by Gaster et al. [34], volume-
based sensing still has a long way to go before being a competitive biosensor. In addition,
multiplexing is also a lot easier for surface-based biosensing, as each sensor only needs to be
functionalized differently. Contrary, multiplexing with volume-based sensing requires a separate
fluidic channel for each different functionalization of the beads.
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Chapter 8
Outlook
Throughout the thesis-work, several ideas and suggestions on how to improve the relaxation
measurements with planar Hall effect sensors have evolved. Due to prioritization to other aspects
of the experimental work and subsequent time constraints, these optimization experiments have
yet to be carried out. Therefore, this chapter serves the purpose of an outlook, where these
suggestions for improving the measurements are described. The suggestions given are within
the areas of the sensor design, the fabrication process and the sensing methodology.
8.1 New sensor designs
It is hypothesized that relaxation measurements can be improved by the use of bridge sensors
that are constructed slightly differently than those used throughout this thesis. The reasons why
sensors of another construct are believed to be better than the standard bridge used throughout
the thesis are described below.
The bridge sensors are still to be composed of conductor slaps with widths w and lengths
l as shown in Fig. 2.5 and the resistance R(αJ , θ) is given by Eq. (2.17). To get a better
understanding of how the signal from external fields and self-fields are generated, the resistance
dependence is investigated for a single segment. For small values of θ, R(αJ , θ) can be Taylor
expanded to first order around 0 to give
R(αJ , θ) =
l
tFMw
(
ρ‖ − 12∆ρ+ 12∆ρ(cos(2αJ)− 2 sin(2αJ)θ)
)
. (8.1)
We recall that θ is the angle of the magnetization to the positive x-direction, which is also
the easy direction of magnetization. By inserting the expression for the magnetization angle
θ =
Hy,ext+Hsf cos(αJ )
HK+Hex
R(αJ , θ) becomes
R(αJ , Hy,ext, Hsf) =
l
tFMw
(
ρ‖ − 12∆ρ+ 12∆ρ(cos(2αJ)− 2 sin(2αJ)
Hy,ext +Hsf cos(αJ)
HK +Hex
)
)
.(8.2)
This shows that the resistance will be most sensitive to Hy,ext and Hsf by maximizing or min-
imizing sin(2αJ) and sin(2αJ) cos(αJ), respectively. sin(2αJ) and sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) are plotted
as function of αJ in Fig. 8.1. This figure shows that sin(2αJ) is at maximum value for αJ = pi/4
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and αJ = 5pi/4 and at minimum value for αJ = 3pi/4 and αJ = 7pi/4 . For sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) the
maximum value is for αJ ≈ 0.615 and αJ ≈ 2.526, while the minimum value is at αJ ≈ 3.757
and αJ ≈ 5.668. It is also seen that sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) is at 91 % of its peak value for αJ = pi/4
, αJ = 3pi/4 , αJ = 5pi/4 and αJ = 7pi/4 . For simplicity only these four angles are considered
in the following, but it should be kept in mind that these angles are not optimal for detecting
self-fields. In Table 8.1 the sign at these four angles are listed for sin(2αJ) and sin(2αJ) cos(αJ)
and it is seen that values of αJ can be chosen such that the contribution from the external field
and the self-field has the same or opposite signs.
0 pi/ 4 pi/ 2 3 pi/ 4 pi 5 pi/ 4 3 pi/ 2 7 pi/ 4 2 pi
- 1 . 0
- 0 . 5
0 . 0
0 . 5
1 . 0
 
 
 
α [ r a d ]
 s i n ( 2 α) s i n ( 2 α) c o s ( α)
Fig. 8.1: Plot of sin(2αJ) and sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) as function of αJ .
Table 8.1: Sign of sin(2αJ) and sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) as function of αJ
αJ = pi/4 αJ = 3pi/4 αJ = 5pi/4 αJ = 7pi/4
sin(2αJ) + − + −
sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) + + − −
By selection of different angles of αJ for R1 and R2, the bridge will be sensitive to either both
the external field and the self-field or only one of the two at a time. If αJ values are selected
such that the signs for sin(2αJ) in Table 8.1 are opposite, the design, when incorporated in
a Wheatstone bridge, will be sensitive to external fields and likewise for sin(2αJ) cos(αJ) the
design will be sensitive to self-fields. On the other hand, if the signs are identical the design will
not be sensitive.
To make a sensor that is sensitive to both external and self-field, the resistances can be chosen
to R1 = R(αJ = pi/4, Hy,ext, Hsf) and R2 = R(αJ = 7pi/4, Hy,ext, Hsf), which is the standard
bridge sensor used through the entire thesis. To make the sensor only sensitive to self-fields, the
two resistances are chosen as R1 = R(αJ = pi/4, Hy,ext, Hsf) and R2 = R(αJ = 5pi/4, Hy,ext, Hsf),
as shown in Fig. 8.2 (a). Thus, results in the bridge voltage
V =
l∆ρ
tFMw
( 1√
2
Hsf
HK +Hex
)
I. (8.3)
Likewise, a sensor only sensitive to external fields can be designed by letting R1 = R(αJ =
pi/4, Hy,ext, Hsf) and R2 = R(αJ = 3pi/4, Hy,ext, Hsf), which is sketched in Fig. 8.2 (b). Note
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that the current is passed through the sensor in the y-direction. This gives a bridge voltage of
V =
l∆ρ
tFMw
(
Hy,ext
HK +Hex
)
I. (8.4)
It is also possible to design a meandering sensor, where the effect of the self-fields do not
cancel out. This requires that the part of the sensor stack where the current is running anti par-
allel is replaced by a material not exhibiting the AMR effect, e.g. gold, as shown in Fig. 8.2 (c).
The signal for such a sensor is given by
V =
nl∆ρ
tFMw
( 1√
2
Hsf
HK +Hex
)
I, (8.5)
where n is the number of magnetoresistive segments in each branch.
Fig. 8.2: Newly proposed planar Hall effect bridge sensors. (a) is only sensitive to self-fields. (b) is only sensitive
to external fields. (c) is a meandering bridge sensor sensitive to only self-fields with n = 2.
Sensors only sensitive to self-field as those shown in Fig. 8.2 (a) and (c) have in fact already
been fabricated, but measurements with beads have not yet been performed due to lack of time.
8.2 Fabrication
Another place for possible optimization of the sensor signal is in fabrication process. Here, few
possible solutions to increase the signal from the bead or to remove signal offsets are proposed.
Low-temperature annealing As it was briefly mentioned in Chapter 4 annealing the mag-
netic stack at temperatures between 240◦C and 320◦C decreased the temperature dependence of
the sensors and also increased the sensitivity. However, these wafers were never tested for relax-
ation measurements because they did not have any protective coating on. It could be interesting
to test if low-temperature annealing can also result in more signal from magnetic beads.
Stack composition With the stack composition used throughout this thesis, the antiferro-
magnetic layer on top of the sensitive ferromagnetic layer gave rise to an offset in the second
harmonic signal that was between 30–100 times larger than the bead signal. It is believed that
optimizing the stack composition could reduce this offset. The sensor stack used throughout
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this thesis was Ta (3 nm) / Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/ Mn80Ir20(20 nm) / Ta (3 nm). By increasing the
bottom layer of Tantalum and decreasing the Mn80Ir20layer it should be possible to reduce the
offset in the second harmonic signal. This would allow for using a lower sensitivity setting on the
lock-in amplifier and thereby better utilize the bit resolution of the analog to digital converter.
Thickness of protective coating Another possible approach to increase the signal from
magnetic beads is to decrease the protective coating. This would bring the beads closer to the
sensor, which would first of all increase the self-field acting on the beads, thereby increase the
magnetization of the beads, but also increase the field from the beads acting on the sensor.
However, one possible drawback of this could be that the magnetostatic force acting on the
beads increases and becomes a bigger problem.
8.3 Setup and measurements
Here, a few additional ideas for measurements that could be interesting to perform and improve-
ments of the setup are described.
Freezing a sample on-chip It could be interesting to see how the dynamic signal changes if
a sample containing magnetic beads are frozen and thereby not free to physically rotate. It is
believed that this would allow for measuring the Ne´el relaxation if the Ne´el relaxation time is
not much above seconds.
Pulling beads to sensor surface by magnetic force For this thesis the beads samples were
injected and left stagnant for diffusion and sedimentation to move the beads closer to the sensor
surface. Being able to pull all the beads to the sensor surface by magnetic forces immediately
after injection could decrease the waiting time. For measurements with DNA coils it could also
result in that the beads bound to coils stay on the surface due to their low diffusivity while
unbound beads diffuse away from the surface. Thus, the concentration of bound beads near the
sensor surface is the locally increased.
DNA hybridization on-chip If the irreversible temperature effect of heating the sensor can
be eliminated it would be possible to do the hybridization of magnetic beads to DNA coils in
the fluidic system. This will allow for a decrease in the total analysis time as the sample will
reach a steady state while the hybridization takes place.
Amplification of signal The measurements performed during this thesis were generally with-
out preamplification of the signal, with the exception of the data presented in Section 5.1 and
Paper II. This preamplifier was AC coupled but a later study showed it was not appropriate to
use since it attenuated of the signal for frequencies below 10 Hz. However, it was also simulta-
neously shown that the reproducibility improved when the preamplifier was used. Thus, finding
a DC coupled pre amplifier could increase the signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in lower detections
limits.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
Based on the results presented in this thesis, it is first of all concluded that it is possible to
measure Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads with planar Hall effect sensors without the
need for any external magnets. It has been shown that information about the properties of
magnetic beads, i.e., the hydrodynamic diameter can be extracted from the measurements and
that the degree of polydispersity can be estimated.
To demonstrate that magnetorelaxometry measured with planar Hall effect sensors behave
as predicted by theory, measurement series have been performed in the frequency domain where
the following parameters were varied: temperature, sensor geometry, current amplitude, bead
concentration and bead diameter.
From the measurement series with varied temperature it was shown that the hydrodynamic
diameter of the magnetic beads can be extracted reliably as long as the temperature is known and
the temperature dependence of the dynamic viscosity is accounted for. It was also shown that
the sensor signal itself depends on temperature and signals measured at different temperatures
can therefore not directly be compared. By low-temperature annealing the sensors in a magnetic
field the temperature dependence can be reduced almost 90 % and at the same time the low-field
sensitivity can be increased by 73.5 %.
By performing AC susceptibility measurements with both planar Hall effect cross sensors
and planar Hall effect bridge sensors, it is concluded that changing the sensor geometry results
in an amplification of the signal from magnetic beads by a factor of six without changing the
obtained dynamic responses. As proposed in the outlook (Chapter 8) it is considered possible to
design sensors with slightly modified geometries that result in even higher signal from magnetic
beads and are insensitive to external fields. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the dynamic
response from magnetic beads scales with the current amplitude squared, but increasing the
current above 24 mA is not feasible in the current setup since it yields incorrect measurements
at high frequencies.
By performing relaxation measurements on samples of 40 nm beads in varying concentra-
tions, it is concluded that the extracted hydrodynamic diameter is independent of the bead
concentration, but larger signal-to-noise ratios were obtained from samples with larger bead
concentrations. It was not possible to obtain meaningful hydrodynamic diameters for bead con-
centrations below 64 µg/mL, but the presence of beads could be detected down to 16 µg/mL of
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40 nm beads.
It has been demonstrated that planar Hall effect bridge sensors can be used as AC suscep-
tometers in the frequency range from 0.67 Hz to 1 MHz. This wide span of frequencies allows for
measurement of Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads with nominal diameters ranging from
10 nm to 250 nm. The planar Hall effect sensors are best suited for detection of beads smaller
than 100 nm as Brownian motion almost eliminates sedimentation and because beads of these
sizes are not captured by magnetostatic forces on edges of the magnetic sensor stack.
Relaxation measurements with planar Hall effect bridge sensors can also be performed in
the time domain resulting in considerably shorter measurement times. However, presently the
frequency domain measurements are more accurate due to a poor voltage resolution of the time
domain measurements.
Finally, it has been shown that planar Hall effect bridge sensors can be used for volume-based
biosensing. The planar Hall effect bridge sensors can detect the presence of biotin-conjugated
bovine serum albumin by measuring changes in the hydrodynamic diameter of streptavidin
coated beads. Also, DNA coils formed by rolling circle amplification can be detected with the
planar Hall effect bridge sensors. It has been shown that DNA coil concentration ranging from
4 pM to 256 pM can be resolved, which is comparable to measurements on similar samples
performed by Stro¨mberg et al. [44] using a SQUID and Stro¨mberg et al. [44] using a DynoMag.
Though, the advantage of the planar Hall effect bridge sensors is that they are simpler devices
without the need for external magnets and can easily be integrated as a read-out principle in a
future lab-on-a-chip device.
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Appendix A
Magnetization curve for 80 nm beads
In this appendix a magnetization curve for 80 nm BNF-stach plain beads from Micromod is
shown. The curve has been measured on a sample containing 7 mg og beads with a LakeShore
model 7407 vibration sample magnetometer (VSM). From the measurement it is seen that the
beads have small hysteresis. By ignoring the hysteresis and fitting, the magnetic susceptibility
is found to 1.43.
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Fig. A.1: VSM measurement of 80 nm BNF-stach plain beads from Micromod.
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Appendix B
Optimization of lock-in amplifier
settings
This appendix contains supplementary material for Section 3.4.1.
B.1 Stanford Research System SR830 lock-in amplifier
The factors that potentially would influence the measurement results with the SR830 lock-in
are listed in Table B.1 along with the possible settings for each factor and which settings were
believed to be the best. In the following it will be shown which settings should be used such
that the measurements at both correct and as reproducible as possible. It was assumed that the
effect of the factors did not interact and the effect of each factor was therefore investigated by
changing the setting for one factor at a time. Thus, a series of frequency sweeps were measured
changing each setting at a time while keeping the remaining at the initial values. The mean
value and standard deviation were calculated for each frequency. The mean values were used
to determine if the signal obtained for a setting were correct and the standard deviations were
used as a measure of the reproducibility.
The effects of changing power supply, using the SR552 preamplifier and connecting a NI
USB-6821 data acquisition box in parallel were investigated first. 41 frequency sweep were
performed for each option, from which the mean and the standard deviation were calculated for
each frequency. The mean and standard deviation for each configuration are plotted in Fig. B.1
and Fig. B.2, respectively.
From Fig. B.1 it is seen that the phase shifts at high frequencies were much larger when
using the Keihtley 6221 than when using the internal power supply of the lock-in. It is also
seen that the SR552 preamplifier gave rise to a attenuation of the signal for frequencies below
10 Hz, which was due to the preamplifier being AC coupled. From Fig. B.2 it is seen that the
lowest standard deviations were achieved when the SR552 preamplifier was used, and the highest
standard deviations were measured when the internal power supply was used. From these results
it was concluded that using the Keihtley 6221 was better than using the internal power supply
of the SR830 lock-in amplifier. It is also concluded that using the SR552 preamplifier results in
the lowest standard deviations. However, the sub 10 Hz decrease in signal could cause problems,
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Table B.1: Factors believed to influence measurements with SR830. The second column shows the available
settings. The third column shows the settings believed to be the best from experience. The horizontal line
separated the physical factors from lock-in setting.
Factor Possible settings Initial settings
Power supply Keihtley 6221 or SR830 Internal Keihtley 6221
Pre amplifier Not Connected or SR552 Not Connected
NI USB-6821 Not Connected or Parallel Not Connected
Coupling AC or DC DC
Shield Ground or Float Ground
Reserve High, Normal or Low Noise Low Noise
Slope 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB/Oct 24 dB/Oct
Synchronous filter On or Off Off
Line filters Out, 50 Hz, 60 Hz or Both In Out
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Fig. B.1: Mean of repeated measurements as function
of frequency for SR830 with different power supplies.
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Fig. B.2: Standard deviation of repeated measure-
ments as function of frequency for SR830 with different
power supplies.
which is addressed below. It is also seen that connecting the NI USB-6821 in parallel with the
lock-in amplifier did not affect the results.
To check if measurements performed with the preamplifier were given correct results, mea-
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surements on 80 nm beads were performed both with and without the preamplifier. As a
reference, measurements were also performed with the HF2LI without any preamplification.
The results of this test is shown in Fig. B.3. Here it is seen that the measurements without
the preamplifier coincided with the measurements from the HF2LI. The measurements with the
preamplifier resulted in an out-of-phase signal that was generally larger, and for the in-phase
signal it does not match the two other measurements for frequencies above 10 kHz. The to large
out-of-phase signal could be due to the amplification of the preamplifier not being exactly 100.
The errors above 10 kHz were most likely due to an additional phase shift (see Fig. B.1) that
could not be corrected for appropriately. In order to obtain correct signals a different phase-shift
compensation would be necessary. This means that the preamplifiers should only be used if the
reproducibility is more important than obtaining correct signals, which could be the case if small
changes in the signals were to be detected.
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Fig. B.3: Caparison of frequency sweeps performed with SR830 with and without SR552 preamplifier and
frequency sweep measured with HF2LI.
The six lock-in settings were investigated using the Keihtley 6221 as power supply and mea-
suring without the preamplifier. The optimal lock-in settings for the SR830 lock-in amplifier
were determined by repeating 29 frequency sweeps for each possible setting. The mean and stan-
dard deviation for the frequency sweeps were Coupling, Shield, Reserve, Slope and Synchronous
filter were changed are plotted in Fig. B.4 and Fig. B.5, respectively. From these figures the
following is observed:
• Setting the coupling to AC will resulted in the same decrease in signal for low frequencies
as using the preamplifier, but the AC coupling alone did not decrease the noise. Thus, DC
coupling was the preferred option.
• Setting the shield to float instead of to ground lowered the noise at high frequencies, but
increased it at low. Since the biggest challenge was to decrease the noise at low frequencies
the shield was set to ground.
• The synchronous filter did not affect the measurements and were therefore turned off, this
was also expected as the sampling method was actually a manual synchronous filter.
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• The reserve affected the noise, choosing normal reserve instead of low noise increased the
standard deviation for all frequencies. Thus, it was very important to use the low noise
reserve.
• The slope did not result in any significant changes to the signal or the noise. Chosen a
low slope would allow for decreasing the waiting time. However, lowering it caused the
signals to oscillate more, which would then require longer time constants. It was therefore
decided to keep it at 24 dB/Oct.
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Fig. B.4: Mean from 29 repeated frequency as function
of frequency for the following Lock-in settings: Cou-
pling, Shield, Reserve, Slope and Synchronous filter.
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Fig. B.5: Standard deviation from 29 repeated fre-
quency as function of frequency for the following Lock-
in settings: Coupling, Shield, Reserve, Slope and Syn-
chronous filter.
Similar measurements were also performed for the line filter and plotted in Fig. B.6 and
Fig. B.7. From these results it was also be seen that using the line filter are not appropriate as
they filter away too broad a spectrum of frequencies. All in all the only setting that is found
not to have been chosen optimally from the beginning is the slope, which does not improve the
measurement, but could allow for a reduced waiting time.
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Fig. B.6: Mean from 29 repeated frequency as function
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Fig. B.7: Standard deviation from 29 repeated fre-
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ting.
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To check whether the time constant (TC), sample rate (SR) or slope (S) affected the obtained
value or the reproducibility of the value a full factorial design was made for frequencies of
37.7 Hz, 4667 Hz and 577764 Hz. The measurements were repeated 19 times to eliminate
random fluctuations. The values used for the ANOVA are the second harmonic out-of-phase
signal. First ANOVA is performed for the mean of the 19 repetitions, these results are shown
in Tab B.2, form which it is seen that only factor influencing the mean is the frequency. Then
ANOVA is performed on the standard deviation of the 19 repetitions, which is shown in Tab B.3.
It is seen that only the frequency affects the standard deviation of the 19 repetitions. This was
also expected since the low measurement at low frequency will be more affected by noise than
the two higher frequencies. The frequency is in fact not a lock-in setting as it is swept when
measuring Brownian relaxation.
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Table B.2: ANOVA table for the mean of 19 repetitions.
Source Sum Sq. d.f. Mean Sq. F Prob>F
f 90642488.52 2 45321244.26 634607.39 0
TC 21.183 1 21.1827 0.3 0.5992
SR 18.652 1 18.6524 0.26 0.6216
S 16.966 1 16.9662 0.24 0.6376
f*TC 92.801 2 46.4004 0.65 0.545
f*SR 65.375 2 32.6877 0.46 0.6467
f*S 106.914 2 53.4568 0.75 0.5004
TC*SR 80.281 1 80.2812 1.12 0.3167
TC*S 50.429 1 50.4295 0.71 0.4225
SR*S 37.106 1 37.1063 0.52 0.4893
Error 642.746 9 71.4162
Total 90643620.98 23
Table B.3: ANOVA table for the standard deviation of 19 repetitions.
Source Sum Sq. d.f. Mean Sq. F Prob>F
f 905.7 2 452.848 11.88 0.003
TC 139.24 1 139.238 3.65 0.0883
SR 61.52 1 61.523 1.61 0.2358
S 130.65 1 130.651 3.43 0.0971
f*TC 228.41 2 114.203 3 0.1006
f*SR 106.18 2 53.089 1.39 0.2971
f*S 264.18 2 132.092 3.47 0.0765
TC*SR 15.35 1 15.35 0.4 0.5415
TC*S 87.83 1 87.827 2.3 0.1633
SR*S 31.41 1 31.415 0.82 0.3876
Error 343.02 9 38.113
Total 2313.49 23
Appendix C
Parameters used for double
Cole–Cole model
In this Appendix the values of fB,free,αfree, fB,bound and αbound used in section 7.2.4.2 are
determined.
First fB,free and αfree are estimated from three negative references (0 pM). The model in
Eq. (7.1) is fitted to the data of each frequency sweep for the three repetitions. In the model
V0,bound was set to V∞, such that only one peak will be fitted to the data. The extracted
Brownian relaxation frequencies and α values are shown vs. sweep number in Fig. C.1 and
Fig. C.2, respectively. In Fig. C.3 the fit and the corresponding in-phase sensor signals of the
12th sweeps are shown for each of the three measurements without beads.
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Fig. C.1: Brownian relaxation frequency of free beads
extracted from Cole–Cole fits vs. sweep number.
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Fig. C.2: α values of free beads extracted from Cole–
Cole fits vs. sweep number.
From Fig. C.1 it is seen that the extracted Brownian relaxation frequency decreases from
sweeps 5–12. This is not ideal as the aim with these fits was to estimate a general set of fB and
α for free beads. Due to sedimentation of beads bound to DNA coils only the last 5 sweeps will
later be used for analyzing the coil concentration, for this reason the values of fB,free and αfree
are taken as an average over the values extracted from sweeps 8–12. This results in fB,free =
241(4) Hz and αfree= 0.17(1).
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Fig. C.3: Data of 12th frequency sweeps for three
negative references, with fits to the Cole–Cole model.
Now that estimates of fB,free and αfree have been found, the corresponding values need to
be determined for the bound beads. This is done by fixing fB,free and αfree to the values found
above and setting fB,bound and αbound, V0,bound and V0,free as free parameters. Fitting of this
model is performed to data for coil concentrations of 8 pM and above. The extracted values of
fB,bound and αbound are plotted in Fig. C.4 Fig. C.5, respectively. It is seen that the Brownian
relaxation frequency is generally close to 0 Hz and that the α-values are highest for large coil
concentrations. Since the higher coil concentrations have the larger signal from beads bound
the DNA coils it is decided to average over the coil concentrations ranging from 16 pM – 256pM
for sweeps 8–12. This results in fB,bound = 0.1(2) Hz and αbound= 0.76(6).
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Fig. C.4: Brownian relaxation frequency of bound
beads extracted from Cole–Cole fits vs. sweep number.
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Now estimates have been found for fB,free, αfree, fB,bound and αbound and only V0,free and
V0,bound are left as free parameter for fitting.
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Abstract: We investigate the changes of planar Hall effect bridge magnetic field sensors prepared 
without field annealing and with field annealing at 240 °C, 280 °C and 320 °C when these are exposed 
to temperatures between 25 °C and 90 °C. From analyses of the sensor response vs. magnetic field we 
extract the exchange bias field Hex, the uniaxial anisotropy field HK and the anisotropic 
magnetoresistance (AMR) of the exchange biased thin films at a given temperature. By comparing 
measurements carried out at elevated temperatures T with measurements carried out at 25 °C after 
exposure to T, we separate the reversible from the irreversible changes of the sensors. The un-annealed 
sample shows a significant irreversible change of Hex and HK upon exposure to temperatures above 
room temperature. The irreversible changes are significantly reduced but not eliminated by the low-
temperature field annealing. The reversible changes with temperature are essentially the same for all 
samples. The results are not only relevant for sensor applications but also demonstrate the method as a 
useful tool for characterizing exchange-biased thin films. Copyright © 2012 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Magnetic biosensors, Planar Hall effect, Exchange bias, Anisotropic magnetoresistance. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
For applications of any sensor, it is important to know and correct for the effect of varying 
temperatures of the sensor environment. Moreover, it is important to be aware of irreversible changes 
of the sensor parameters induced by varying temperatures of the environment. Planar Hall effect 
magnetic field sensors have proven attractive for magnetic field sensing due to their low intrinsic noise 
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and potentially high signal-to-noise ratio [1]. We are investigating exchange-biased planar Hall effect 
sensors for magnetic biodetection [2, 3]. 
 
Here, we systematically study the changes of the response of planar Hall effect bridge sensors [4] upon 
exposure of these to temperatures between 25 °C and 90 °C. These temperatures correspond to the 
range typically employed in DNA based assays with amplification by polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR). From analyses of magnetic field sweeps of the sensor response we extract the parameters of 
thin film sensor stacks at all investigated temperatures and by performing measurements at 25 °C 
performed after all measurements at elevated temperatures we quantify and distinguish reversible and 
irreversible changes of each of the sensor parameters. These studies are carried out for a stack which is 
not exposed to any magnetic field annealing and for stacks that are field annealed at 240 °C, 280 °C 
and 320 °C. The results are generally relevant for applications of exchange-biased thin film sensors 
and demonstrate the method as a general tool for studying thin film magnetic properties vs. 
temperature. 
 
 
2. Sensor Model 
 
Below, we consider a material showing anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) with resistivities ρ|| and 
ρ parallel and perpendicular to the magnetization vector M, respectively. The AMR ratio, defined as 
Δρ/av, where   ρ||ρ and av  ρ||/3+2ρ/3, assumes a value of 2-3 % for permalloy (Ni80Fe20). 
Fig. 1 shows a Wheatstone bridge consisting of four pairwise identical elements of the material of 
width w and length l. The resistance of a single element forming an angle  to the x-axis and with a 
homogeneous magnetization forming an angle  to the x-axis is [4] 
     ,)2(cos Δρρρ),( 21||21   wtlR  (1)
 
where t is the thickness of the element. A current I injected in the x-direction results in the bridge 
output  
  ,),(),(21    RRIVy  (2)
 
where the orientation of magnetization of the elements forming angles α+ and α to the x-axis are 
denoted θ+ and θ. The maximum bridge output, obtained when α+ = α = π/4, is given by 
    , )sin(2)2(sin )sin(2)2(sin ρ pp4141    VIV wtly  (3)
 
where we have introduced the nominal peak-to-peak sensor output voltage Vpp = Il/(wt) [4]. 
Equation (3) is identical to the output voltage from a cross-geometry planar Hall effect sensor 
multiplied by the geometrical amplification factor l/w. Therefore, we have termed the above sensors 
planar Hall effect bridge (PHEB) sensors [4]. 
 
Theoretically, the angles θ+ and θ can be found by minimizing the single domain energy density for α+ 
and α, respectively. We divide the volume energy density by the saturation flux density to form the 
normalized energy density u 
 
),(cos cos cos sin 2s21
2
K2
1
ex   HHHHu y  (4)
 
which expresses the energy density in units of the H-field. In Eq. (4), Hy is the external magnetic field 
applied in the y-direction, Hex is the exchange field due to a unidirectional anisotropy along θ = 0,  
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HK is the anisotropy field due to a uniaxial anisotropy along θ = 0 and Hs is the shape anisotropy field 
of the element (preferring a magnetization orientation with  = ). Defining the demagnetization 
factors along and perpendicular to an element as N|| and N, respectively, the shape anisotropy field is 
Hs = (N  N||)Ms [5]. Our previous work [4] considered only the case of negligible shape anisotropy 
where θ+ = θ = θ. 
 
We write the low-field sensor output voltage as  
 
,0 yy IHSV   (5)
 
where we have defined the low-field sensitivity S0. For negligible shape anisotropy, minimization of 
Eq. (4) for Hs = 0 and small values of  yields 
 
.1ρ
exK
0 HHtw
lS 
  (6)
 
If the shape anisotropy is significant but still small, the sensor response curve will be modified such 
that it flattens near zero applied field, resulting in a decrease of S0 compared to Eq. (6), while still 
maintaining a peak-to-peak signal Vpp given by Eq. (3) (unpublished results). 
 
 
3. Experimental 
 
A batch of four wafers with top-pinned PHEB sensors was prepared on 4” silicon substrates with a  
1 m thick thermally grown oxide as follows: First, the stack Ta(3 nm)/Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/Mn80Ir20 
(20 nm)/Ta(3 nm) was grown in a K. J. Lesker company CMS 18 multitarget sputter system in an 
Argon pressure of 3 mTorr with an RF substrate bias of 3W. The easy magnetization direction and axis 
of the permalloy layer were defined by applying a uniform magnetic field of µ0Hx = 20 mT along the  
x-axis during the deposition. Subsequently, contacts of Ti(10 nm)/Pt(100 nm)/Au(100 nm)/Ti(10 nm) 
were deposited by e-beam evaporation and defined by lift-off. The negative lithography process 
employed a reversal baking step at 120 °C for 120 s on a hot plate in zero magnetic field. 
 
One of the nominally identical four wafers was not given any further treatment and was labeled ‘not 
annealed’/’un-annealed’. The other three wafers were annealed in vacuum in the sputter deposition 
chamber at temperatures of 240 °C, 280 °C and 320 °C for 1 hour in the presence of a saturating 
magnetic field µ0Hx = 20 mT applied along the x-axis. 
 
The dimensions of the elements of all investigated sensors were w=20 µm and l = 280 µm (Fig. 1). All 
sensors were surrounded by magnetic stack with a 3 µm gap to reduce the shape anisotropy of the 
elements. The simple theory presented in section 2 accounts for the elements but not the corners 
connecting the elements. The effect of corners was therefore investigated by finite element analysis of 
the sensor output for a single domain sensor structure. The calculations showed a sensor response that 
can be described by an effective sensor aspect ratio l/w = 14.87, which is 6% higher than the nominal 
one of l/w=14. 
 
The magnetic properties of continuous thin films with dimensions 3×3 mm2 were characterized for all 
four wafers using a LakeShore model 7407 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and values of Hex 
and HK were extracted from easy axis hysteresis loop measurements. 
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Fig. 1. Image of planar Hall effect magnetic bridge sensor with  
definition of geometric variables and symbols. 
 
 
Values of the stack sheet resistances ρ||/t and ρ/t for the four wafers were obtained from electrical 
measurements of the resistance on transmission line test structures placed near the investigated sensor 
chips on the wafers in saturating magnetic fields applied parallel and perpendicular to the current, 
respectively. 
 
Measurements of the sensor response vs. applied field were carried out as follows: the sensors were 
biased with an alternating current of root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude IRMS = 1/√2 mA and 
frequency f = 65 Hz provided by a Keithley 6221 precision current source. A Stanford Research 
Systems model SR830 lock-in amplifier was used to record the first harmonic in-phase root-mean-
square (RMS) signal Vy,RMS. Note, that Eq. (3) also holds for the RMS values IRMS and Vy,RMS. To 
simplify the notation below, we will therefore refer to the RMS values as Vy and I. The applied 
magnetic field 0Hy was generated by a custom built electromagnet and monitored using commercially 
available Hall probes. Field sweeps were carried out by sweeping the field in both directions between 
0Hy = ±40 mT. The sensor temperature was regulated to stability better than 0.1°C by use of a Peltier 
element, platinum RTD and a precision temperature controller. Sensor characteristics of all sensors 
were measured at temperatures from 25°C to 90°C in steps of 10°C. Each measurement performed at 
an elevated temperature was followed by a reference measurement performed at 25°C. 
 
In addition, we also studied the effect of repeated exposure to 90 °C for an un-annealed sensor and a 
sensor from the wafer that was field annealed at 280 °C. These temperature cycling experiments were 
carried out as follows: first, the temperature was set to 25 °C and left for 10 min before a field sweep 
was carried out. The field sweep took about 8 min to complete. Then, the temperature was set to 90 °C 
and the measurement procedure was repeated. Finally, this cycle between 25 °C and 90 °C was 
repeated for about 7 hours. 
 
 
4. Results 
 
4.1. As Deposited Samples 
 
In this section, we present results obtained for the samples at 25 ºC in their as-deposited state (i.e. prior 
to sensor characterization at elevated temperatures). We establish the model used for analyzing the 
field sweeps and compare to electrical and magnetic reference measurements. 
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The sensor signal Vy normalized with the bias current I, was measured vs. the sweeping field Hy for all 
four wafers. Fig. 2 shows the initial field sweeps measured for the samples with no annealing and with 
annealing at 280 °C. The annealing is observed to shift the peak of the sensor response towards lower 
field values and to increase the low-field sensitivity. The peak-to-peak value of the sensor response is 
found to be essentially unchanged by the annealing. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized sensor output (Vy/I) vs. external field (Hy) for sensors from the wafers with no annealing and 
with field annealing at 280°C in their initial condition. The inset shows the low-field region of the sensor 
response. The lines are fits to the single domain model for the sensor response described in the text. 
 
 
The solid lines in Fig. 2 are least-squares fits to Eq. (3) with values of + and  obtained by 
minimizing Eq. (4). The investigated free parameters in the fitting were Vpp/I , Hex and HK. The value 
of Hs was found to vary only marginally between the different temperature and annealing conditions 
and was fixed to the average value µ0Hs = 0.789 mT obtained from fitting data for all sensors and 
temperatures with this parameter set free. In the fitting we also allowed for offsets in the sensor output 
and the applied field. The quality of all fits was comparable to those shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 shows 
the values of 0Hex and 0HK obtained from the VSM measurements, the values of /t and the AMR 
ratio obtained from reference electrical measurements on the transmission line structure as well as the 
values of 0Hex, 0HK, S0 and Vpp/I obtained from fits to field sweeps of the sensor response. Values 
reported for the low-field sensitivities S0 were taken as the slope of the fits between ±0.15 mT. 
 
 
Table 1. Parameters of the magnetic stack obtained from VSM measurements, electrical measurements on a 
transmission line structure and from fits to sensor field sweeps. All measurements were carried out at 25ºC on 
as-deposited samples (i.e. prior to any experiments at elevated temperatures). Numbers in parentheses indicate 
the uncertainties reported by the least squares fitting routine. 
 
VSM Electrical ref. Sensor field sweeps Annealing 
conditions µ0Hex 
[mT] 
µ0HK 
[mT] 
Δρ/t  
[Ω] 
AMR 
[%] 
µ0Hex 
[mT] 
µ0HK 
[mT] 
S0 
[V/(AT)] 
Vpp/I 
[V/A] 
No annealing 2.89(5) 0.39(5) 0.1296(1) 1.88 2.66(1) 0.90(3) 465 1.779(2) 
240 °C 2.02(5) 0.41(5) 0.1318(1) 2.03 1.91(1) 0.52(2) 637 1.785(3) 
280 °C 1.90(5) 0.50(5) 0.1319(3) 1.95 1.60(1) 0.50(2) 699 1.764(4) 
320 °C 1.39(5) 0.46(5) 0.1317(1) 2.03 1.32(1) 0.34(3) 807 1.768(7) 
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The values of Hex obtained from VSM measurements and fits to the sensor field sweeps correspond 
well to each other although the values from the field sweeps are slightly lower than those obtained 
from the VSM measurements. The values of HK obtained by VSM and from the sensor field sweeps 
are comparable for the annealed samples, but they differ about a factor of two for the un-annealed 
sample. The main effect of the low-temperature annealing is that Hex is found to decrease 
monotonously with increasing annealing temperature. A decrease of about a factor of two is observed 
for annealing at 320 °C. The values of HK extracted from the sensor field sweeps are found to decrease 
with increased annealing temperature, whereas no systematic change is found from the VSM studies. 
The value of /t remains essentially unchanged by the annealing. The low-field sensitivity is found to 
increase with annealing and increases almost by a factor of two for the highest annealing temperature. 
 
 
4.2. Temperature Dependence of Parameters 
 
In this section, we first present results of the experiments carried out at elevated temperatures for the 
un-annealed sample and show that our measurement procedure enables us to clearly distinguish 
reversible and irreversible changes of the sensor parameters upon exposure to a given elevated 
temperature. Then, we report the results of the corresponding experiments carried out on sensors from 
the low-temperature field annealed wafers. All parameters shown below have been obtained from fits 
to sensor field sweeps as described in section 4.1. 
 
Fig. 3 shows the values of S0, Hex and HK obtained from analysis of sensor field sweeps in a series of 
experiments carried out on a sensor from the wafer with no annealing at sequentially increasing 
temperatures T. First, the sensor response was measured at 25 °C. Then, the temperature was increased 
to 30 °C and the sensor response was measured after a waiting time of 2 min and finally, the 
temperature was reduced to 25 °C to carry out a reference measurement after a waiting time of 2 min. 
This procedure was repeated for temperatures increasing up to 90 °C in steps of 10 °C. The sensor 
parameters measured at the elevated temperature T result from the sum of reversible and irreversible 
changes, whereas the series of reference measurements carried out at 25 °C show only the irreversible 
changes. This enables us to clearly distinguish the reversible and irreversible changes of the sensor 
parameters as indicated by the colored areas in Fig. 3. 
 
In Fig. 3, the value of S0 is found to increase about 20% when the temperature is increased from 25 °C 
to 90 °C. Slightly more than half of this increase is irreversible. The values of Hex and HK are found to 
decrease approximately linearly with increasing temperature with temperature coefficients of 
0.42%/°C (27% total decrease) and 0.68%/°C (44% total decrease), respectively, in good agreement 
with a previous study [6]. For Hex about 20% of the change is irreversible and for HK about 50 % of the 
change is irreversible. Thus, the irreversible changes are significant for this sample. 
 
Corresponding series of experiments were carried out for the wafers exposed to the low-temperature 
field annealing. 
 
Fig. 4(a) shows the values of Vpp/I for the measurements carried out on all samples. These values are 
proportional to /t. The values obtained at 25 °C are close to identical and show no systematic 
variation with annealing conditions. Upon exposure to elevated temperatures, the values are found to 
decrease linearly with temperature with a temperature coefficient of 0.22 %/°C. The change is found 
to be fully reversible, i.e. no irreversible changes result from the increased temperature. This shows 
that the low-temperature field annealing and the experiments performed at elevated temperatures do 
not result in any detectable changes of the AMR properties of the sensor stack. 
 
Fig. 4(b) shows the values of the low-field sensitivities S0 normalized to the initial values obtained at 
25 °C (given in Table 1) for the four investigated wafers as function of the measuring temperature T. 
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The data for the sample with no field annealing from Fig. 3 are shown for comparison. The field 
annealed samples show a much smaller temperature variation than the sample with no annealing. For 
the sample annealed at 240 °C the relative change of S0 is about 7 % when the temperature is increased 
to 80 °C, but more than half of this change is irreversible. For the sample annealed at 280 °C, the 
points measured at T coincide with the reference points measured at 25 °C, indicating that the entire 
change of S0 of about 3 % is irreversible. For the sample annealed at 320 °C, there is a net decrease of 
S0 with T of about 2 % resulting from an irreversible increase of S0 of about 3 % and a reversible 
decrease of S0 of about 5 %. 
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Fig. 3. Values of S0 (top), Hex (middle) and HK (bottom) extracted from fits of the field sweeps on the un-
annealed sample. Filled points are measured at temperature T, empty points are measured at the reference 
temperature 25°C after exposure to T. The full lines are linear fits corresponding to the indicated temperature 
coefficients. 
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Fig. 4. Values of (a) the peak-to-peak sensor response Vpp/I and (b) the low-field sensitivity S0 normalized to its 
initial value at 25°C obtained from field sweep fits. Different data sets are for sensors from wafers with the 
indicated annealing conditions. Filled points are measured at T, open points are measured at 25 °C after 
exposure to temperature T. The arrows to the right indicate the reversible and irreversible change for the un-
annealed sample at T=90 °C. 
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Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the values of Hex (normalized to their initial values given in Table 1) and HK 
obtained for the four investigated wafers as function of the measuring temperature T, respectively. For 
all annealing conditions, the reversible change of Hex with temperature is linear and can be described 
by the temperature coefficient 0.37%/°C. For the un-annealed sample the irreversible change of Hex is 
about 8 % when the temperature is increased from 25 °C to 90 °C. The field annealed samples show a 
smaller, but not negligible irreversible change of Hex, which appears to be independent of the 
annealing temperature. 
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Fig. 5. Values of (a) the normalized exchange bias field Hex(T)/Hex(25°C) and (b) the anisotropy field HK. 
Different data sets are for sensors from wafers with the indicated annealing conditions. Filled points are 
measured at T, open points are measured at 25 °C after exposure to temperature T. The dashed lines indicate the 
initial values of the parameters. 
 
 
The initial values of HK are found to decrease monotonically with annealing conditions. For the sample 
with no field annealing, the value of HK changes almost 50 % when the temperature is increased from 
25 °C to 90 °C and approximately half of this change is irreversible. The field annealed samples show 
a much smaller change and the irreversible change is smaller than the error on the individual points 
(and smallest for the sample annealed at 320 °C). The reversible decrease of HK with temperature for 
these samples is about 20 %. 
 
 
4.3. Temperature Cycling 
 
Fig. 6 shows the effect of prolonged exposure at 90 °C on S0, Hex and HK vs. the time of the 
temperature cycling experiment. Note, that only half of this time was spent at 90°C. Field sweeps were 
measured on the sensor annealed at 280 °C and on the un-annealed sensor while cycling the 
temperature between 25 °C and 90 °C with each temperature step taking 18 min. The lines in Fig. 6 
connect points measured at the same temperature. The extracted values for the different parameters are 
normalized by the value reached at 90 °C after about 7 h of temperature cycling. 
 
Fig. 6(a) shows the normalized value of S0 vs. the time of the temperature cycling experiment. As for 
the results discussed above, the sensitivity of the sensor annealed at 280 °C changes little upon heating 
compared to the un-annealed sensor. The parameters obtained at 25 °C for the un-annealed wafer show 
a big change (>7 %) after first exposure at 90 °C and then slowly approach their asymptotic values. 
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For this sample, the sensitivity at 25 °C still changes after 7h of cycling with a total irreversible change 
of about 20 %. The values measured during the cycle steps at 90 °C show a similar settling over a 
period of hours. The chip from the wafer annealed at 280 °C shows a significant initial change in the 
first cycle after which the parameters slowly settle near their asymptotic values. Thus, for this sample, 
the irreversible change of S0 is less than 5 % during the whole cycling experiment, and the value at  
25 °C reaches 98.4 % of its final value after the first exposure to 90 °C. 
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Fig. 6. Values of (a) low-field sensitivity S0 and (b) Hex and HK normalized by their value measured at 90 °C 
after 7 h temperature cycling between 25 °C and 90 °C. Different data sets are for sensors from wafers with the 
indicated annealing conditions. Filled points are measured at 90 °C open points are measured at 25 °C. The 
temperature was cycled between 25 °C and 90 °C, each temperature was held constant for 18 min. 
 
 
Fig. 6(b) shows the corresponding normalized values of Hex and HK. The value of Hex measured at  
25 °C decreases for both sensors but the relative change for the annealed sensor is seven times smaller 
than for the un-annealed sensor. Again, the values measured at 90 °C show a similar behavior. The 
relative change in HK is bigger than for Hex for both sensors, although the change for the un-annealed 
sensor is twice as big as that for the sample annealed at 280 °C. We also notice for both Hex and HK 
and independent of low-temperature field annealing that the ratio between the values obtained at 90 °C 
and 25 °C approach the same value. 
 
 
5. Discussion 
 
5.1. Analysis Method 
 
The presented single domain model for the sensor response provides excellent fits of all measured field 
sweeps. The parameters obtained from the fits are generally found to agree well with corresponding 
parameters obtained by VSM and on electrical reference samples although some differences appear. In 
section 4.1 in Table 1 that the value of HK from the fits of the sensor measurements was about twice 
that obtained from the VSM measurements. This difference is in agreement with previous studies [6] 
and is attributed to effects of the sensor structuring. 
 
Assuming negligible shape anisotropy, the low-field sensitivity is given by S0 = (l/w)(/t)(Hex+HK)-1 
(cf. Eq. (6)) and the peak-to-peak sensor output is given by Vpp/I = (/t)(l/w) = 14.87(/t)  
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(cf. Eq. (3)). Inserting the values for the reference samples, we find that the measured low-field 
sensitivities are generally about 20 % lower than the calculated values and the measured values of Vpp/I 
are about 9 % smaller than the calculated values. This is attributed to demagnetization effects due to 
the sensor geometry, which cause the magnetization of the sensor elements to deviate from the 
nominal single domain state near their edges [7]. From fits we found the shape anisotropy field 0Hs = 
0.789 mT, which is comparable to the values of 0Hex and 0HK reported in Table 1 and hence is 
significant. 
 
These results indicate that the even though the results are influenced to some degree by 
demagnetization effects, the analysis method is robust and the parameters obtained from the fits to the 
single domain model reflect the variation of the physical parameters of the thin film stack. This means 
that field sweeps of the sensor response can be used to quantify the exchange and anisotropy fields as 
well as the magnetoresistive properties of the thin film stack. 
 
 
5.2. Temperature Dependence of Parameters and Effect of Low-temperature Field Annealing 
 
The studies on the as-deposited samples show that the effect of the low-temperature annealing is to 
decrease Hex and HK while /t remains essentially unchanged. The latter indicates that the 
microstructure of the stack is not significantly changed by the field annealing. The changes of Hex and 
HK indicate that the interaction between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers is sensitive to 
the low-temperature field annealing. Considering the exchange bias as an interface phenomenon, the 
exchange bias field and the coupling energy per area J are related by J = 0MstFMHex, where  
0Ms  1.0 T is the saturation flux density of permalloy and tFM = 30 nm is the thickness of the 
permalloy layer. Inserting the values of Hex from the VSM measurements in Table 1, we obtain  
Jeb = 0.07 mJ/m2, which is comparable to values reported in the literature for similar stacks [8, 9]. 
 
The low-temperature annealing at 280 °C and 320 °C resulted in reductions of Hex of 34 % and 52 %, 
respectively. Similar observations have been made in studies of similar structures with a top-pinned 
ferromagnet [8-11]. Previous studies have generally used measurements of the magnetic hysteresis by 
magnetometry [9-11], magnetooptical measurements [9] or Lorentz microscopy [8] to characterize the 
variation of Hex and HK with temperature, but they have not systematically studied the reversible and 
irreversible changes induced by exposure to elevated temperatures. 
 
In this work we were able to separate reversible and irreversible changes of the parameters for the 
magnetic stack vs. temperature for samples exposed to different low-temperature field annealing 
conditions. We find that the temperature variation of /t is fully reversible. For the exchange bias 
field Hex we find that the relative reversible change with temperature is the same for all samples  
(Fig. 5(a)). The irreversible change of Hex, however, is sensitive to the field annealing and is 
significantly reduced compared to a sample without field annealing. For all field annealed samples, Hex 
still shows irreversible change upon heating above 25 °C with a relative change that seems to be 
insensitive to the annealing conditions (Fig. 5(a)). For the anisotropy field HK we find from Fig. 5(b) 
that both the reversible and irreversible changes upon exposure to elevated measuring temperatures are 
significant for the sample that was not field annealed, whereas the samples that were field annealed 
show significantly smaller changes with temperature. Only the sample annealed at 320 °C shows a 
negligible irreversible change of HK upon exposure to 90 °C. The observed increase of the low-field 
sensitivity S0 with field annealing and with exposure to elevated temperatures results from the 
combined effect of the reversible decrease of /t and the decrease of HK+Hex (cf. Eq. (6)), where the 
latter term dominates the temperature dependence. 
 
To further investigate the effect of repeated exposure to elevated temperatures, we studied in Section 
4.3 the samples with no annealing and with field annealing at 280 °C for repeated cycles between  
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90 °C and 25 °C. In Fig. 6(a), we found that for both the annealed and the un-annealed sample that the 
irreversible changes in the sensitivity as measured at 25 °C take place upon repeated exposure to 90 °C 
on a time scale of hours. Moreover, the relative change in sensitivity for the un-annealed sample is 
several times bigger than for the annealed sample. This change in sensitivity has to be attributed to the 
change in HK and Hex. Indeed, these two parameters show decay upon long exposure to 90 °C. Also, 
they show reduced irreversible changes in the annealed sensor compared to the un-annealed one. 
 
For all samples, we find that even after field annealing at temperatures up to 320 °C, the values of Hex 
and HK still show irreversible changes upon exposure to temperatures above room temperature. These 
changes have to be taken into account when these stacks and sensors are used for sensing purposes in 
environments at elevated temperatures. The largest changes are found for the sample that was not field 
annealed and we have found that the field annealing significantly reduces the irreversible changes. 
 
 
5.3. Possible Mechanisms 
 
Several reports in the literature have studied the effect of annealing at low temperatures on the 
microstructure. King et al. [8] studied the magnetization reversal of NiFe/IrMn exchange bias couples 
by Lorentz transmission electron microscopy. For an un-annealed sample, they found that the magnetic 
domain structure in the ferromagnetic layer was highly complex on a microscopic scale near room 
temperature with no clear overall orientation. After field annealing of the sample at 300 °C, they found 
significantly larger magnetic domains that were essentially oriented along the cooling field. They 
could not detect any changes of the microstructure and therefore attributed the change of behavior to a 
reduction of the local pinning strength of the IrMn grains upon annealing. Thus, the IrMn grains 
strongly pinned the ferromagnetic layer before annealing resulting in the highly complex domain 
structure, but after annealing the pinning strength decreased due to relaxation in the spin structure of 
the IrMn grains such that the local pinning was insufficient to force the ferromagnet to orient along the 
local pinning field. 
 
Geshev et al. [10] carefully studied the interface between Co and IrMn by high resolution cross-
sectional TEM and X-ray reflectivity measurements and found no effect of annealing at 215 °C on the 
microstructure at the interface. Upon annealing in a magnetic field applied along the initial exchange 
bias direction they observed a clear reduction of Hex that they attributed to relaxation of frustrated 
spins in the top IrMn layer. They hypothesized that the first few atomic layers of the IrMn layer show 
paramagnetic behavior and align themselves with the moments from the ferromagnet. When enough 
atomic layers of the IrMn film to sustain antiferromagnetic order are deposited, the competition 
between the alignment of the interface spins with those of the ferromagnetic layer and the 
antiferromagnetic ordering will result in high frustration of the spin structure of the IrMn layer near the 
interface and a high number of uncompensated spins at the interface, where the latter gives rise to the 
high initial exchange bias. The annealing enables relaxation of the spin structure resulting in a 
reduction of the pinning strength and hence of Hex. 
 
Our findings that irreversible changes of Hex appear slightly above room temperature even for a sample 
annealed at 320 °C for one hour and that repeated exposure to elevated temperatures result in gradually 
decreasing values of Hex indicate that a slow, thermally activated process is involved in the change of 
Hex vs. time and temperature and that the number of uncompensated interfacial spins of the IrMn layer 
decreases as a result of the relaxation process. Thus, our observations are consistent with the above 
interpretation in terms of thermal relaxation of frustrated spins in the IrMn layer near the interface to 
the ferromagnet. We hope that our studies will provide further inspiration to further theoretical work 
on this interesting topic. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
We have shown that measurements of the response vs. magnetic field of planar Hall effect Wheatstone 
bridges can be used to extract the exchange field Hex, the anisotropy field HK and the magnetoresistive 
properties of the exchange-biased stack of the sensors. We have studied the temperature variation of 
these parameters for a top-pinned NiFe/IrMn stack in the interval between 25 °C and 90 °C for 
samples that were not annealed and samples that were low-temperature field annealed at 240 °C,  
280 °C and 320 °C for one hour. In our experiments we separated reversible and irreversible parameter 
changes. We found that the magnetoresistive effect is not significantly affected by the low-temperature 
field annealing and only shows reversible changes upon exposure to elevated temperatures. Both Hex 
and HK are sensitive to annealing as well as the exposure to elevated temperatures and the relative 
reversible decrease of Hex with temperature can be described by a single temperature coefficient. Field 
annealing significantly reduces but does not eliminate the irreversible changes of both Hex and HK 
upon exposure to temperatures even slightly above room temperature. In experiments where both field 
annealed and un-annealed sensors were repeatedly exposed to 90 °C, we found a large initial change 
and a gradual reduction of the change upon further exposure. We take these observations as indicative 
of a slow thermally activated process that reduces the local pinning strength of the IrMn at the 
interface. The observations are consistent with previous interpretations in the literature in terms of 
thermal relaxation of frustrated spins in the antiferromagnet near the interface to the ferromagnet, but 
further work is required to firmly establish this hypothesis. 
 
The present results have important consequences for the use of permalloy-IrMn exchange-bias couples 
in magnetic field sensors operating at variable temperatures. Stacks with no annealing are strongly 
influenced by exposure to temperatures above room temperature and these should thus be used with 
care in applications where the sensor is exposed to elevated temperatures and high accuracy is 
required. Examples of such applications could be magnetic biosensors operating at variable 
temperatures (e.g. for studies of biological interactions vs. temperature) and magnetic field sensors 
operating in variable temperature conditions. The presented method provides an attractive approach to 
quantitative characterization of the temperature-induced changes by exposure to given temperature 
conditions. We have shown that low-temperature field annealing and prolonged exposure to the 
highest operating temperature substantially reduces subsequent irreversible changes with increasing 
temperatures but also that it is difficult to completely eliminate irreversible changes of the sensor 
parameters. These therefore have to be considered for the use of the structures in sensing applications. 
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Abstract. We present a simple ’click-on’ ﬂuidic system with integrated electrical contacts, which is suited for electrical
measurements on chips in microﬂuidic systems. We show that microscopic magnetic ﬁeld sensors based on the planar Hall
effect can be used for detecting the complex magnetic response using only the self-ﬁeld arising from the bias current applied
to the sensors as excitation ﬁeld. We present measurements on a suspension of magnetic beads with a nominal diameter of
250 nm vs. temperature and ﬁnd that the observations are consistent with the Cole-Cole model for Brownian relaxation with a
constant hydrodynamic bead diameter when the temperature dependence of the viscosity of water is taken into account. These
measurements demonstrate the feasibility of performing measurements of the Brownian relaxation response in a lab-on-a-chip
system and constitute the ﬁrst step towards an integrated biosensor based on the detection of the dynamic response of magnetic
beads.
Keywords: magnetorelaxometry, Brownian relaxation, lab-on-a-chip, planar Hall effect
PACS: 75.75.Jn, 85.70.-w, 85.70.Ay, 85.70.Kh
INTRODUCTION
Brownian relaxation, i.e., the detection of change in the rotation dynamics of magnetic beads, has been proposed for
biodetection as the hydrodynamic size of the beads changes when biomolecules attach to the surface of the beads [1, 2].
Due to the inevitable size variation of the beads and the typical small size of the biomolecules, the direct detection of
the binding of biomolecules to the surfaces of beads has proven difﬁcult. Thus, other approaches that lead to signiﬁcant
changes of the hydrodynamic size of the beads have been pursued, such as bead agglutination assays [3] and binding
of beads to a solid support [4]. Recently, a very sensitive assay based on Brownian relaxation measurements has been
proposed for the detection of DNA, where the target oligonucleotide is ﬁrst recognized by a padlock probe and then
ampliﬁed by rolling circle ampliﬁcation [5]. When magnetic beads attach to the resulting DNA coils, their rotation
dynamics change signiﬁcantly, thus facilitating their detection. Hence, volume-based or ’lab-on-a-bead’ assays based
on the detection of Brownian relaxation response of magnetic beads hold great promise for sensitive biodetection.
At present, the Brownian relaxation measurements are usually either carried out in commercial SQUID magne-
tometers [5] or in inductive set-ups [2]. These have in common that only a single sample of a comparatively large
volume can be studied. These techniques hold little promise for integration and parallelization in a lab-on-a-chip plat-
form due to their size and cost. Some efforts have been made to miniaturize SQUID sensors and integrate these into
a lab-on-a-chip system [6], but these are complex devices that also require cryogenic coolants. Here, we demonstrate
the measurement of the Brownian relaxation response using a planar Hall effect (PHE) sensor chip suitable for lab-
on-a-chip systems. The ability to carry out measurements of the dynamic magnetic response at room temperature in a
lab-on-a-chip system will facilitate the parallel in-line detection of Brownian relaxation response of beads, which can
be used for biodetection or continuous monitoring purposes.
Below, we ﬁrst brieﬂy summarize the theories for Brownian relaxation and PHE sensors. Then, we present the
theory for the lock-in detection of magnetic beads that are magnetized by the sensor self-ﬁeld. This is followed by a
description of our experimental set-up and our ’click-on’ ﬂuidic system with integrated contacts and ﬁnally we present
and discuss our measured data on bead suspensions.
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THEORY
Brownian relaxation
We consider a magnetic bead with a magnetic moment m dispersed in a liquid. The magnetic moment of the bead
can respond to an applied magnetic ﬁeld by either a rotation of the moment without a physical rotation of the particle
(Néel relaxation) or by a physical rotation of the particle (Brownian relaxation). The characteristic relaxation time for
Néel relaxation is τN = τ0 exp(KVp/kBT ), where τ0 ∼ 10−10−10−9 s and K and Vp are the anisotropy constant and the
volume of the relaxing unit, respectively. kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. For Brownian
relaxation, the relaxation time is τB = 3ηVh/kBT [1], where η is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and Vh is the
hydrodynamic volume of the bead. The effective relaxation time is given by τ−1 = τ−1B + τ
−1
N . Below, we assume that
the Brownian relaxation dominates, such that τ = τB. We can then write the characteristic frequency f = (2πτ)−1 as
fB =
kBT
6πηVh
. (1)
When low-frequency alternating magnetic ﬁelds with f  fB are applied, the bead will rotate so its magnetic moment
easily follows the applied ﬁeld. At high frequencies, f  fB, the bead rotation cannot follow the applied ﬁeld.
At intermediate frequencies, the dynamics of the moment will lag behind the applied ﬁeld. The dynamic magnetic
response is described by the complex magnetic susceptibility χ = χ ′ − iχ ′′ = |χ|(cosφ − i sinφ), where φ is the phase
lag of the magnetic response with respect to the applied magnetic ﬁeld. Thus, if a magnetic ﬁeld H(t) = Hac sin(ωt)
is applied, the measured magnetic moment of a bead is m(t) = Hac|χ|Vbead sin(ωt −φ). In the frequency domain, this
is written as m = m′ − im′′ = Hac|χ|Vbead(cosφ − i sinφ). Debye derived an expression for the relaxation behavior of
an entity with a single relaxation time [7], which was later modiﬁed by Cole-Cole [8] to account empirically for a
distribution of relaxation times to give
χ = χ ′ − iχ ′′ = χ0−χ∞
1+(i f/ fB)
1−α +χ∞, (2)
where α is the Cole-Cole parameter (0<α < 1), which equals zero for a single relaxation time (monodisperse sample).
χ0 is the equilibrium susceptibility ( f = 0) and χ∞ is the susceptibility at f =∞. For ﬁtting purposes, the most reliable
results are obtained from the analysis of χ ′′ data, because χ ′ data are more sensitive to impurity signals. The χ ′′ data
show a peak at f = fB.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 1. (a) Sensor layout and deﬁnition of coordinates and variables. The grey areas indicate the magnetic stack and the
yellow areas indicate the gold contacts. The sensor cross has the dimensions w×w = (20 μm)2. (b) Chip layout. Each chip has
the dimensions 5.5 mm×3.6 mm and contains three sensors. The sensor stack (grey) is deposited ﬁrst, then the gold contact layer
(yellow). The area with the protective coating is indicated by a semitransparent rectangle. The symbols I+ and I− indicate the pads
for the current supply. The six remaining pads are used for measuring the voltage across each sensor.
Planar Hall effect cross sensors
We will use magnetic ﬁeld sensors based on the planar Hall effect in exchange-biased ferromagnetic ﬁlms [9, 10].
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of a sensor cross with deﬁnitions of variables and coordinates. The planar Hall effect
arises when a current Ix is injected in the x-direction in a ferromagnetic ﬁlm of thickness tFM exhibiting anisotropic
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magnetoresistance (AMR). The AMR gives rise to ρ‖ > ρ⊥, where ρ‖ and ρ⊥ are the resistivities parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetization direction Mˆ = (cosθ ,sinθ), and results in a voltage increase in the y-direction
of [9]
Vy =−Ix(ρ‖ −ρ⊥)(2tFM)−1 sin(2θ). (3)
Our sensors are exchange-biased in the x-direction, such that θ = 0 in the absence of an applied magnetic ﬁeld. The
response of the sensing layer to a magnetic ﬁeld Hy applied in the y-direction can be found by minimizing the energy
volume density u, which for a single domain with saturation magnetization Ms is given by [10]
u/(μ0Ms) =−Hex cosθ − 12HK cos2 θ −Hy sinθ , (4)
where Hex and HK are the exchange and anisotropy ﬁelds, respectively and μ0 is the permeability of free space. For
low applied ﬁelds, the result is θ ≈ Hy/(Hex +HK). Deﬁning the sensor sensitivity
S =Vy (Ixμ0Hy)−1, (5)
we obtain the low-ﬁeld sensor response
Vy = IxS0〈Hy〉, (6)
where 〈Hy〉 is the average magnetic ﬁeld acting on the active sensor area in the y-direction and S0 = −(ρ‖ −
ρ⊥)[tFMμ0(Hex +HK)]−1.
Lock-in detection of sensor response
In this section, we calculate the response of the sensor when beads are being magnetized by the sensor self-ﬁeld
due to the bias current passed trough the sensor. This ﬁeld has recently been subject to a theoretical investigation [11].
There it was shown that the average ﬁeld 〈Hby〉 acting on the sensor area from beads being magnetized by the sensor
self-ﬁeld can be written as
〈Hby〉= Ixγ1χ, (7)
where γ1 is a positive constant that depends on the sensor geometry, the bead dimensions and the bead distribution.
When no beads are present, γ1 = 0. In ref. [11], only the response of beads that was in-phase with the applied magnetic
ﬁeld was considered. Here, we will allow a phase lag φ of the bead response, such that we write the bead response to a
current Ix(t) = Iac sin(ωt) as 〈Hby(t)〉= Iacγ1|χ|sin(ωt−φ). Moreover, in our present sensors, part of the bias current
is shunted through the antiferromagnetic layer used for exchange-biasing the ferromagnetic layer. This gives rise to a
magnetic ﬁeld Hsf,y = Ixγ0 acting on the active sensing layer, where γ0 is a constant that depends on the sensor stack
and the sensor geometry. Combining these ﬁelds with Eq. (6), we obtain
Vy(t) = I2acS0 sin(ωt) [γ0 sin(ωt)+ γ1|χ|sin(ωt−φ)] . (8)
As Vy(t) is proportional to sin2(ωt) no signal can be detected using lock-in technique tuned to the 1st harmonic
of the excitation signal [11]. The 2nd harmonic lock-in signal, however, is non-zero and can be written as V2 =
V ′2 + iV
′′
2 where the in-phase and out-of-phase signals are given by V
′
2 = (π
√
2)−1
∫ 2π
0 sin(2ωt)Vy(t)d(ωt) and V ′′2 =
(π
√
2)−1
∫ 2π
0 sin(2ωt +
π
2 )Vy(t)d(ωt) [11], respectively, with the result
V ′2 = −(2
√
2)−1I2acS0 γ1χ
′′ (9)
V ′′2 = −(2
√
2)−1I2acS0 (γ0 + γ1χ
′). (10)
Thus, for a constant bead distribution (constant γ1), the frequency dependence of χ ′ and χ ′′ can be extracted from V ′′2
and V ′2, respectively.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Chip fabrication
The sensor stack, Ta (3 nm) / Ni20Fe80 (30 nm) / Mn76Ir24 (20 nm) / Ta (3 nm), was sputter-deposited in a Kurt J.
Lesker CMS-18 magnetron sputter system on a 4" Silicon substrate with an 800 nm thick thermal oxide. The sensor
stack was deﬁned by a negative lithography step combined with lift-off. During deposition a magnetic ﬂux density
of 20 mT was applied to deﬁne an easy direction of the ferromagnetic layer in the positive x-direction. The electrical
contacts of Ti (10 nm)/Au (200 nm) were deposited by e-beam evaporation and deﬁned by lift-off using a positive
lithography process. Finally, a 580 nm thick protective coating of Ta2O5 was reactively sputter-deposited from a Ta
target through a shadow mask.
Figure 1(b) shows the sensor layout on a chip. The gold is deposited on the entire sensor stack except near the three
sensor crosses, where the central sensitive area has the dimensions w×w = (20 μm)2. The rectangle in the middle
that extends to the contacts indicates the protective Ta2O5 coating. Figure 1 (b) also shows the electrical connections
to the chip during measurements; the current inlet/outlet are denoted I+ and I−, and the voltage connectors for the ith
sensor are denoted V i+ and V
i−.
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 2. (a) Schematic of the cross-section of the ’click-on’ ﬂuidic system. (b) Assembled ﬂuidic system with indications of
the spring-loaded electrical contact pins and the ﬂuid path. (c) Schematic drawing of the three PMMA layers used for the ﬂuidic
system and the PDMS gasket that deﬁnes the ﬂuidic channel. Dimensions are indicated in mm.
Measurement setup
In order to perform Brownian relaxation measurements on the PHE sensors, a bead suspension must be positioned
on top of the sensor and the electrical equipment must be connected to the contact pads. In order to fulﬁll both
requirements a click-on ﬂuidic system was designed. The ﬂuidic system has built-in spring-loaded contact pins, which
ensures a quick and easy way to connect the chip to measurement equipment without wire bonding.
To perform measurements the chip was placed in an aluminium well as indicated in Fig. 2(a). Good thermal contact
to the bottom of the well was ensured by applying a small amount of thermally conducting paste to the bottom of the
chip. The temperature of the aluminium well was controlled by a Peltier element with PID temperature control.
Figure 2(b) shows a bottom view of the ﬂuidic system with integrated electrical contacts. When used, the ﬂuidic
system is mounted on top of the sensor chip. Spring-loaded electrical contact pins (POGO-PIN-5.94-1, Emulation
Technology, Inc., Camarillo, CA, USA) sandwiched between the chip and a printed circuit-board as illustrated in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) provide the electrical contact to the chip. The ﬂuidic system has an inlet and an outlet channel
to the sample chamber, which is deﬁned by a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gasket. The chip and the ﬂuidic system
deﬁnes the bottom and top of the sample chamber (cross-section: 1 mm×1 mm), respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
The ﬂuidic system was fabricated from three layers of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) structured as schematically
shown in Fig. 2(c). The structures in the three PMMA parts were deﬁned by use of a micro milling machine. To bond
the three parts together, the surfaces were ﬁrst cleaned with isopropanol and then exposed to UV light for 60-90 s.
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Subsequently, the parts were aligned and placed in a bonding press at a temperature of 88◦C with an applied force of
3 kN for 1 hour.
The PDMS gasket was cast in a mould fabricated in PMMA by micro milling. The PDMS used is Sylgard 184
silicone elastomer kit, which was mixed in a 1:10 mass ratio between the curing agent and the base. To remove air
bubbles in the solution it was placed in a vacuum chamber for 30 min, before the PDMS solution was poured into the
mould. A ﬂat piece of PMMA was used as top and the two pieces were pressed tightly together before being placed in
an oven at 80◦C for 1 hour.
For all measurements, an alternating bias current of amplitude Iac = 15 mA was supplied by a Keithley 6221 current
source connected to the I+ and I− pads sketched in Fig. 1 (b). Each of the sensor voltage responses was ampliﬁed 100
times in a Stanford Research Systems (SRS) SR552 bipolar preampliﬁer and detected by a dual-phase SRS SR830
lock-in ampliﬁer. All data presented were corrected for this pre-ampliﬁcation factor. All measurements were performed
without electric and magnetic shielding.
Experimental procedure
Both the sensitivity and frequency response of the sensors were characterized prior to exposure of the sensors to
beads. By measuring Vy as a function of an externally applied ﬁeld in the y-direction, the sensor sensitivity was found
to S0 = −36.5 VT−1 A−1. Measurements of the 2nd harmonic sensor response vs. the frequency f of the applied
current revealed that the signal was subject to instrumental phase shift. This phase shift was subsequently corrected
for by a phase rotation of the measured data based on the phase shifts determined from the measurements on the dry
sensor without magnetic beads. These phase corrections were chosen such that V ′2 = 0. Subsequently, milli-Q water
was injected into the ﬂuidic system and it was veriﬁed that a constant signal was obtained after application of the phase
shift correction determined on the dry sensor.
For measurements on bead suspensions, we used plain Nanomag-D beads with a nominal diameter of 250 nm (09-
00-252, Micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH, Rostock-Warnemünde, Germany). The stock solution was diluted with
milli-Q water to a bead concentration of 2.5 mg/mL.
After injection of the bead suspension into the ﬂuidic system, the signal from the stagnant bead suspension was
observed to depend on time due to the sedimentation of the beads on the sensor surface. Measurements of V2( f ) vs.
time showed a signal of growing intensity but with essentially unchanged shape of the frequency response. To obtain
constant measuring conditions, the setup required 16 hours for the bead suspension to stabilize. The reason for this
sensitivity to bead sedimentation is that the sensor response is mainly sensitive to beads in the vicinity of the sensor
surface. A theoretical investigation has shown that about 85% of the signal from homogeneously dispersed beads
arises from beads within a distance of 1.3w = 26 μm from the x-axis through the sensor center [11]. By multiplying
the area of this half circle with radius 26 μm with the length w of the active area, it is estimated that the volume
being sampled by a sensor is on the order of 20 pL. After the stabilization, series of measurements of V2 vs. f were
performed at temperatures in the range 5◦C - 35◦C in steps of 5◦C. In each measurement, which took about XX min,
the frequency was swept from 1000 Hz to 1 Hz in XX points. Prior to the measurements performed at 5◦C, 15◦C and
30◦C, reference measurements were carried out at 25◦C to verify that the signal or the beads were not affected by the
temperature changes.
For benchmarking, a 200 μL suspension of beads from the same batch and with the same concentration was
characterized at 26◦C in a commercial AC susceptometer (DynoMag, Imego AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) after a brief
vortex mixing. The amplitude of the applied magnetic ﬁeld was 0.5 mT.
Data treatment and analysis
Figure 3 shows data measured with milli-Q water in the ﬂuidic system and representative data measured on a bead
suspension before and after the correction for the instrumental phase shift. After correction, the data measured on the
sensor without beads show values of V ′2 close to zero and constant values of V
′′
2 as predicted by Eqs. (9) and (10).
The data on the sensor with beads show a different behavior with a peak in V ′2 and values of V
′′
2 that monotonically
decrease towards the level measured for the sensor without beads for increasing f . This signiﬁcant change in the
measured values originates from the presence of the magnetic beads and is consistent with the expectations from Eqs.
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FIGURE 3. Examples of V2 =V ′2− iV ′′2 data measured on a wet sensor without beads and with a bead suspension before and after
correction for the instrumental phase shift described in the text. Panel (a) shows V ′2 data and panel (b) shows V
′′
2 data.
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FIGURE 4. Values of V2 = V ′2 − iV ′′2 measured on a bead suspension at the indicated temperatures. The data were corrected for
the instrumental phase shift and the described offset in V ′′2 was subtracted. Panel (a) shows V
′
2 data and panel (b) shows V
′′
2 data.
(9) and (10). All data on the bead suspension presented below have been corrected for the instrumental phase shift and
the constant offset in V ′′2 , determined from the data measured without beads, has been subtracted.
The resulting data were analysed using the Cole-Cole model, Eq. (2). Only the in-phase electrical signal, V ′2, was
ﬁtted, corresponding to analyzing only the out-of-phase susceptibility, χ ′′. The parameters obtained from ﬁtting of the
frequency dependence of V ′2 were used to compute and plot corresponding values for V
′′
2 (except for an offset). Due to
the signiﬁcant instrumental phase shifts observed at lower frequencies, these values were not trusted as much as the
values obtained at higher frequencies, and therefore only data in the frequency range 2 Hz - 1000 Hz were used for the
ﬁtting.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 shows measured and corrected values of V ′2 and V
′′
2 vs. f obtained for selected temperatures. The data have
the shapes expected for χ ′′ and χ ′ data, respectively, for a bead suspension that exhibits Brownian relaxation. The peak
in the V ′2 data (corresponding to a peak in χ
′′ data) is observed to shift to higher frequencies upon an increase of the
temperature. The amplitudes of bothV ′2 andV
′′
2 are found to increase with increasing temperature. As the measurements
were carried out with increasing temperatures, this is likely an effect of further bead sedimentation rather than of the
temperature. This is also supported from the reference measurements carried out at 25◦C, which also show an intensity
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FIGURE 5. (a) Brownian relaxation frequencies vs. temperature. Inset: Hydrodynamic diameter vs. temperature The reference
measurement at 25◦C were performed prior to the measurement at 5◦C, 15◦C and 30◦C, which is why they are plotted at these
temperatures. (b) AC susceptometer measurements corresponding to those on the PHE sensor shown in Fig. 4. The measurements
were performed at 26◦C. The lines shown are ﬁts to the Cole-Cole model obtained separately for χ ′ and χ ′′.
increase (data not shown).
The ﬁts to the Cole-Cole model obtained as described in Sec. are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 4. The ﬁts are
observed to match the V ′2 data well except at frequencies below 2 Hz that were not used for the analysis as previously
described. The values of V ′′2 calculated from the parameters obtained from the ﬁts of the V
′
2 data essentially reproduce
the experimental data, although it is observed that a slightly different scale factor (and another free parameter) would
improve the ﬁt. Thus, the experimental data are well approximated by the described Cole-Cole model and it is
meaningful to extract and discuss the Brownian relaxation frequency fB.
Figure 5(a) shows the values of fB extracted from the Cole-Cole ﬁts of the V ′2 data obtained at the indicated
temperatures and the described reference measurements carried out at 25◦C at selected steps in the measurement
series. The values of fB obtained for the reference measurements at 25◦C are found to be nearly constant at about 7 Hz
showing that the measurement procedure and the properties of the sensor and the beads are reproducible over time.
The values of fB measured vs. temperature show a nearly linear increase with the temperature. In all ﬁts, the value of
the Cole-Cole parameter was α = 0.34(1) with no systematic variation with the temperature.
The inset in Fig. 5(a) shows the corresponding hydrodynamic diameters calculated from dh = [kBT/(π2η(T ) fB)]1/3
using tabulated values of the temperature-dependent dynamic viscosity of water [12]. The calculated values of dh show
no systematic variation in the studied temperature range and all fall within 2% of their mean value of dh = 403 nm.
Hence, the results are consistent with the Cole-Cole model for beads with a constant value of dh and the temperature
dependent dynamic viscosity of water. This shows the feasibility and consistency of this approach.
Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding measurements obtained in the commercial DynoMag AC susceptometer
at 26◦C. An analysis of the out-of-phase magnetic response χ ′′ to the Cole-Cole model results in fB = 14.3 Hz,
α = 0.31 and dh = 323 nm. A similar analysis of the in-phase magnetic response χ ′ to the Cole-Cole model results in
fB = 31.2 Hz, α = 0.22 and dh = 249 nm. A more detailed analysis to the Debye model with a log-normal distribution
of hydrodynamic volumes as described in [3] yields a median hydrodynamic diameter of 283 nm with a geometric
standard deviation of 1.54 nm.
The hydrodynamic diameters obtained in the commercial AC susceptometer are signiﬁcantly smaller than that
obtained by the on-chip PHE sensor measurements, but still larger than the nominal bead dimension speciﬁed by the
manufacturer. Several factors can contribute to this. Both measurements were carried out on the same batch of beads
and with the same concentration after vortex mixing of the bead suspension. Bead agglomeration can signiﬁcantly
increase the average hydrodynamic diameter and this is usually also accompanied by an increase of the Cole-Cole
parameter α . As the beads in the on-chip measurements had more time to agglomerate and also sedimented near
the bottom of the ﬂuid channel, agglomeration is likely contributing to the larger observed values of dh and α by
this technique. Moreover, the two techniques also measure fundamentally different properties. The AC susceptometer
measures the average properties of a large volume where the beads are essentially homogeneously dispersed and only a
very small fraction of the signal originates from sedimented beads. The on-chip method measures mainly beads that are
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sedimented on or near the sensor surface. These beads may therefore be of larger sizes (as these will sediment ﬁrst) and
will be subject to interactions both between the beads and between the beads and the sensor surface. These interactions
are expected to increase the rotational friction compared to beads that are homogeneously distributed in suspension
thus resulting in increased values of dh. The beads are also subject to a magnetic force due to the inhomogeneity of
the self-ﬁeld and the magnetostatic ﬁeld from the sensor that attracts them towards the sensor surface. In addition to
instrumental uncertainties, the slightly elevated measured values of V ′2 at low frequencies can also be due to beads that
are more strongly coupled to the sensor surface and thus show a much slower dynamic response.
However, it is noteworthy that the results obtained from the on-chip measurements are consistent and reproducible
over time and can be adequately described by the Cole-Cole model with the temperature dependent dynamic viscosity
of water. Therefore, although the details of the determining factors for the magnetic dynamics are more complex than
for homogeneously dispersed magnetic beads, the method is applicable for measurements of the dynamic magnetic
response in a lab-on-a-chip setting.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a click-on microﬂuidic system with integrated electrical contacts and demonstrated that the complex
dynamic magnetic response of magnetic beads can be measured using solely the self-ﬁeld from the bias current passed
through a planar Hall effect sensor. Futhermore, it has been shown that the measured response is consistent and
reproducible and due to Brownian relaxation of beads on or near the sensor surface. We have measured the dynamic
magnetic response for the same bead suspension at temperatures between 5◦C and 35◦C. The observed magnetic
relaxation can be described in terms of the usual Cole-Cole expression for the complex dynamic magnetization due to
Brownian relaxation with a constant hydrodynamic diameter and the temperature-dependent viscosity of water. This
demonstrates for the ﬁrst time the feasibility of measurements of the complex magnetic susceptibility by use of the
self-ﬁeld of a sensor integrated in a microﬂuidic system.
The hydrodynamic diameter obtained from the on-chip measurements is about 25% higher than that obtained
from a measurement on the same batch of beads in a commercial AC susceptometer. This is likely due to stronger
interactions between beads and between the beads and the sensor surface that increase the rotational friction in the
on-chip measurements, which are mainly sensitive to beads in the close vicinity of the sensor surface.
A deeper understanding of these interactions and the demonstration of biological sensing in our system are the
subjects of our future work.
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a b s t r a c t
We compare measurements of the Brownian relaxation response of magnetic nanobeads in suspension
using planar Hall effect sensors of cross geometry and a newly proposed bridge geometry. We ﬁnd that
the bridge sensor yields six times as large signals as the cross sensor, which results in a more accurate
determination of the hydrodynamic size of the magnetic nanobeads. Finally, the bridge sensor has
successfully been used to measure the change in dynamic magnetic response when rolling circle
ampliﬁed DNA molecules are bound to the magnetic nanobeads. The change is validated by
measurements performed in a commercial AC susceptometer. The presented bridge sensor is, thus, a
promising component in future lab-on-a-chip biosensors for detection of clinically relevant analytes,
including bacterial genomic DNA and proteins.
& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the interest in using magnetic particle-based
biosensors has increased (Go¨ransson et al., 2010; Jaffrezic-Renault
et al., 2007; Koh and Josephson, 2009; Wang and Li, 2008). One of
the main reasons for this is the lack of magnetic background in
most biological samples. Furthermore, magnetic particles of
dimension in the sub-micrometer range, so called nanobeads,
have high physical and chemical stability, are inexpensive to
produce, and can easily be made biocompatible.
Brownian relaxation was ﬁrst proposed for biosensing by Connolly
and St Pierre (2001). The principle behind using Brownian relaxation
for biodetection is that a naked magnetic particle will have a smaller
hydrodynamic diameter than the same particle bound to a biomole-
cule. This means that the naked particle will relax faster than a
particle bound to a biomolecule. Brownian relaxation has been
demonstrated to work for both detection of DNA (Stro¨mberg et al.,
2008) and proteins (Astalan et al., 2004; O¨isjo¨en et al., 2010; Zarda´n
Go´mez de la Torre et al., 2012). Traditionally, Brownian relaxation is
measured in a SQUIDmagnetometer, which is expensive and requires
cryogenic liquids for cooling; other methods include inductive setups
and ﬂuxgates (Ludwig et al., 2005). None of these methods are easily
integrated into a lab-on-a-chip system, thus there is a need for a
sensor suited for integration onto a lab-on-chip platform. We have
previously demonstrated that Brownian relaxation can be measured
using a cross-shaped planar Hall effect (PHE) sensor without the need
for any externally applied ﬁeld since the beads are magnetized by the
ﬁeld generated by the alternating sensor bias current (Dalslet et al.,
2011; Østerberg et al., 2010).
In the present work, we compare results obtained from
measurements of Brownian relaxation of 40 nm magnetic beads
using two different PHE sensor geometries; the traditional cross
geometry and the newly proposed bridge (PHEB) geometry
(Henriksen et al., 2010; Persson et al., 2011). We ﬁrst show that
the two sensor types yield the same frequency dependence of the
measured signal from magnetic nanobeads and that the signals
measured by the bridge sensor are six times as large as those
measured by the cross-shaped sensor. We then present results of
the ﬁrst on-chip experiments, where functionalized magnetic
nanobeads are mixed and hybridized to DNA coils formed in a
rolling circle ampliﬁcation (RCA) process. These results are found
to compare well with those obtained in experiments carried out
using a commercial AC susceptometer. The presented ﬁndings
open up for the development of inexpensive on-chip magnetic
read-out devices for detection of clinically relevant analytes
including bacterial genomic DNA and proteins.
2. Theory
Below, the theoretically expected signals from magnetic beads
when they are magnetized by the sensor self-ﬁeld for both the
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cross and bridge geometries of planar Hall effect sensors are
derived. It is also described how the dynamic magnetic bead
response can be extracted using lock-in technique.
2.1. Low-ﬁeld sensor response
The sensors rely on the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)
effect measured in the cross and bridge geometries shown in
Fig. 1. The cross consists of two orthogonal arms each of width w.
The bridge consists of four arms of width w and length l that form
angles 7p=4 to the x-axis as illustrated in Fig. 1. The sensors
consist of a ferromagnetic layer exhibiting the AMR effect, which
is exchange pinned along the positive x-direction in zero external
magnetic ﬁeld by an antiferromagnet. The sensors are connected
in series and are biased by a current I applied in the positive x-
direction. The resulting sensor output voltages VC and VB of the
cross and the bridge, respectively, are measured along the
y-direction. In zero magnetic ﬁeld both sensors will ideally give
zero output voltage. Upon application of a small magnetic ﬁeld Hy
in the y-direction, the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer
will rotate resulting in non-zero values of VC and VB due to the
AMR effect. The cross sensor is usually termed planar Hall effect
sensor because it shares the geometry with ordinary Hall sensors.
The bridge sensor presented here has recently been shown to
have exactly the same response as the cross sensor except for a
geometrical ampliﬁcation factor and hence this particular class of
AMR sensors was termed planar Hall effect bridge sensors
(Henriksen et al., 2010). For both sensors, the output for low
applied magnetic ﬁelds can be written as
VC ¼ ISC,0Hy, ð1Þ
VB ¼ ISB,0Hy, ð2Þ
where SC,0 and SB,0 are the low-ﬁeld sensitivities of the cross and
bridge sensors, respectively. When the two sensors have the same
value of w, the two sensitivities are ideally related as
SB,0 ¼ ðl=wÞSC,0 (Henriksen et al., 2010).
2.2. Response to sensor self-ﬁeld and magnetic beads
We consider the self-ﬁeld Hsf acting on the sensor in the
directions indicated in Fig. 1 due to the applied sensor bias
current. For the present sensors, part of the sensor bias current
is shunted in the antiferromagnetic layer. This gives rise to an
effective in-plane magnetic ﬁeld acting on the ferromagnetic layer
aligned perpendicular to the direction of the current Ic through
the conductor. We write this effective ﬁeld as Icg0, where g0 is a
constant that depends on the sensor stack and sensor geometry.
Likewise, magnetic beads that are present on and near the
conductor will be magnetized by the ﬁeld from the sensor bias
current and give rise to a net positive ﬁeld acting on the
conductor. This we write as Icg1w, where g1 depends on the
sensor geometry and bead distribution and w is the magnetic bead
susceptibility (Hansen et al., 2010). Hence, we write the total self-
ﬁeld acting on the sensor due to the applied bias current as
Hsf ¼ Icg0þ Icg1w: ð3Þ
For the cross sensor, the entire current passes through the sensor
and the self-ﬁeld acts in the positive y-direction. Inserting Ic ¼ I
and Hy ¼Hsf in Eq. (1) yields the expected self-ﬁeld signal:
VC ¼ I2SC,0ðg0þg1wÞ: ð4Þ
For the bridge sensor, only half of the bias current passes through
each branch and the sensor is sensitive only to the y-component
of the self-ﬁeld. Inserting Ic ¼ I=2 and Hy ¼Hsf=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
in Eq. (2) yields
the expected self-ﬁeld signal:
VB ¼ 23=2I2SB,0ðg0þg1wÞ, ð5Þ
where we have implicitly assumed that g0 and g1 are the same for
the two sensor types. Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), we ﬁnd that the
ratio of the self-ﬁeld signals for the two sensors is
VB=VC ¼ 23=2ðSB,0=SC,0Þ ð6Þ
and that, ideally, VB=VC ¼ 23=2ðl=wÞ.
2.3. Dynamic magnetic susceptibility measurements
To probe the dynamic magnetic properties of magnetic
nanobeads, we apply an alternating sensor bias current
IðtÞ ¼ IAC sinð2pftÞ, where IAC is the current amplitude, f is the
frequency and t is the time. The response of a bead ensemble to
the alternating magnetic ﬁeld is described by the complex
magnetic susceptibility:
w¼ w0iw00  9w9cos fi9w9sin f, ð7Þ
where w0 and w00 are the components of w in-phase and out-of-
phase with the magnetic ﬁeld, respectively, and f is the phase lag
of the magnetic response with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld. As
the self-ﬁeld signals are proportional to I2, the signals must be
detected at twice the frequency ð2f Þ of the bias current. This can
be achieved by measuring the 2nd harmonic signal V2 ¼ V 02þ iV 002
using lock-in technique, where V 02 and V
00
2 are the in-phase and
out-of-phase signals, respectively. We have previously shown
(Dalslet et al., 2011; Østerberg et al., 2010) that the 2nd harmonic
signals for the cross sensor are
V 0C,2 ¼23=2I2SC,0g1w00, ð8Þ
V 00C,2 ¼23=2I2SC,0ðg0þg1w0Þ: ð9Þ
Hence, VC,2
0 is directly proportional to the out-of-phase suscept-
ibility w00 and V 00C,2 depends linearly on the in-phase susceptibility
w0. The corresponding expressions for the bridge sensor can be
found using Eq. (6).
2.4. Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads
We consider a magnetic bead, where the superparamagnetic
relaxation time due to internal ﬂipping of the magnetic moment
of the bead is much longer than the Brownian relaxation time due
to a physical rotation of the bead (Brown, 1963). Hence, we
assume that Brownian relaxation is the dominating relaxation
mechanism in the investigated frequency window. Brownian
relaxation is characterized by the Brownian relaxation frequency
Fig. 1. Picture of a bridge and a cross sensor connected in series with deﬁnition
of geometric variables and the orientation of self-ﬁelds acting on the sensor. The
current is applied in the x-direction, while sensor signals are measured across the
sensors in the y-direction.
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fB given by
f B ¼
kBT
6pZVh
, ð10Þ
where T is the absolute temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, Z
is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and Vh is the hydrodynamic
volume of the relaxing entity.
For an ensemble of monodisperse non-interacting particles the
complex susceptibility w is described by the Debye (1929) theory.
To account for a possible polydispersity, Cole and Cole (1941)
have later provided the empirical expression:
w¼ w0w1
1þðif=f BÞ1a
þw1, ð11Þ
where a ð0rao1Þ is the Cole–Cole parameter, which equals zero
for a monodisperse sample, and w0 and w1 are the DC and high-
frequency susceptibilities. It should be noted that the DC suscept-
ibility w0 in a Brownian relaxation sense is strongly sensitive to
whether the beads are dynamically active or not whereas the
high-frequency susceptibility w1 depends only on the amount
of beads.
3. Material and methods
3.1. Sensor fabrication
The sensors were fabricated on a silicon wafer with a 1 mm
thick thermal oxide. The sensor stack Ta(3 nm)/Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/
Mn80Ir20(20 nm)/Ta(3nm) was deposited in a Kurt J. Lesker
CMS-18 magnetron sputter system and deﬁned by liftoff. During
deposition, a magnetic ﬁeld of 20 mT was applied to deﬁne an
easy magnetization direction along the positive x-direction
(Henriksen et al., 2010). The contact stack Ti(10 nm)/Pt(100 nm)/
Au(100 nm)/Ti(10 nm) was deposited in a Wordentech QLC 800
metal evaporator and also deﬁned by liftoff. Finally, a 900 nm
thick layer of Ormocomp (Micro resist technology GmbH,
Germany) was spun on to the wafer and patterned by photo
lithography, to leave the sensors covered and the contact pads
uncovered. The Ormocomp layer prevents electrical contact
between the sensors and the liquids during measurements, such
that the sensors can be operated at voltages up to at least 10 V
during measurements without formation of bubbles or sensor
corrosion. For this study the bridge sensor has the dimensions
l¼ 280 mm and w¼ 20 mm and the cross sensor has the dimen-
sion ww¼ 20 mm 20 mm, for deﬁnitions see Fig. 1.
3.2. Measurement setup
Electrical contact to the chip was made using a click-on ﬂuidic
system with integrated spring-loaded electrical contacts. The
click-on ﬂuidic system has a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gasket,
which deﬁnes the sidewalls and the top of the ﬂuidic channel of
which the chip forms the bottom. The channel height, width and
length are 1 mm, 1 mm and 5 mm, respectively. For further
details on the click-on system, see Østerberg et al. (2010). During
measurements, the chip was placed in a measurement set-up
where the temperature was held constant at 25 1C using a PID
Peltier temperature control system.
Measurements of the 2nd harmonic sensor signal vs. frequency
were carried out using an HF2LI lock-in ampliﬁer (Zurich Instru-
ments, Switzerland). The bias current was provided by the built-
in function generator of the lock-in ampliﬁer. The two sensors
tested in this study were connected in series, which means that
the same current was passed through the two sensors. The
resistance of the two sensors in series was 222:9 O. Three
different voltage amplitudes were applied corresponding to the
bias current amplitudes IAC ¼ 12:4 mA, 18.6 mA and 24.8 mA.
The low-ﬁeld sensor sensitivities were found measuring the
1st harmonic sensor response vs. magnetic ﬁeld applied in the
y-direction as described by Henriksen et al. (2010). For the
cross and bridge sensors, we obtained SC,0 ¼90 V=ðATÞ and
SB,0 ¼616 V=ðATÞ, respectively.
3.2.1. Brownian relaxation measurements using cross and bridge
sensors
The relaxation measurements were performed by measuring
the 2nd harmonic signals as a function of bias current frequency.
All frequency sweeps comparing the bridge and cross were
performed with 18 equally spaced points on a log scale from
338.2 kHz down to 37.7 Hz. After each of the 18 points in the
frequency sweep, a reference point was recorded at 4667 Hz,
which is near the expected Brownian relaxation frequency of the
studied beads. The total time for such a sweep with 18 different
frequencies and 18 reference points was 7 min and 15 s. The
sweeps were set to run continuously, such that when a sweep
ended, a new sweep started automatically.
Prior to introduction of magnetic nanobeads in the ﬂuidic
system, three background sweeps were performed with MilliQ
water in the ﬂuidic channel. These sweeps were used to correct
for an instrumental phase shift at high frequencies and to subtract
the offset due to the self-ﬁeld from the current shunted through
the antiferromagnetic layer. Hence, all data shown below have
been corrected for g0 (cf. Eq. (9)).
At the beginning of the fourth frequency sweep, a suspension
of 1 mg/mL 40 nm SHP beads with COOH surface (Ocean Nano-
tech, AR, USA) was injected into the ﬂuidic channel at a ﬂow rate
of 30 mL=min and the nanobead suspension was left stagnant in
the ﬂuid channel for the subsequent four frequency sweeps
(sweeps number 5–8). When the 9th frequency sweep started,
the ﬂuid channel was ﬂushed with MilliQ water for 3 min at a
ﬂow rate of 800 mL=min. Finally, a tenth sweep was measured to
verify that the sensors were back to their initial state.
3.2.2. Brownian relaxation measurements on samples containing
DNA coils and oligonucleotide-tagged magnetic nanobeads
The samples for the DNA coil detection experiments were
prepared as described in Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. (2011a)
using amine-functionalized magnetic nanobeads with a nominal
diameter of 50 nm (Micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH, Germany).
Brieﬂy, single-stranded detection oligonucleotides (50-SH-TTT TTT
TTT TTT TTT TTT TTG TTG ATG TCA TGT GTC GCAC-30-FAMÞ com-
plementary to the repeating sequence of the DNA coils were
conjugated to the beads (10 oligonucleotides per nanobead) using
the sulfo-succinimidyl-4-(N -maleimidomethyl) cyclohexane-1-car-
boxylate (sulfo-SMCC) chemistry as described in Zarda´n Go´mez de la
Torre et al. (2011b) and suspended in 1PBS pH 7.5 to a concentra-
tion of 1 mg/mL. A 4 nM suspension of DNA coils was produced
through the padlock probe target recognition (Nilsson et al., 1994)
and the RCA technology (Fire and Si-Qun, 1995; Liu et al., 1996) using
an RCA-time of 60 min. This resulted in long single-stranded DNA
coils containing about 1000 repetitions of the complement of the
padlock probe sequence. The DNA coils were suspended in hybridiza-
tion buffer (4 mM Tris–HCl, 4 mM EDTA, 0.02 v/v% Tween-20 and
0.1 M NaCl). The sequences of the target and padlock probes were
50-CCC TGG GCT CAA CCTAGG AAT CGC ATT TG-30 and 50-TAG GTT
GAG CCC AGG GAC TTC TAG AGT GTA CCG ACC TCA GTA GCC GTG
ACT ATC GAC TTG TTG ATG TCA TGT GTC GCA CCA AAT GCG ATT
CC-30, respectively.
Detection experiments were carried out by ﬁrst diluting the
DNA coil suspension with hybridization buffer to a DNA coil
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concentration of 400 pM. Then, a 30 mL solution of oligonucleo-
tide-tagged beads was added to a 30 mL solution of hybridization
buffer (reference sample) or 400 pM of DNA coils (200 pM after
addition of oligonucleotide-tagged beads). The mixture was
gently homogenized and thereafter incubated for 30 min at
70 1C. Immediately after, 30 mL of the incubated sample was
injected into the chip system and characterized using the planar
Hall effect bridge sensor. Another 30 mL sample was diluted to
200 mL with 1 PBS and characterized in a DynoMag commercial
AC susceptometer (Imego, Sweden).
4. Results
4.1. Brownian relaxation measurements using cross and bridge
sensors
Fig. 2 shows the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) 2nd
harmonic sensor signals vs. frequency obtained from measure-
ments of the Ocean Nanotech beads with a nominal diameter of
40 nm for the three indicated amplitudes of the bias current. The
data for the cross sensor have been scaled by a factor of 6. All data
have been corrected for an instrumental phase shift and the data
measured on MilliQ water have been subtracted. Hence, the
corrected in-phase sensor response is proportional to the out-
of-phase magnetic susceptibility and the corrected out-of-phase
sensor response is proportional to the in-phase magnetic suscept-
ibility. The ﬁgure shows that the signals, as expected from Eqs. (4)
and (5), are quadrupled when the current amplitude is doubled
and that the signal from the bridge sensor is close to six times
that from the cross sensor.
The solid lines in Fig. 2 are curve ﬁts to the Cole–Cole model,
Eq. (11). The nanobead suspension was injected during the fourth
frequency sweep and the signal was stable during sweeps number
5–8. These frequency sweeps were analyzed in terms of the Cole–
Cole model and the resulting Brownian relaxation frequencies are
shown in Table 1. The errors on the values of f B in Table 1 are the
standard deviations found from the four repeated measurements.
The results show that f B increases slightly with the bias current
for measurements on the bridge sensor, whereas no clear trend is
observed for measurements on the cross sensor. Furthermore,
Table 1 shows that the uncertainties in f B decrease signiﬁcantly
when the bias current is increased and also that the uncertainties
are substantially smaller for the bridge than for the cross. For
example, for the highest bias current, the relative error on the
determination of f B is 0.1% for the bridge and 5% for the cross. The
obtained Brownian relaxation frequencies correspond to hydro-
dynamic diameters in the range 42–45 nm.
The reference points measured at f¼4667 Hz after each point
in the frequency sweep are plotted in Fig. 3 vs. the time t after
initiation of the experiment for the indicated amplitudes of the
current. The ﬁgure also indicates the frequency sweeps in chron-
ological order. Again the data for the cross sensor have been
scaled by a factor of 6.
For all measurements, a constant signal is observed until the
nanobead suspension is injected at t¼ 22 min. Then, the signal
increases to an approximately constant level, which is reached at
Fig. 2. In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) 2nd harmonic signal vs. fre-
quency for the indicated bias currents measured for cross and bridge shaped
sensors. The signals measured for the cross are multiplied by 6. The data shown
are from the last frequency sweep with nanobeads (sweep number 8). The solid
lines are curve ﬁts to the Cole–Cole model.
Table 1
Average Brownian relaxation frequencies and a-parameters obtained from Cole–
Cole ﬁts to the frequency sweeps number 5–8 for cross and bridge sensors. The
numbers in parentheses indicate the standard deviations (s) of the four
measurements.
I (mA) f B (kHz) a
Bridge Cross Bridge Cross
12.4 6.0(0.1) 6.5(0.9) 0.068(0.006) 0.16(0.06)
18.6 6.05(0.06) 5.3(0.3) 0.054(0.015) 0.04(0.02)
24.8 6.097(0.006) 6.1(0.3) 0.063(0.006) 0.04(0.03)
Fig. 3. In-phase signal of reference measurements (f¼4667 Hz) plotted vs. time
for the indicated bias currents. Signals from the cross sensor are multiplied by a
factor of six. The graph is separated into three regions by two vertical lines:
background (prior to nanobead injection), with nanobeads and after ﬂushing. The
numbers from 1 to 10 at the top show the number of the frequency sweep where
the points were obtained.
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t 29 min corresponding to the initiation of frequency sweep
number 5. After frequency sweep number 8 is completed at
t 58 min, the ﬂuidic system is rinsed with water and the signal
returns to the background level. The scaled signal levels for both
sensor types show the same behavior with nearly identical signal
levels. However, the data noise for the cross sensor is signiﬁcantly
higher than for the bridge sensor. Table 2 shows the average value
and standard deviation for the measurements in Fig. 3 obtained
during sweeps number 5–8. The average values for the bridge
sensor are close to six times as large as those for the cross,
whereas the standard deviations for the bridge sensor are less
than two times those for the cross sensor. The standard deviation
varies only little with the bias current and hence the relative
standard deviation decreases approximately as the inverse signal,
i.e., as the inverse square of the bias current. The lowest relative
standard deviation of 0.9% is obtained for the bridge sensor with a
bias current amplitude of IAC ¼ 24:8 mA.
4.2. Brownian relaxation measurements on samples containing DNA
coils and oligonucleotide-tagged magnetic nanobeads
Fig. 4 shows the dynamic magnetic measurements on oligo-
nucleotide-tagged nanobeads incubated with a suspension of
DNA coils with a concentration of 200 pM as well as correspond-
ing reference measurements on a sample containing no DNA coils.
The measurements have been carried out simultaneously in both
the DynoMag AC susceptometer (top panel) and in the chip
system using the bridge sensor (bottom panel). The Brownian
relaxation frequency of the individual nanobeads was measured
to f B  297 Hz. To obtain data values that are independent of the
nanobead concentration, all data have been normalized with the
in-phase susceptibility measured well above f B that approximates
w1. This normalization procedure was recently validated by
Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al. (2011a) by comparing results
obtained in the DynoMag AC susceptometer normalized with the
high-frequency value of w0 with those obtained in a SQUID AC
susceptometer normalized with the saturation magnetic moment.
Nanobeads that are bound to DNA coils relax at a frequency of the
order of 1 Hz (Stro¨mberg et al., 2008), which is outside the
investigated frequency window. Therefore, nanobeads that are
bound to DNA coils will be dynamically inactive for the investi-
gated frequencies and will not contribute to the peak in w00 but
still contribute to the high-frequency value of w0. The binding of
nanobeads to DNA coils is therefore detected as a reduction of the
height of the peak in w00 as well as in the low-frequency value of
w0.
The results displayed in Fig. 4 show that the same Brownian
relaxation frequencies are obtained in the DynoMag system and
by the bridge sensor in the chip system. In both cases the
intensity of the peak in the normalized out-of-phase magnetic
susceptibility (w00 for the DynoMag system and V 02 for the bridge
sensor) is reduced when the nanobeads are immobilized to the
DNA coils. The observations in the DynoMag system are consis-
tent with previously reported results (Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre
et al., 2011a). The relative reduction of the peak height for the
bridge sensor is larger than that observed in the DynoMag system.
5. Discussion
5.1. Brownian relaxation measurements using cross and bridge
sensors
First, we note that the ratio between the measured low-ﬁeld
sensitivities for the bridge and cross sensor is SB,0=SC,0 ¼ 6:8,
which is considerably lower than the ratio of 14 expected solely
from the sensor geometry. We attribute this to demagnetization
effects of the sensor, which reduce the sensitivity of the bridge
sensor and increase the sensitivity of the cross sensor (Donolato
et al., 2011). Using the ratio between the low-ﬁeld sensitivities,
we estimate from Eq. (6) that the nanobead signals should have a
ratio of VB=VC ¼ 2:4, which is signiﬁcantly lower than the experi-
mentally observed ratio of about six. This deviation is likely
caused by a combination of demagnetization effects and the
simplifying assumption that the current through the cross sensor
is uniformly distributed over the sensor width w, also in the
central part of the cross. The detailed origin of the differences will
be topic of our continued studies.
In all measurements, we have found that the highest signal is
obtained for the bridge sensor with the highest applied bias
Table 2
Average in-phase signal for cross and bridge sensors at three different bias
currents for the 418 reference points from sweeps number 5 to 8. The numbers
in parentheses indicate the standard deviations. The relative standard deviations
are also calculated.
I (mA) V 02 (nV) sV 02 =V
0
2  100% (%)
Bridge Cross Bridge Cross
12.4 174(5) 29(3) 2.9 10.3
18.6 377(5) 62(4) 1.3 6.5
24.8 679(6) 108(4) 0.9 3.7
Fig. 4. Top: complex susceptibility vs. frequency measured with the DynoMag AC
susceptometer. Measurements are normalized to the in-phase susceptibility at
6158 Hz. Bottom: in-phase and out-of-phase 2nd harmonic signal vs. frequency
measured with a planar Hall effect bridge sensor. Measurements are normalized to
the out-of-phase signal at 7068 Hz.
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current. Part of the observed noise in the measurements origi-
nates from electrical noise in the measurement set-up as the
signals are small. However, we have chosen not to use a pre-
ampliﬁer as they typically induce signiﬁcant instrumental phase
shifts at high frequencies. Higher values of the sensor bias current
than those employed here can be used, but they will result in
non-negligible self-heating of the sensor, which is undesirable.
The extracted Brownian relaxation frequencies shown in
Table 1 increase slightly with bias current. This increase could
be due to self-heating of the sensor, which would correspond to a
temperature increase of 0.6 1C when taking the temperature
dependence of the viscosity of water into consideration. However,
the increase is within the uncertainty limits of the measurements
and thus, it cannot be concluded to be due to temperature
changes. In general the extracted values are more stable for
measurements performed on the bridge sensor than on the cross
sensor. This shows that the higher signal-to-noise ratio results in
smaller variations of the parameters extracted from the ﬁts and
hence that the measurements are robust and reproducible.
The results from measurements at the reference frequency in
Fig. 3 show the time dependence of the dynamic bead signal. It is
observed that the signal for 40 nm beads stabilizes 7 min after
injection of the nanobead suspension. This time dependence
originates from the time needed to equilibrate the bead concen-
tration after the bead suspension is injected into the water-ﬁlled
channel where the initial bead concentration near the sensor is
lower due to the parabolic ﬂow proﬁle. Fig. 3 also shows that after
ﬂushing nanobeads away with 800 mL=min for 3 min, the signal
returns to the background level, which allows for reusing the
sensor.
5.2. Brownian relaxation measurements on samples containing DNA
coils and oligonucleotide-tagged magnetic nanobeads
The results from relaxation measurements on nanobeads with
and without DNA coils shown in Fig. 4 in general indicate the
same trends whether measured with the bridge sensor or the
DynoMag. In both cases the normalized peak levels become
smaller in the presence of DNA coils. This was also the effect of
DNA coils demonstrated by Zarda´n Go´mez de la Torre et al.
(2011a), where the DynoMag results were compared to SQUID
results. A reason why the responses are not completely identical
could be that the DynoMag AC susceptometer measures on the
entire sample volume, whereas the bridge sensor is more sensi-
tive to beads near to the sensor surface. The latter can in fact
prove useful for detecting DNA coils since nanobeads bound to
DNA coils will sediment faster than free nanobeads. Therefore, the
ratio between bound and free nanobeads near the sensor surface
will become larger and this will make it easier to detect smaller
DNA coil concentrations.
6. Conclusion
We have compared on-chip Brownian relaxation measure-
ments carried out using planar Hall effect sensors with cross
and bridge geometries with the same sensor width. For the
investigated geometries we found that the bead signal from the
bridge sensor is six times that from the cross. Moreover, the
Brownian relaxation frequencies were determined with signiﬁ-
cantly less variation for the bridge sensor than for the cross.
The bridge sensor was also used to measure the difference
between two samples of nanobeads with 0 pM and 200 pM of
DNA coils produced by RCA. For comparison, equivalent samples
were measured in a commercial AC susceptometer, and the
differences between 0 pM and 200 pM samples were found to
be very similar in the two systems. The presented bridge sensor
may, thus, open up for new possibilities to build inexpensive
biosensors for detecting pathogens and other clinically relevant
analytes that can be ampliﬁed using RCA, including DNA
sequences and proteins.
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We present on-chip Brownian relaxation measurements on a logarithmic dilution series of 40 nm
beads dispersed in water with bead concentrations between 16 lg/ml and 4000 lg/ml. The
measurements are performed using a planar Hall effect bridge sensor at frequencies up to 1 MHz.
No external fields are needed as the beads are magnetized by the field generated by the applied
sensor bias current. We show that the Brownian relaxation frequency can be extracted from fitting
the Cole-Cole model to measurements for bead concentrations of 64 lg/ml or higher and that the
measured dynamic magnetic response is proportional to the bead concentration. For bead
concentrations higher than or equal to 500 lg/ml, we extract a hydrodynamic diameter of 47(1) nm
for the beads, which is close to the nominal bead size of 40 nm. Furthermore, we study the signal
vs. bead concentration at a fixed frequency close to the Brownian relaxation peak and find that the
signal from bead suspensions with concentrations down to 16 lg/ml can be resolved. VC 2012
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4769796]
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic beads have proven useful for biosensing as
most biological samples are non-magnetic such that mag-
netic beads can be manipulated and detected independently
of the sample chemistry. Furthermore, magnetic biosensors
rely on magnetic methods for detecting the magnetic beads,
which provide an electrical signal that can be directly read
out. Among the typical methods for detecting magnetic
beads are inductive methods,1 fluxgates,2 superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometers,3,4
and magnetoresistive sensors.5–7 There are pros and cons for
each method; for instance, SQUID magnetometers are very
sensitive but are costly, require cryogenics and are not easily
integrated with a sample preparation system. Magnetoresis-
tive sensors are not as sensitive as SQUID magnetometers
but they can be operated at room temperature, they are small
in dimensions, they are potentially inexpensive and they can
be integrated in lab-on-a-chip systems. Thus, magnetoresis-
tive sensors are attractive for use in lab-on-a-chip magnetic
biosensing platforms.
Magnetic beads have been used for biosensing in sur-
face-based8 and volume-based1,9,10 assays. In a surface-
based assay, the surfaces of both the sensor and the beads are
functionalized such that the presence of the analyte results in
specific binding of the beads to the sensor surface. In a
volume-based assay, only the beads are functionalized prior
to detection and the analyte modifies the hydrodynamic size
of the beads, either due to its size11 or by inducing bead
agglutination.1 The dispersion of hydrodynamic sizes for a
magnetic bead ensemble can be characterized via Brownian
relaxation measurements, which were first proposed for bio-
sensing by Connolly and St Pierre.12
For volume-based bioassays, the limit of detection is
sensitive to the bead concentration: for a high bead concen-
tration, only a small fraction of the beads are affected by a
given amount of analyte, whereas the opposite is the case for
a low bead concentration. On the other hand, a low bead con-
centration results in a smaller dynamic range of analyte
concentrations that can be detected. Thus, the bead concen-
tration is an important parameter for the sensitivity and
dynamic range for volume-based biosensing. For any read-
out principle for volume-based bioassays, it is therefore im-
portant to know its dependence on the bead concentration
and the range of bead concentrations for which the magnetic
dynamics can be reliably characterized.
In this study, we investigate the dependence of the on-
chip measurements of the dynamic magnetic bead signal on
the concentration of beads with a nominal diameter of
40 nm. The study is carried out using so-called planar Hall
effect bridge (PHEB) sensors13 currently being investigating
for volume-based magnetic biodetection.10 The sensors are
integrated in a microfluidic system and do not rely on any
external magnetic fields. We determine the lower limit of
bead concentrations required for obtaining reliable measure-
ments of the dynamic magnetic Brownian relaxation
response and we also investigate the lowest bead concentra-
tion that can be detected by the present sensors.
II. THEORY
The magnetic field sensors used in the study are based
on the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect, which
causes the resistivity to be largest when the current and
applied magnetic field are parallel and lowest when they are
orthogonal. The sensor geometry is composed of four seg-
ments to form a Wheatstone bridge as shown in Fig. 1. Here,
the potential difference Vy in the y-direction is measured
upon injection of a current I in the x-direction. The sensor
a)Electronic address: Frederik.Osterberg@nanotech.dtu.dk.
b)Electronic address: Mikkel.Hansen@nanotech.dtu.dk.
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consists of a ferromagnetic layer exhibiting the AMR effect,
which is pinned along the positive x-direction by an antifer-
romagnetic layer. This ensures that the magnetization of the
sensor is single domain and has a fixed orientation in the ab-
sence of external magnetic fields. It has recently been shown
that the signal from the bridge structure shown in Fig. 1 is
identical to that from a regular planar Hall effect sensor
cross, except for a geometrical amplification.13 To distin-
guish this particular geometry from other AMR sensor geo-
metries, we have named sensors with this geometry planar
Hall effect bridge sensors.
For low magnetic fields, the sensor signal is linear and
given by13
Vy ¼ IS0Hy; (1)
where S0 is the low-field sensitivity and Hy is the magnetic
field in the y-direction.
Measurements on magnetic bead suspensions are carried
out without application of external magnetic fields. Instead,
the magnetic beads are magnetized by the sensor self-field
arising from the bias current passed through the sensor. For
an alternating bias current IðtÞ ¼ IACsinð2p ftÞ, both the bias
current and the field from the beads will oscillate at the fre-
quency f of the bias current. As the sensor response due to
the presence of magnetic beads is proportional to I2, these
will give rise to a signal oscillating at 2 f. The dynamic mag-
netic response of the magnetic beads is described by their
complex susceptibility v ¼ v0  iv00, where v0 and v00 are
the in-phase and out-of-phase magnetic susceptibilities of
the beads, respectively. We have previously shown that the
dynamic magnetic bead response for beads magnetized by
the self-field can be detected using lock-in technique10,14,15
and that the second harmonic in-phase and out-of-phase sen-
sor signals V02 and V
00
2 for a PHEB sensor are given by
10
V02 ¼ 23I2ACS0c1v00; (2)
V002 ¼ 23I2ACS0ðc0 þ c1v0Þ; (3)
where c0 is a constant that depends on the sensor stack and
sensor geometry and c1 is a constant that depends on the sen-
sor geometry and distribution of beads. Thus, the in-phase
second harmonic sensor signal is proportional to the out-of-
phase magnetic bead susceptibility and the out-of-phase sec-
ond harmonic sensor signal depends linearly on the in-phase
magnetic bead susceptibility.
A. Brownian relaxation of magnetic of beads
When a magnetic bead is placed in a magnetic field, the
magnetization of the bead will align with the field either by
internal flipping of the magnetic moment (Neel relaxation16)
or by a physical rotation of the bead (Brownian relaxation17).
For the beads used in this study, the Neel relaxation time is
much longer than the Brownian relaxation time, which there-
fore dominates the relaxation dynamics of the beads. Brown-
ian relaxation is characterized by the Brownian relaxation
frequency,
fB ¼ kBT
6pgVh
; (4)
where kBT is the thermal energy, g is the viscosity of the liq-
uid in which the bead is suspended, and Vh is the hydrody-
namic volume of the bead. The Brownian relaxation
frequency is the frequency at which the phase-lag between
the magnetic moment of the bead and the applied field is
largest, meaning that a peak will appear in the out-of-phase
magnetic susceptibility at f ¼ fB.
The complex susceptibility of a monodisperse ensemble
of beads is described by the Debye theory.18 The complex
susceptibility of an ensemble of polydisperse beads is usu-
ally described by the empirical Cole-Cole model,19
v ¼ v0  v1
1þ ðif=fBÞ1a
þ v1; (5)
where v0 and v1 are the DC and high-frequency susceptibil-
ities, respectively, and 0  a  1 is a measure of the polydis-
persity (a ¼ 0 for a monodisperse sample). The Cole-Cole
model has been used for analyzing the data in the present
work to extract fB, a, and the DC and high-frequency
susceptibilities.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
The geometric variables of the sensor are defined in
Fig. 1. Each of the four branches in the sensor bridge used in
the present study has a length of l ¼ 300 lm and a width of
w ¼ 20 lm and was fabricated as follows: First, an 800 nm
thick oxide was grown on a silicon wafer by wet oxidation.
Then, the sensor stack Ta(3 nm)/Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/Mn80Ir20
(20 nm)/Ta(3 nm) was deposited in a Kurt J. Lesker Co.
CMS-18 sputter system and defined by lift-off. During depo-
sition, a magnetic field of 20mT was applied to define the
easy direction of the magnetization along the positive
x-direction in Fig. 1. Electrical contacts to the sensors of
Ti(5 nm)/Au(100 nm)/Pt(100 nm)/Ti(5 nm) were deposited
by e-beam evaporation and defined by lift-off. Subsequently,
FIG. 1. Picture of sensor with definitions of dimensions. The bias current I
is applied through the arms in the x-direction, while the potential difference
Vy is measured across the y-direction. The length l and width w of a bridge
segment are also shown.
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a protective coating of Ormocomp (Micro Resist Technology
GmbH, Germany) with a thickness of 800 nm was spin-
coated and patterned by UV lithography. This coating
ensured that the sensors could be operated at voltages up to
10V without failure or bubble formation when the sensor
was exposed to ionic solutions.
During measurements, the chip was mounted in a click-
on fluidic system14 providing electrical contacts to the chip
and defining a fluidic channel of dimensions length-
width height¼ 5mm 1mm 1mm (Fig. 2(a)). To
align the chip with the channel and electrical contact, the
chip was placed in an aluminum well (Fig. 2(b)). The tem-
perature of the aluminum well was kept constant at (25.00
6 0.01) C during all measurements using a Peltier element.
The set-up was neither magnetically nor electrically
shielded.
Electrical measurements on the sensor were carried out
using an HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments, Switzer-
land) operating at a fixed voltage amplitude of 3.2V corre-
sponding to a current amplitude of IAC¼ 21mA. The 1st
harmonic sensor response was measured vs. applied field result-
ing in a low-field sensor sensitivity of S0¼531V/(T A).
Measurements were performed on nominally 40 nm
magnetic beads with a COOH functional surface group
(Ocean Nanotech, AR, USA). In this study, the bead concen-
tration was varied from c¼ 16 lg/ml to c¼ 4mg/ml in a
2-fold logarithmic dilution series. In the experiments,
the bead concentration was varied in the following order:
c [mg/ml]¼ 1, 0.25, 0.063, 0.5, 0.125, 0.031, 0.016, 4, 2.
Measurements on bead suspensions were carried out in
ambient magnetic field where the 2nd harmonic sensor
response was measured as a function of the frequency of the
applied bias voltage. Each frequency sweep consisted of
20 points equally distributed on a log scale between
f¼ 986.9 kHz and 37.7Hz. After each measurement at f, a
reference measurement was carried out at fref ¼ 4667Hz,
which is near the expected Brownian relaxation frequency
for the beads used in the experiments. Each of the above
sweeps took a total time of 7min and 20 s to complete. For
each bead concentration, a cycle of 9 frequency sweeps,
numbered 1–9, was performed. First, two sweeps (1 and 2)
were performed without beads and were used as reference.
At the start of sweep 3, beads were injected into the fluidic
channel for 1min at a flow rate of 30 ll/min. Then, the flow
was stopped for the remaining part of sweep 3 and left stag-
nant in the following four sweeps (sweeps 4–7). At the start
of sweep 8, the beads were washed out at a flow rate of
800 ll/min and sweep 9 was performed to confirm that the
signal returned to its initial level from sweeps 1 and 2.
IV. RESULTS
A. Frequency sweeps
Figure 3 shows the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bot-
tom) second harmonic sensor signals as a function of the
bias current frequency for sweep 7, which is started 29min
after injection of the beads. Only measurements for the seven
highest bead concentrations (63 lg/ml-4mg/ml) are shown,
as the lower concentrations are indistinguishable from
c ¼ 63 lg/ml on this scale. The solid lines in the figures are
curve fits of the Cole-Cole model to the measured data.
From Fig. 3, it is seen that the curve shape is independent
of the concentration and that it scales with the bead
concentration.
Figure 4 shows the Brownian relaxation frequencies fB
extracted from curve fits of the Cole-Cole model vs. bead
concentration. The fits of the in-phase and out-of-phase data
were carried out simultaneously with a single set of parame-
ters. For each concentration, the values of fB were found sep-
arately for sweeps 5–7. The error bars on each of the
fB-values in Fig. 4 correspond to the standard deviation
reported by the least-squares fitting routine. It is also seen
FIG. 2. (a) Fluidic system with 20 spring-loaded electrical contact pins. (b)
Picture of chip in set-up prior to mounting of the fluidic system.
FIG. 3. In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) signals vs. bias frequency
for the indicated bead suspension concentrations. The solid lines are fits of
the Cole-Cole model to the measurements.
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that for the four highest concentrations, the extracted fre-
quencies coincide with a mean Brownian relaxation fre-
quency of 4.4(0.1) kHz corresponding to a hydrodynamic
diameter of 47(1) nm. Down to c ¼ 63 lg/ml the mean
Brownian relaxation frequency is still 4.4 kHz, but the stand-
ard deviation increases to 0.8 kHz. The average value of the
Cole-Cole parameter a was found to 0.05(0.01) for the fits
shown in Fig. 4. This supports the conclusion that the curve
shape is independent of the bead concentration for the inves-
tigated samples.
B. Signal at f ’ fB vs. bead concentration
Figure 5 shows the in-phase second harmonic sensor
signal of the reference points measured at fref ¼ 4667 Hz
normalized with c plotted vs. time t after injection of the
bead suspension. The figure also shows the sweep numbers
for each of the bead concentrations. Sweeps 1 and 2 are car-
ried out without beads; the bead suspension is injected at the
start of sweep 3 resulting in a signal increase and during
sweeps 4–7, the signal is almost constant. During sweep 8
(not shown), the beads are washed away and the data
obtained during sweep 9 shows that the signal returns to its
baseline level from sweeps 1 and 2. From Fig. 5 it is
observed that the signal-to-noise ratio increases with
increasing bead concentration. It is also seen that a level
near 460 nV/(mg/ml) is reached for all bead concentrations,
except for the two lowest concentrations that are clearly at a
lower level. From Fig. 5, it is also noticed that the signal
rise after injection depends on the bead concentration.
When the bead concentration is high, the signal reaches its
steady-state value faster.
Figure 6 shows the mean values of the twenty reference
points obtained during sweep 7 (last sweep before washing)
as a function of the bead concentration. The error bars indi-
cate three times the standard deviation of the mean (rmean).
The line is a linear fit to the data with the intercept fixed to
zero and a slope of 460(2) nV/(mg/ml). Analysis of the refer-
ence measurements obtained during sweeps 2, where the
mean value defined the zero signal level in the subsequent
measurements, resulted in a noise level (taken as 3 rmean) of
3.1 nV, which is shown as the horizontal dashed line in Fig.
6. It is seen that the signals from all the measured bead con-
centrations are significantly above the sensor noise level.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Frequency sweeps
From the frequency sweeps plotted in Fig. 3, it is seen
that the shape is independent of the bead concentration, and
hence that the signal scales with the concentration. This was
also confirmed by the similar values of fB and a obtained
from the Cole-Cole fits for c  63 lg/ml. For the two lowest
concentrations, the signal-to-noise ratio was too low to
extract reliable values of fB and a. The obtained a-value of
0.05 indicates that the bead suspension is nearly monodis-
perse. It is important for volume-based biodetection that the
bead suspension is close to monodisperse as this results in a
well defined peak in the in-phase sensor signal, which
FIG. 4. Brownian relaxation frequencies extracted from sweeps 5–7 plotted
against bead concentration. The length of the error bars corresponds to the
standard deviations obtained from the fitting.
FIG. 5. In-phase 2nd harmonic sensor signal of reference points measured at
fref ¼ 4667Hz normalized with bead concentration plotted as a function of
the time t after injection of the bead suspension.
FIG. 6. Mean value of the 20 reference points measured during sweep 7 vs.
bead concentration. The error bars are given as 3 rmean. The solid line is a
linear fit to the data points with the intercept fixed at 0. The horizontal
dashed line indicates the noise level plus 3 rmean for a measurement without
any beads.
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potentially allows for distinguishing the peak from isolated
beads from a peak at lower frequencies due to beads bound
to the target analyte.
The extracted Brownian frequencies are found to
4.4(0.8) kHz for c  63 lg/ml and 4.4(0.1) kHz for
c  500 lg=ml. The mean values are identical within the
uncertainties, but the standard deviation increases as the
bead concentration decreases due to the lower signal-to-
noise ratio. This means that if the hydrodynamic diameter
needs to be extracted accurately for the present beads, a
bead concentration of at least 500 lg/ml should be used.
B. Signal at f ’ fB vs. bead concentration
Figure 5 shows the reference points measured at f ’ fB
vs. time for several bead concentrations. The values are nor-
malized with the bead concentration and adjusted such that
the injection of beads is initiated at t¼ 0min. From this plot
it is observed that the signals stabilize near 460 nV/(mg/ml)
for all concentrations except for the two lowest, which do
not reach this level. Figure 5 also shows that the signal
returns to its baseline level after the beads are washed away,
which allows for reusing the sensor.
From Fig. 5 it is seen that the rate by which the signal
changes after the beads have been injected depends on the
bead concentration such that a faster equilibration is found
for higher bead concentrations. The equilibration arises from
the fact that the bead suspension is injected into the channel
containing water and that the liquid exchange near the chan-
nel wall is slower due to the parabolic velocity profile. The
detailed origin of the faster equilibration for higher bead con-
centrations is still unknown, but we hypothesize that it could
be due to cooperative phenomena, e.g., hydrodynamic inter-
actions between the beads20 or electrostatic repulsion
between the beads due to their surface charges, which accel-
erate the equilibration when the bead density is high.
Figure 6 shows the average of the in-phase signal for the
20 reference points measured during sweep seven plotted vs.
bead concentration. From the plot it is seen that the signal is
proportional to the bead concentration with a slope of 460(2)
nV/(mg/ml). It is also seen that all the measured concentrations
are significantly different from reference measurement without
beads on a 3 rmean level. The lowest bead mass concentration
measured was 16lg/ml, which corresponds to a particle con-
centration of 0.2 nM. When used in a volume-based bioassay,
a lower bead concentration will increase the sensitivity and
lower the dynamic range. Hence, one approach to increase the
sensitivity could be to use larger magnetic beads such that the
same magnetic signal can be obtained from fewer beads. How-
ever, in our system, beads that are larger than about 100 nm
tend to sediment to the bottom of the fluidic channel and as the
sensors are more sensitive to beads near the sensor surface,
such sedimented beads will contribute significantly to the sig-
nal. The investigation of the choice of beads and optimization
of the bioassay sensitivity is one focus of our future research.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the presented data, it is concluded that Brownian
relaxation frequencies can be extracted using planar Hall effect
bridge sensors for bead concentration as low as 64lg/ml.
However, a higher bead concentration results in more reliable
determination of the Brownian relaxation frequency. The
mean Brownian relaxation frequency for c  500lg/ml was
4.4(0.1) kHz, which corresponds to a hydrodynamic diameter
of 47(1) nm, which agrees well with the nominal size of
40 nm. The study also demonstrated that the shape of the
dynamic signal is independent of the bead concentration and
the amplitudes of the signals are proportional to the bead con-
centration once steady-state is reached. Monitoring the time
dependence of the signal during bead injection showed that the
signal reaches a steady state faster for higher bead concentra-
tions. Finally, it can be concluded that the presence of beads
can be detected for bead concentrations as low as 16lg/ml.
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On-chip measurements of Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads
with diameters from 10 nm to 250 nm
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We demonstrate the use of planar Hall eﬀect magnetoresistive sensors for AC susceptibility measurements of
magnetic beads with frequencies ranging from DC to 1 MHz. This wide frequency range allows for measuring
Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads with diameters ranging from 10 nm to 250 nm. Brownian relaxation
is measured for six diﬀerent magnetic bead types and their hydrodynamic diameters are determined. The
hydrodynamic diameters are found to be within 40% of the nominal bead diameters. We discuss the ap-
plicability of the diﬀerent bead types for volume-based biosensing with respect to sedimentation, magnetic
trapping and signal per bead. Among the investigated beads, we conclude that the beads with a nominal
diameter of 80 nm are best suited for future on-chip volume-based biosensing experiments using planar Hall
eﬀect sensors.
PACS numbers: 75.75.Jn, 85.70.-w, 85.70.Kh
Keywords: AC Susceptometry, Brownian Relaxometry, Lab-on-a-chip, Magnetic Sensor, Magnetic Beads
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic beads have proven to be a promising ingredi-
ent in future biosensors1–4. Since most biological samples
are non-magnetic, the read out will not be disturbed by
chemical or biological components of the sample. Mag-
netic beads also have the advantage that they can be ma-
nipulated magnetically and are generally well dispersed
in a liquid sample such that diﬀusion times can be signif-
icantly reduced. Finally, the presence and properties of
magnetic beads can be detected by magnetic ﬁeld sensors
to directly provide an electrical signal.
Connolly and St Pierre 5 ﬁrst proposed to use Brow-
nian relaxation measurements of magnetic beads for
biosensing. Brownian relaxation is the physical rotation
of a bead in response to an oscillating magnetic ﬁeld and
it is characterized by the Brownian relaxation frequency,
which is inversely proportional to the hydrodynamic vol-
ume of the bead. Using functionalized magnetic beads it
is possible to bind a target analyte to the beads to obtain
a detectable increase of their hydrodynamic size.
The simplest assay is to directly detect a hydrody-
namic size change of the free beads in suspension due
to bound analytes. However, as most analytes are typ-
ically much smaller than the beads, this will only give
rise to a limited change of hydrodynamic size6. More-
over, the change may be diﬃcult to resolve due to the
inevitable bead size distribution. A more eﬀective assay
strategy is to use the target analyte to form clusters of
beads and hence induce bead agglutination7. Yet another
strategy is to use ampliﬁcation of the target analyte to
form substantially larger entities, e.g., by forming large
a)Electronic mail: Frederik.Osterberg@nanotech.dtu.dk
b)Electronic mail: Mikkel.Hansen@nanotech.dtu.dk
DNA coils by a rolling circle ampliﬁcation8,9. Such coils
have the advantage of both changing the hydrodynamic
size of single beads signiﬁcantly and that each coil can
bind multiple beads10. The drawback is that the rolling
circle ampliﬁcation requires additional sample prepara-
tion.
Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads can be mea-
sured with various techniques including: Inductive meth-
ods6, ﬂuxgates11, SQUID magnetometers12 and mag-
netoresistive sensors13,14. Particularly magnetoresistive
sensors are promising in future lab-on-chip devices as
they are small, potentially inexpensive, require small
sample volumes and can be integrated with sample prepa-
ration in a microﬂuidic device.
The frequency range in which a given technique op-
erates determines the bead sizes for which Brownian re-
laxation can be measured. Thus, it is advantageous to
have a detection system that can operate at frequencies
spanning many orders of magnitude.
Here, we demonstrate on-chip measurements of Brown-
ian relaxation of magnetic beads with diameters ranging
from 10 nm to 250 nm using so-called planar Hall ef-
fect bridge sensors15,16 and that these sensors are feasible
for dynamic magnetic measurements up to MHz frequen-
cies. Finally, we discuss the best choice of bead type and
size for future on-chip volume-based bioassays employing
these sensors.
II. THEORY
A. Brownian relaxation of magnetic of beads
When a magnetic bead is placed in an external mag-
netic ﬁeld, the magnetic moment will align with the di-
rection of the applied ﬁeld. The moment of the bead
may relax by an internal ﬂipping of the moment (Ne´el
2relaxation17) and by a physical rotation (Brownian re-
laxation18). For the beads used in this study, Brownian
relaxation dominates and we will neglect Ne´el relaxation.
When the bead is placed in a magnetic ﬁeld oscillating
at frequency f , the dynamic behavior is characterized by
the Brownian relaxation frequency
fB =
kBT
6piηVh
, (1)
where kBT is the thermal energy, η is the dynamic vis-
cosity of the liquid in which the bead is suspended and
Vh is the hydrodynamic volume of the bead. The dy-
namic magnetic behavior of a magnetic bead ensemble
in response to an applied magnetic ﬁeld is described by
the complex magnetic susceptibility χ = χ′ − iχ′′, where
χ′ and χ′′ denote the in-phase and out-of-phase magnetic
susceptibilities, respectively. For f ≪ fB, the beads ro-
tate in phase with the applied ﬁeld and for f ≫ fB the
ﬁeld is oscillating too fast for the beads to respond. When
f = fB , the component of the bead moment lagging
behind the applied ﬁeld assumes its maximum, result-
ing in a peak in the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility.
Cole and Cole19 have shown empirically that the complex
magnetic susceptibility due to Brownian relaxation for a
polydisperse ensemble of beads is often well described by
χ =
χ0 − χ∞
1 + (if/fB)
1−α + χ∞, (2)
where χ0 and χ∞ are the DC and high frequency suscep-
tibilities, respectively. The parameter α is a measure of
the polydispersity of the bead ensemble and can assume
values between 0 and 1. For a monodisperse sample,
α = 0 and the Cole-Cole model reduces to the Debye
model20.
B. Sensor signal
The sensors used in this study are based on the
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) eﬀect21. The sen-
sors are structured in a bridge geometry as shown in
Fig. 1. A bias current I is applied in the x-direction
and the potential diﬀerence Vy is measured across the y-
direction. The signal from the sensor bridge is the same
as for cross-shaped planar Hall eﬀect sensors except for
a geometrical ampliﬁcation15. To distinguish them from
other AMR bridge geometries we have therefore named
them planar Hall eﬀect bridge (PHEB) sensors15.
For low magnetic ﬁelds, the sensor signal is linear and
given by15
Vy = IS0Hy, (3)
where S0 is the low-ﬁeld sensitivity and Hy is the av-
erage magnetic ﬁeld acting on the sensor area in the y-
direction.
Our measurements of the magnetic bead susceptibil-
ity are performed in nominally zero externally applied
FIG. 1. Picture of a sensor with deﬁnition of dimensions. The
bias current I is applied through the arms in the x-direction,
while the potential diﬀerence Vy is measured across the y-
direction.
magnetic ﬁeld and the beads are magnetized by the
magnetic ﬁeld arising from the alternating bias current
I(t) = IAC sin(2pift) passed through the sensors. We
have previously shown16 that the in-phase and out-of-
phase components of the complex second harmonic sen-
sor signal V2 = V
′
2+iV
′′
2 measured using lock-in technique
can be written
V ′2 = −2−3I2ACS0γ1χ′′ (4)
V ′′2 = −2−3I2ACS0(γ0 + γ1χ′). (5)
Here, γ0 is a constant depending on the sensor stack and
geometry that describes the sensor self-biasing and γ1
is a parameter depending on the sensor geometry and
distribution of beads that describes the magnetic ﬁeld
acting on the sensor from magnetic beads magnetized by
the sensor self-ﬁeld. The value of γ1 is positive in the
presence of beads and zero in the absence of beads22.
Thus, the in-phase second harmonic sensor signal is pro-
portional to the out-of-phase magnetic bead susceptibil-
ity and the out-of-phase second harmonic sensor signal
depends linearly on the in-phase magnetic bead suscep-
tibility. The term γ0 can be found from a measurement
without beads and subtracted from the out-of-phase sen-
sor signal. The resulting corrected value V ′′2,cor is propor-
tional to the in-phase magnetic bead susceptibility. In
the data presentation and analysis it is convenient to use
this to relate the corrected second harmonic sensor signal
V2,cor = V
′
2 + iV
′′
2,cor to the Cole-Cole expression, Eq. (2),
as
−iV2,cor = V ′′2,cor − iV ′2 =
V0 − V∞
1 + (if/fB)
1−α + V∞, (6)
where V0 and V∞ are deﬁned as
V0 = −2−3I2ACS0γ1χ0 (7)
V∞ = −2−3I2ACS0γ1χ∞. (8)
We note that the value of γ1 cannot be determined unless
the bead distribution is known and that it is sensitive
3to changes of the bead distribution and concentration
near the sensor surface over the duration of an experi-
ment. Thus, the method provides relative and not ab-
solute values of the complex magnetic susceptibility and
care should be taken if beads tend to sediment.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
The planar Hall eﬀect bridge sensor used for
the following experiment consist of four segments
arranged in a Wheatstone bridge conﬁguration as
shown in Fig. 1, each bridge segment has a
length of l = 280 µm and a width of w =
20 µm. The exchange-biased sensor stack consisting of
Ta(3 nm)/Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/Mn80Ir20(20 nm)/Ta(3 nm)
has been sputter-deposited in an applied magnetic ﬁeld
of 20 mT to deﬁne an easy direction of magnetization
along the positive x-direction. For further details on the
fabrication please see Ref 16. The low-ﬁeld sensitivity
for this sensor was found to be S0 = −581 V/(T A), and
the bridge resistance along the current was found to be
151.5 Ω.
Electrical contact to the sensor was made with a click-
on ﬂuidic system14, which also deﬁned the ﬂuidic chan-
nel on top of the sensor. The channel dimensions were
length×width×height = 5 mm×1 mm×0.1 mm. During
all measurements the temperature of the sensor mount
was kept constant at (25.00±0.01)◦C using a PID con-
trolled Peltier element. The sensor was not electrically
or magnetically shielded.
A. Brownian relaxation measurements
The second harmonic sensor signals were measured us-
ing two diﬀerent lock-in ampliﬁers depending on the in-
vestigated interval of frequencies.
Frequency sweeps below 50 kHz were carried out using
a Stanford Research Systems model SR830 lock-in am-
pliﬁer. The alternating sensor bias current of amplitude
IAC = 20 mA was supplied by a Keithley model 6221
AC current source. The two instruments were synchro-
nized via a trigger link. The frequency of the current
was swept from f = 43 kHz to f = 1.88 Hz in 29 log-
arithmically equidistant steps. After each measurement
at frequency f a reference measurement was performed
at a reference frequency fref near the expected Brownian
relaxation frequency of the beads under investigation. A
full frequency sweep consisting of the 30 measurements at
diﬀerent frequencies and the 30 reference measurements,
which in total took 3 min and 45 s to record.
Frequency sweeps extending up to 5 MHz were carried
out using a Zurich Instruments HF2LI lock-in ampliﬁer.
The internal voltage output of the lock-in ampliﬁer was
used to bias the sensors corresponding to a current of
amplitude 20 mA. The frequency was swept from f =
5 MHz to f = 37.7 Hz in 30 logarithmically equidistant
steps. Also for these measurements, reference points were
measured between each frequency. A full frequency sweep
took 5 min and 20 s.
Brownian relaxation measurements were performed for
six diﬀerent bead types with nominal diameters Dnom
ranging from 10 nm to 250 nm. The following bead types
were studied: (1)-(3) SHP Iron Oxide nanoparticles with
nominal diameters of Dnom = 10 nm, 25 nm and 40 nm
and carboxylic acid surface groups from Ocean Nanotech,
USA, suspended in MilliQ water; (4) plain BNF-starch
beads with a nominal diameter of Dnom = 80 nm (cat.
10-00-801) fromMicromod, Germany, suspended in phos-
phate buﬀered saline (PBS); (5)-(6) plain Nanomag-D
beads with nominal diameters of Dnom = 130 nm (cat.
09-00-132) and 250 nm (cat. 09-00-252) from Micromod,
Germany, suspended in PBS. Beads with nominal diam-
eters from 10 nm to 40 nm were characterized using the
high-frequency set-up, and beads with nominal diameters
from 80 nm to 250 nm beads were characterized using the
low-frequency set-up. The bead concentration was kept
constant at 1 mg/mL for all six bead types.
For measurements with both lock-ins, reference fre-
quency sweeps without beads were measured with liquid
in the ﬂuidic channel to correct for γ0 before injection of
the bead suspension. Then, 20 µL of bead suspension was
injected into the liquid channel on the chip at a ﬂow rate
of 13.3 µL/min for 1.5 min. This volume corresponds to
40 times the channel volume. After injection of the bead
suspension, the beads were left for characterization in the
ﬂuidic channel for about 60 min (Ocean Nanotech beads)
or 240 min (Micromod beads) before being washed out
at ﬂow rate of 300 µL/min. Measurements were also per-
formed after washing to verify that the signals returned
to their initial values. Measurements on the same bead
suspension using both set-ups were found to give iden-
tical results in the overlapping intervals although with
a slightly lower data noise at low frequencies using the
set-up for low frequencies (data not shown).
B. Data treatment
First, the data were corrected for instrumental phase
shifts and oﬀsets due to γ0 using the reference sweeps
measured without beads. Then, the data recorded at
diﬀerent frequencies were corrected for the variation of
the signal amplitude due to bead sedimentation over the
duration of a frequency sweep. This was done by normal-
izing the measurement at each frequency f with the in-
phase second harmonic sensor data recorded at f = fref .
Finally, all data in the frequency sweep were multiplied
with the average value of the measurements at f = fref
obtained during the frequency sweep. Bead sedimenta-
tion over a single frequency sweep was mainly an issue
for the 250 nm beads from Micromod. Subsequently, the
modiﬁed Cole-Cole model, Eq. (6), was ﬁtted to the cor-
rected data with fB, α, V0 and V∞ as the four free ﬁtting
parameters. The model was ﬁtted to the in-phase and
4out-of-phase sensor data simultaneously with a single set
of parameters. The hydrodynamic diameters were calcu-
lated from the obtained Brownian relaxation frequency
using Eq. (1) assuming that the beads are spherical and
the PBS does not change the dynamic viscosity. The
hydrodynamic diameters will be reported instead of the
Brownian relaxation frequencies.
IV. RESULTS
A. Signal vs. time at f = fref
The in-phase signals measured at f = fref chosen near
the Brownian relaxation frequencies are plotted vs. time
t after injection of the bead suspension in Fig. 2 for all
bead types. The value of fref is indicated in the ﬁgure
for each bead type. The signals from the Ocean Nan-
otech beads (Fig. 2(a)) show a steep increase over the
ﬁrst few minutes and become stable after ∼5-15 min.
The signals from the Micromod beads (Fig. 2(b)) show
a steep initial increase followed by a slow linear increase
with time for at least several hours. The initial signal
increase takes place at a higher rate for smaller beads
than for larger beads. The transition to the region with
a linearly increasing signal occurs at t ∼10 min, ∼15 min
and ∼45 min for the Micromod beads with Dnom=80 nm,
130 nm and 250 nm, respectively, and the linear increase
is signiﬁcantly larger for the 250 nm beads than for the
other two bead sizes. From the ﬁgure it is also seen that,
except for the 130 nm beads, the signal magnitude in-
creases with increasing bead size. It is also noted that all
signals return to their baseline level after washing.
From the reference measurements, the standard devi-
ation of the baseline in-phase sensor signal is estimated
for each of the six reference frequencies. This is done
by ﬁnding the standard deviation of the points measured
without beads present in the ﬂuidic system (σNoBeads).
This number represents the combined eﬀect of the sensor
and ampliﬁer noise and ﬂuctuations of the ambient con-
ditions (temperature, magnetic and electric ﬁelds) dur-
ing an experiment and deﬁnes the smallest signal change
that can be resolved under our experimental conditions.
The six values are listed in Table I. It is seen that the
values of σNoBeads are constant at 5-6 nV for the frequen-
cies between 226.67 kHz and 4.67 kHz measured with the
HF2LI lock-in ampliﬁer, whereas they increase from 4 nV
to 10.9 nV when decreasing the frequency from 481.88 Hz
to 42.67 Hz for the SR830 lock-in ampliﬁer.
B. Brownian relaxation measurements with PHEB
In Fig. 3 the in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom)
second harmonic sensor signals are plotted as function
of frequency for measurements initiated at t = 20 min.
The solid lines are least square curve ﬁts of the Cole-Cole
model to the data. The model generally provides good
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FIG. 2. In-phase second harmonic signal measured at the
indicated values of fref vs. time t after injection of the bead
suspension for (a) Ocean Nanotech beads with nominal diam-
eters of 10 nm, 25 nm and 40 nm, and (b) Micromod beads
with nominal diameters of 80 nm, 130 nm and 250 nm. In the
ﬁnal part of each experiment, the bead suspension is washed
out of the channel.
TABLE I. Standard deviation σNoBeads of baseline in-phase
sensor signal at f = fref for the six values of fref used for the
diﬀerent bead types.
Lock-in fref σNoBeads
HF2LI 226.67 kHz 5.1 nV
HF2LI 36.67 kHz 5.6 nV
HF2LI 4.67 kHz 5.6 nV
SR830 481.88 Hz 4.0 nV
SR830 120.47 Hz 7.6 nV
SR830 42.67 Hz 10.9 nV
ﬁts to the data. In order to better illustrate the shape of
the curves and the quality of the ﬁts, the second harmonic
signals have been normalized to their maximum values
and plotted in Fig. 4. From the normalized plots it is seen
that the peaks in the in-phase signals are comparatively
narrow for the 10 nm, 40 nm and 80 nm beads and wide
for 25 nm, 130 nm and 250 nm beads.
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FIG. 3. In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second har-
monic sensor signal obtained and corrected as described in
the text. The solid lines are ﬁts of the Cole-Cole model to the
data.
The values of the ﬁtting parameters are shown in
Table II. The height of the peak in the V ′2 data de-
pends only on V0 − V∞ and α and is given by V ′2,peak =
−Im [(V0 − V∞)/(1 + i1−α)]. For α = 0, V ′2,peak =
1
2 (V0 − V∞). From the table, it observed that the hydro-
dynamic diameters obtained from the ﬁts are all within
40 % of the nominal bead sizes. It is also seen that for
the 10 nm - 80 nm beads the value of V0 − V∞ increases
with the bead diameter. V∞ is found to be close to zero
for the beads from Ocean Nanotech.
1. Sensor signal vs. nominal bead concentration
From the measurements it is possible to estimate the
signal normalized with the bead molar concentration for
the six diﬀerent bead types. This number is impor-
tant when estimating the suitability of each bead type
for volume-based biosensing. The signal per bead molar
concentration is calculated by dividing the in-phase peak
signal V ′2,peak with the molar concentration c of beads.
The in-phase peak signal per concentration is listed in
Table II. From this table it is seen that although the
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FIG. 4. In-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) second har-
monic sensor signal from Fig. 3 normalized to their respective
maximum values. The solid lines are ﬁts of the Cole-Cole
model to the data.
bead concentration by mass is the same for all samples,
the samples with larger beads provide more signal. Ob-
viously, when the signal is normalized with the molar
concentration of the bead suspension, the larger beads
provide a substantially higher signal. For example, the
signal for the 250 nm beads is found to be 5 orders of
magnitude larger than that for the 10 nm beads. If the
bead magnetizations were the same, this diﬀerence would
be anticipated to be 253 = 15625, which is one order of
magnitude smaller than the observed ratio. However, it
should be noted that the larger beads also sediment such
that the actual bead concentration near the sensor sur-
face is higher than the nominal one.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Brownian relaxation measurements
It is seen from the results that the planar Hall ef-
fect sensor can be used to measure Brownian relaxation
over the frequency range 1 Hz - 1 MHz. With this fre-
quency range it is shown that Brownian relaxation can
be measured for beads ranging in diameters from 10 nm
6TABLE II. Values of Dh, α, V0 − V∞ and V∞ obtained from Cole-Cole ﬁts to the frequency sweeps initated 20 min after
injection of the bead suspensions. The numbers in parenthesis after the ﬁtting parameter are 95 % uncertainties. The last two
columns list the molar concentration c of each bead type in nM and the peak sensor signal normalized with the bead molar
concentration V ′2,peak/c.
Dnom Producer Dh α V0 − V∞ V∞ c V ′2,peak/c
[nm] [nm] [µV] [µV] [nM] [nV/nM]
10 Ocean Nanotech 12.4(3) 0.08(5) 0.23(2) 0.05(18) 860 0.1
25 Ocean Nanotech 21.6(4) 0.28(2) 0.56(2) 0.02(17) 58 3.0
40 Ocean Nanotech 42.4(2) 0.06(1) 0.97(1) 0.03(15) 14 31.4
80 Micromod 107.0(9) 0.20(1) 3.29(4) 0.4(7) 2.0 602
130 Micromod 155(2) 0.31(1) 0.99(2) 0.5(2) 0.48 622
250 Micromod 349(3) 0.43(1) 6.01(7) 5.2(5) 0.08 17.9×103
to 250 nm and meaningful hydrodynamic diameters can
be extracted from the measurements. The hydrodynamic
diameters for the small beads from Ocean Nanotech are
within a few nm of their nominal size. These diﬀerences
can be due to batch to batch variations. The hydro-
dynamic diameters found for the beads from Micromod
are found to be signiﬁcantly larger than their nominal
values. It is expected that the hydrodynamic diameters
are larger than their nominal values, because the nomi-
nal diameters are determined from transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), which measures the core size. How-
ever, the hydrodynamic size obtained for the 250 nm
beads is too large to be explained by diﬀerences in mea-
suring techniques alone. Eﬀects that could contribute
to a higher measured hydrodynamic size are trapping of
beads by the magnetostatic ﬁeld from the sensor stack,
interactions between the bead and the sensor surface and
bead-bead interactions.
B. Signal vs. time at f = fref
In the experiments, we found a steep initial increase of
the signal followed by either a stable signal for the beads
that are smaller than 100 nm or a slowly increasing sig-
nal for the beads that are larger than about 100 nm (cf.
Fig. 2). The steep initial signal increase is due to the in-
jection of the bead suspension in the already liquid-ﬁlled
ﬂuidic system; due to the parabolic velocity proﬁle of the
liquid during injection, the liquid near the channel walls
is replaced more slowly than that in the center of the
channel. This results in an equilibration process, where
the bead concentration at the sensor surface increases
due to continued injection of the bead suspension as well
as due to gravitational sedimentation and diﬀusion of the
beads.
The beads are subject to gravitational sedimentation
at a velocity u = D2(ρb − ρf)g/(18η),23 where D is the
bead diameter, ρf and ρb are the densities of the ﬂuid
and beads, respectively, and g is the gravitational accel-
eration. Taking D = Dnom we can ﬁnd the characteristic
time tsed for sedimentation of the beads in the channel as
h/u, where h = 0.1 mm is the channel height. For the Mi-
cromod beads, ρb ≈ 3 g/cm3 and we ﬁnd tsed[min]≃ 25,
90 and 240 for the beads with Dnom[nm]=250, 130 and
80, respectively.
The corresponding characteristic time tdif for diﬀusion
over the height of the liquid channel is estimated from
the Stokes-Einstein diﬀusivity Ddif = kBT/(3piηDnom)
using that Ddif ∼ h2/tdif . For the Micromod beads with
Dnom[nm]=250, 130 and 80, we obtain tdif [min]≃ 96, 50
and 31, respectively. These simple arguments show that
bead sedimentation dominates over the random thermal
motion of the beads for the 250 nm beads, that sedimen-
tation and thermal motion are comparable for the 130 nm
beads and that thermal motion dominates for beads with
sizes of 80 nm and below.
Experimentally, we have observed an initial steep in-
crease of the signal measured vs. time at f = fref in
Fig. 2 upon injection of the bead suspension. As pre-
viously mentioned, due to the parabolic velocity proﬁle
and that liquid without beads is already present in the
channel during injection, the bead concentration near the
bottom of the channel, where the sensor is located, is
therefore initially lower than in the bulk of the bead sus-
pension. This concentration increases due to exchange
of liquid in the channel, sedimentation and equilibration
of the bead concentration by diﬀusion. For the 250 nm
beads this equilibration is dominated by sedimentation
and the estimated sedimentation time of about 25 min
is consistent with the observed time of about 45 min
in Fig. 2(b). For the beads with sizes below 130 nm,
the equilibration time is mainly attributed to diﬀusion
of the beads. The beads from Ocean Nanotech are so
small that the equilibration takes place while the bead
suspension is injected. After the initial equilibration, the
signals from all bead types stabilize and remain essen-
tially constant except for the 250 nm Micromod beads,
where the signal shows a signiﬁcant increase with time.
We attribute this increase to accumulation of beads near
the sensor edges due to the magnetostatic ﬁeld from the
sensor stack. This accumulation was clearly visible in mi-
crographs of the sensor during the experiments and was
also visible in the frequency sweeps as a signal occur-
ring at a lower frequency than that due to freely rotating
beads. For the other bead types, no bead accumulation
7near the sensor edges could be observed visually and the
signal tail at low frequencies in the sensor measurements
due to immobilized or partially immobilized beads was
signiﬁcantly smaller or negligible. Thus, the sedimenta-
tion and trapping of the 250 nm beads results in a time
dependence of the signal due to the bead suspension it-
self, i.e., prior to introduction of biomolecules, which is
clearly undesirable. These beads are therefore not suited
for biosensing with the present sensors.
1. Sensor signal vs. nominal bead concentration
From the value of signal per bead concentration listed
in Table II, it is clear that the choice of bead type will
be very important for the sensitivity of a volume-based
biosensor. For the beads investigated here, the peak sig-
nal normalized with the nominal bead molar concentra-
tion varies over 5 orders of magnitude, which means that
the choice of bead has a high impact on the sensitiv-
ity and dynamic range of concentrations that can be de-
tected. For instance, the bead concentration of the 10 nm
beads is 860 nM, which means that, at least in principle,
it will be possible to detect analyte concentrations up to
this value. The downside is a low signal per bead which
for the 10 nm beads is only 0.1 nV/nM. Comparing to
the baseline resolution from Table I of 5.1 nV it implies
that the limit of detection is expected to be higher than
∼51 nM. On the other hand, for the 250 nm beads the
theoretical dynamic range is 0.6-81 pM, the drawback of
these beads is that they sediment, which will make them
diﬃcult to use for biosensing. The sedimentation of the
80 nm beads is limited and the signal is large. Thus,
these beads will be the best compromise for biosensing
to achieve a low detection limit. The theoretical dynamic
range for the 80 nm beads is 6 pM - 2 nM. The upper
sensitivity limit can be moved to higher concentrations
by increasing the bead concentration, but this will also
increase the background signal and potentially make it
more diﬃcult to measure low concentrations. The lower
limit of detection can be decreased further by decreasing
the bead concentration and/or increasing the signal-to-
noise ratio of the measurement system. The latter may
be achieved by improving the sensor design, using lower
noise ampliﬁcation electronics, by applying magnetic and
electrical shielding and by increasing the measurement
time.
VI. CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that planar Hall eﬀect bridge
sensors can be used to measure AC susceptibility of mag-
netic beads for frequencies spanning from DC to 1 MHz.
This wide frequency span allows for measuring Brown-
ian relaxation of beads with nominal diameters ranging
from 10 nm to 250 nm. The hydrodynamic diameters ob-
tained from the measurement are all within 40% of the
nominal diameter supplied by the manufacturer. From
the measurements it is also concluded that among the
investigated beads the 80 nm beads are most promising
for volume-based biosensing, because they provide the
largest signal per bead among the bead types that do
not suﬀer from sedimentation and magnetic trapping is-
sues on the sensors.
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On-chip measurements of Brownian relaxation in both frequency- and time
domain
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Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads are measured in the time domain using a magnetoresistive sensor called
planar Hall eﬀect bridge sensor. Brownian relaxation of four diﬀerent beads sizes (40 nm, 80 nm, 130 nm
and 250 nm) are measured with both the new time domain technique and the already established frequency
domain technique. For both techniques hydrodynamics sizes are determined based on the relaxation dynamics,
and both methods are found to agree well with the nominal size of the beads. Relaxation measurements are
also performed in both domains to detect clustering of streptavidin coated beads by addition of diﬀerent
concentrations of biotin-conjugated bovine serum albumin. The measurement time for the time domain
measurements is less than one sixth of the measurement time in the frequency domain, which potentially
allows for monitoring binding kinetics of magnetic beads with better time resolution.
PACS numbers: 75.75.Jn, 85.70.-w, 85.70.Kh
Keywords: Brownian Relaxometry, Lab-on-a-chip, Magnetic Sensor, Biosensor, Magnetic Beads
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic beads have been demonstrated as a useful
component in future biosensors1–4. A major advantage
of using magnetic beads for biodetection is that most bio-
logical samples are nonmagnetic, thus no background sig-
nal from the sample will add noise to the measurements.
Magnetic beads are also easy to functionalize such they
will bind speciﬁcally to antibodies or proteins.
Traditionally two approaches are used for biosensing
with magnetic beads, one is surface based and the other
volume based. For surface based sensing both the sensor
surface and the beads are functionalized such the analyte
will act as glue between the beads and surface. Thus the
presence of the analyte will result in an increase of bead
concentration near the sensor surface2,5,6. For volume
based sensing only the beads are functionalized and in-
stead of measuring the presence of beads, the hydrody-
namic size-increase of the beads due to the attached ana-
lytes is measured. Connolly and St Pierre 7 ﬁrst proposed
to use Brownian relaxation for detecting size changes due
to binding of analytes to magnetic beads.
Brownian relaxation of magnetic beads are often mea-
sured in the frequency domain by AC susceptibility
measurements with either inductive methods8, ﬂux-
gates9, SQUID magnetometers10 and magnetoresistive
sensors11,12, however it is also possible to measure brow-
nian relaxation in the time domain13–15. The advantage
of the measurements in the time domain is that measure-
ment can be performed much faster, ideally only one mea-
surement lasting less than a second is required, whereas
the AC susceptibility methods require multiple measure-
a)Electronic mail: Frederik.Osterberg@nanotech.dtu.dk
b)Electronic mail: Mikkel.Hansen@nanotech.dtu.dk
ments at diﬀerent frequencies, which results in measure-
ment times on the order of minutes.
Recently we have demonstrated that Brownian relax-
ation measurements in the frequency domain can be per-
formed on so called planar Hall eﬀect bridge sensors with-
out the need for any external magnets16. Here we demon-
strate that the same sensors can also be used for Brown-
ian relaxation measurements in the time domain.
II. THEORY
A. Brownian relaxation of magnetic of beads
We consider a magnetic bead with the magnetization
(M) placed in an applied magnet ﬁeld. For convenience
the magnetization is deﬁned to be positive when parallel
to the applied ﬁeld, such that the magnetization is +M0
and−M0 when all the magnetic moments are parallel and
anitparallel to the applied ﬁeld, respectively. The mag-
netization of the bead placed in the magnetic ﬁeld will
align with the ﬁeld either by internal ﬂipping of the mag-
netization (Ne´el relaxation17) or by a physical rotation of
the bead (Brownian relaxation18). For the beads used in
this study the Ne´el relaxation time is much longer than
the Brownian relaxation time, which therefore dominates
the relaxation dynamics of the beads. The Brownian re-
laxation of magnetic beads can be measured in both the
time domain and the frequency domain. The theory for
both domains are described below.
1. Time domain
When Brownian relaxation is measured in the time
domain a characteristic time is the Brownian relaxation
2time, which is given by
τB =
3ηVh
kBT
, (1)
where η is the viscosity of the liquid in which the bead is
suspended, Vh is the hydrodynamic volume of the bead
and kBT is the thermal energy.
For this study the measurements in the time domain
will be performed by passing a square wave current (I)
with an amplitude of I0 though the sensor and a period of
T . The current through the sensor will generate a mag-
netic self-ﬁeld (B) around the sensor proportional to the
current, such the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld changes
with the direction of the current. The mmagnetization
of the bead rotates to align itself with the magnetic ﬁeld.
This means that just after ﬂipping of the current from
+I0 to −I0 the magnetization of the bead will be antipar-
allel with the self-ﬁeld, and then relax to being parallel.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Schematics of how a magnetic bead relaxes in a ﬂip-
ping magnetic ﬁeld. The magnetic ﬁeld changes direction
when the current changes direction. Before ﬂipping of the
magnetic ﬁeld the magnetization of the bead will be parallel
with the ﬁeld. Immediately after ﬂipping of the magnetic ﬁeld
the magnetization of the bead will be anti-parallel, meaning
the the magnetization along the applied ﬁeld is M = −M0,
the bead will then relax by rotation to become parallel with
the ﬁeld (M =M0).
The relaxation of the bead will be an exponential decay
with the Brownian relaxation time as the exponential
time constant. Since the magnetization of the bead will
relax from being antiparallel to being parallel with the
magnetic ﬁeld, the magnetization will decay from −M0
to +M0, thus the magnetization as function of time is
described by
M(t) =M0(1− 2 exp(−t/τB)), (2)
where t is the time after each ﬂipping the magnetic ﬁeld.
2. Frequency domain
The traditional method of measuring Brownian relax-
ation with planar Hall eﬀect sensors is by passing an al-
ternating current through the sensor
I(t) =
√
2IRMS sin(2pif), (3)
where IRMS is the root mean square value of the current
and f is the frequency of the current.
When measurements are performed in the frequency
domain the characteristic frequency is the Brownian re-
laxation frequency
fB =
1
2piτB
=
kBT
6piηVh
, (4)
The Brownian relaxation frequency is the frequency at
which the phase-lag between the magnetic moment of the
bead and the applied ﬁeld is largest, meaning that a peak
will appear in the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility at
f = fB.
For measurements in the frequency domain the com-
plex magnetic susceptibility is given by the Debye the-
ory19
χ(f) = χ′ − iχ′′ = χ0 − χ∞
1 + (if/fB)
+ χ∞, (5)
where i is the imaginary unity deﬁned as i =
√−1, χ′
and χ′′ are the in-phase and out-of-phase magnetic sus-
ceptibilities, χ0 and χ∞ are the DC and high frequency
susceptibility, respectively.
3. Size distribution
The equations for the magnetization in the time do-
main and magnetic susceptibility in the frequency do-
main are only valid for a monodisperse ensemble of beads.
Hence, the equations need to be averaged over a bead dis-
tribution. Traditionally the size distribution of magnetic
beads are described by the log-normal distribution, which
is given by
fLN(Dh)dDh =
1
Dhσ
√
2pi
exp
(
− (lnDh − µ)
2
2σ2
)
dDh,
(6)
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation
on the log-scale. Since the beads signals obtained are
proportional to the bead volume the probability density
function is also assumed to be volume weighted, i.e. the
volume fraction of the particles with hydrodynamic di-
ameters between Dh and Dh+dDh is fLN(Dh;µ, σ)dDh.
The median of the distribution is given by D˜h = exp(µ).
B. Sensor signals
For low magnetic ﬁelds, the sensor signal is linear and
given by20
V = S0IHy +RoﬀsetI, (7)
where S0 is the low-ﬁeld sensitivity, Hy is the magnetic
ﬁeld acting in the y-direction. Roﬀset is due to a possible
unbalance in the sensor. Hy is given by
Hy = γ0I +Hy,beads +Hy,ext. (8)
3Here γ0 is a constant that describes the eﬀect of the
self-ﬁeld, γ0 is dependent on the geometry of the sen-
sor. Hy,beads and Hy,ext are magnetic ﬁeld acting on
the sensor in the y-direction from the beads and exter-
nal sources, respectively. Hy,beads will be deﬁned slightly
diﬀerently for measurements in the time and frequency
domains. In the time domain
Htimey,beads = γ1tM(t)I (9)
and in the frequency domain
H freqy,beads = γ1χ(f)I, (10)
where γ1t and γ1 are constants that depend on the sensor
geometry and bead distribution.
1. Time domain
When measurements are performed in the time domain
the current is alternating between +I0 and −I0, which
leads to the following two signals
V |I=+I0 = S0I20 (γ0 + γ1tM(t)) + S0I0Hy,ext +RoﬀsetI0
(11)
V |I=−I0 = S0I20 (γ0 + γ1tM(t))− S0I0Hy,ext −RoﬀsetI0
(12)
From this it is seen that Roﬀset and Hy,ext can be
eliminated by calculating the average of the two and
γ0 + γ1tM(t) can be eliminated by calculating the dif-
ference
Vave =
V |I=+I0 + V |I=−I0
2
= S0I
2
0 (γ0 + γ1tM(t))
(13)
Vdiﬀ =
V |I=+I0 − V |I=−I0
2
= S0I0Hy,ext +RoﬀsetI0.
(14)
The oﬀset due to γ0 in Vave can be corrected for by sub-
tracting a measurement performed without beads. After
this correction Vave is proportional to the time dependent
magnetization. It is seen that Vdiﬀ is linearly dependent
on Hy,ext.
The function that is ﬁtted to the measurements is the
theoretical signal times the log-normal distribution inte-
grated over the hydrodynamic size
Vﬁt,t = V0t
∫ ∞
0
(
1− 2 exp
( −t
τB(Dh)
))
fLN(Dh)dDh+Voﬀset,
(15)
where V0t = S0I
2
0γ1tM0 is the amplitude of the decay and
Voﬀset is correcting for potential oﬀsets. The free ﬁtting
parameters are V0, Voﬀset, D˜h and σ, where the two last
are deﬁning the log-normal distribution.
2. Frequency domain
For measurement in the frequency domain it has pre-
viously been shown16 that the complex magnetic suscep-
tibility can be measured in the second harmonic in-phase
and out-of-phase sensor signals
V ′2 = −2−2I2RMSS0γ1χ′′ (16)
V ′′2 = −2−2I2RMSS0(γ0 + γ1χ′), (17)
Thus, the in-phase second harmonic sensor signal is pro-
portional to the out-of-phase magnetic bead susceptibil-
ity and the out-of-phase second harmonic sensor signal
depends linearly on the in-phase magnetic bead suscep-
tibility. Again the oﬀset due to γ0 can be corrected for
by subtracting a measurement without beads.
The function used for ﬁtting to the measurements in
the frequency is again the sensor signals times the lognor-
mal distribution integrated over the hydrodynamic diam-
eter.
Vﬁt,f = V
′′
2 + iV
′
2 = i
∫ ∞
0
V0 − V∞
1 + (if/fB(Dh))
fLN(Dh)dDh + iV∞,(18)
where V0 = −2−2I2RMSS0γ1fχ0 and V∞ =
−2−2I2RMSS0γ1fχ∞. Along with V0 and V∞ the
free ﬁtting parameters are D˜h and σ of the log normal
distribution.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Fabrication and Set-up
The magnetic ﬁeld sensor used is a so called planar
Hall eﬀect bridge sensor. It is based on the anisotropic
magnetoresistance of permalloy. The sensor stack
Ta(3 nm)/Ni80Fe20(30 nm)/Mn80Ir20(20 nm)/Ta(3 nm)
was deposited in an applied ﬁeld of 20 mT along the
positive x-direction to deﬁne an easy magnetization di-
rection. The stack was patterned in wheatstone bridge
geometry consisting of four segments each with a length
of l = 280 µm and a width of w = 20 µm. For a more
detailed description of the fabrication see Ref 16. The
low ﬁeld sensitivity of the sensor have been measured to
S0 = −591 V/(T A) and the resistance along the current
was measured to 161.7 Ω.
In order to allow for electrical contact to the sen-
sor a click-on ﬂuidic system12,16 was used, which
also deﬁned the ﬂuidic channel with dimensions
length×width×height = 5 mm×1 mm×0.1 mm. The
temperature of the sensor was kept constant at
(25.00±0.01)◦C by a PID controllered Peltier element.
The sensor was not electrically nor magnetically shielded.
B. Measurement equipment
The current through the sensor was supplied by a
6221 AC and DC Current Source (Keithley Instruments,
4USA). For time domain measurements it delivered a
square wave with a current amplitude of I0 = 14.1 mA
at a frequency of 8 Hz, which allowed 62.5 ms between
each ﬂipping of the current. For measurements in the
frequency domain a sine wave with a current amplitude
of 20 mA which corresponds to IRMS = 14.1 mA was
used, while the frequency was varied in 29 logarithmi-
cally equidistant steps from 43.69 kHz to 1.88 Hz.
For the time domain measurements the sensor signals
were recorded using a NI USB-6281 (National Instru-
ments, USA), which is an 18-Bit data acquisition box.
The lowest measuring range of 0.1 V was used, which
corresponds to a resolution of 0.8 µV. The sample rate
was set to 600,000 samples per second, and in addition
a low pass ﬁlter of 3 kHz was applied to ﬁlter away any
high frequency noise. To improve the signal to noise ratio
the signal was averaged over 192 periods. Thus, the time
used for time domain measurements was 24 s. For the
analysis of the measurements the recorded measurements
were transformed from being on a linear time scale to be-
ing on a logarithmic time scale by placing the measure-
ments into ”bins” that are logarithmic increasing with
time.
Measurements in the frequency domain were recorded
using a SR830 Lock-In Ampliﬁer (Stanford Research Sys-
tems, USA). The NI USB-6281 and SR830 were con-
nected in parallel such that measurements with both in-
struments were performed immediately after one another.
As mentioned above a frequency sweep consisted of 30
individual frequencies, which resulted in a measurement
time of 2 min and 21 s, almost 6 times the measurement
time for the time domain measurement.
C. Measurements
1. Bead sizes
Brownian relaxation have been measured in both the
time and frequency domains for four diﬀerent bead types
with nominal diameters of 40 nm, 80 nm, 130 nm
and 250 nm. The 40 nm beads were SHP Iron oxide
nanoparticles with carboxylic acid group (Ocean Nan-
otech, USA), the 80 nm beads were BNF-starch with a
plain surface (Micromod, Germany) and the 130 nm and
250 nm were Nanomag-D also with plain surface (Micro-
mod, Germany).
All bead types were diluted to a concentration of
1 mg/mL with MilliQ water for the 40 nm and a phos-
phate buﬀered saline (PBS) solution for the remain
three bead types. 20 µL of each sample was subse-
quently injected into the ﬂuidic channel at a ﬂow rate
of 13.3 µL/min for 1.5 min. The beads were left in the
channel for 10 min to allow for a steady state, before the
shown measurements were recorded. Finally, the beads
were washed out at a ﬂow rate of 300 µL/min for 1-2 min.
In between measurements on the four samples measure-
ments were performed with PBS in the channel to be able
to correct for γ0.
2. Bead clustering
In addition to measuring diﬀerent bead sizes, mea-
surements of bead clustering was also performed. Here,
biotin-conjugated bovine serum albumin (bBSA) (A8549,
Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was mixed with streptavidin coated
80 nm BNF-starch beads (Micromod, Germany) sus-
pended in PBS. Time and frequency domain relaxation
were measured for ﬁve diﬀerent samples: two without any
bBSA and three with bBSA in concentrations of 2.5 nM,
5 nM and 10 nM, respectively. The concentration of
beads was kept constant at 1 mg/mL. Each sample was
left 20 min in the ﬂuidic system, which allowed for ac-
quiring ﬁve measurement in both the time and frequency
domain for each sample. However, the ﬁrst measurement
in the frequency domain was performed during the in-
jection of beads. Thus, the bead concentration changed
a lot during this sweep and was for this reason not an-
alyzed. In between measurements on the ﬁve samples,
reference measurements were performed with PBS in the
channel to be able to correct for γ0.
IV. RESULTS
3. Bead sizes
In Fig. 2 the Brownian relaxation measurements in the
time domain are plotted for the four diﬀerent bead sizes.
The measurements have been normalized such that the
decay of each bead size can be easily compared. It is
seen that the relaxation time increases with the bead size.
The points measured for the 40 nm and 130 nm beads
look more scattered on this normalized scale. The lines
plotted through each data set are least square curve ﬁts
of Eq. (15). The parameters obtained from the ﬁts are
shown in Table I, which shows the median hydrodynamic
diameter is increasing with the nominal diameter. For
the Micromod beads the median hydrodynamic diame-
ters are found to be signiﬁcantly larger than the nominal
diameters. The σ is also seen to increase with the bead
size.
Figure 3 shows the Brownian relaxation measurements
in the frequency domain, the in-phase (top) and out-of-
phase (bottom) second harmonic sensor signals are plot-
ted vs. bias current frequency. From the ﬁgure it is seen
that the signal amplitudes varies with the bead types.
The lines plotted are least square curve ﬁts of Eq. (18) to
the measurements. It is seen that the ﬁt match the mea-
sured data well except for the 250 nm. The parameter
obtained from the ﬁts are listed in Table I. The median
hydrodynamic diameter and σ follow the same trends ob-
served for the time domain measurements, however the
hydrodynamic diameter for the 250 nm beads are found
5TABLE I. Parameters obtained from least square ﬁtting of Eq. (15) to the time domain measurements and Eq. (18) to the
frequency domain measurements for the four diﬀerent bead sizes. The number in parentheses are the error on an α = 5 % level
obtained from the least square curve ﬁts.
Time domain Frequency domain
Dnom [nm] D˜h [nm] σ V0 [µV] Voﬀset [µV] D˜h [nm] σ V0 − V∞ [µV] V∞ [µV]
40 41(2) 0.22(5) 1.8(3) -0.4(3) 42.5(3) 0.18(2) 0.95(2) 0.1(2)
80 108(1) 0.35(1) 4.81(2) 0.48(2) 107(2) 0.32(2) 3.16(5) 0.4(8)
130 152(2) 0.45(2) 1.36(2) 1.85(1) 159(4) 0.50(2) 0.97(2) 0.5(3)
250 299(4) 0.60(1) 7.68(6) 8.15(5) 350(7) 0.64(2) 5.66(7) 5.5(5)
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FIG. 2. Brownian relaxation measurements in the time do-
main. Normalized Vave vs. time for four diﬀerent bead sizes.
The signals are normalized such that the signal are -1 at the
start and 1 at the end.
to be signiﬁcantly larger from the frequency domain com-
pared to the time domain.
A. Bead clustering
In Fig. 4 the time domain measurements for bead clus-
tering with bBSA are shown. All the measurements
shown are the last performed before washing away the
beads and have been corrected for oﬀsets. The lines are
least square curve ﬁts of Eq. (15) to the data. Data
from seven diﬀerent measurements are shown: Two mea-
surements with bead but without bBSA; three measure-
ments with beads and with varying bBSA concentrations;
and ﬁnally two reference measurements without beads
nor bBSA. It is seen that the two measurements without
bBSA almost coincide. As the bBSA concentration is
increased both the signal amplitude as well as the slope
after 50 ms increases.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding measurements to
Fig. 4 in the frequency domain. Again it is seen that
the measurements on the two samples without bBSA are
very similar. For the samples with bBSA it is seen that
the peak in the in-phase signal increase and shifts to-
wards lower frequency as the concentration of bBSA is
0
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FIG. 3. Brownian relaxation measurements in the frequency
domain. Second harmonic in-phase (top) and out-of-phase
(bottom) signal vs. frequency for 5 diﬀerent bead sizes. The
data is recorded from high to low frequency. The lines are
least square curve ﬁts of Eq. 18 to the data.
increased. Least square curve ﬁts of Eq. (18) are per-
formed for the ﬁve measurements with beads and plotted
as solid lines
The median hydrodynamic diameter and σ obtained
from both ﬁtting in the time and frequency domain are
listed in Table II. It is seen that both the median hy-
drodynamic diameter and σ increase with concentration
of bBSA in general. However, the hydrodynamic diam-
eters obtained in the time domain are not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent for bBSA concentrations of 2.5 nM and 5 nM.
In Fig. 6 the hydrodynamic diameters extracted from
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FIG. 4. Time domain measurements of clustering of strep-
tavidin coated bead by binding to bBSA. Vave is plotted vs.
time.
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FIG. 5. Frequency domain measurements of clustering of
streptavidin coated beads by bBSA. The in-phase (top) and
out-of-phase (bottom) second harmonic sensor signals are
plotted vs. bias current frequency. The lines are curve ﬁts
of Eq. 18 to the data.
ﬁtting are shown for the measurements with 0 nM and
10 nM as function of time after injection of beads. It is
seen that for both time and frequency domain the sample
TABLE II. Parameters obtained from least square ﬁtting to
the measurement in the time and frequency domain for ﬁve
diﬀerent bBSA concentrations. The number in parentheses
are the error on an α = 5 % level obtained from the least
square curve ﬁts.
Time domain Frequency domain
cbBSA [nM] D˜h [nm] σ D˜h [nm] σ
0 127.1(6) 0.31(1) 129(2) 0.34(2)
0 128.9(8) 0.33(1) 129(2) 0.34(2)
2.5 139.0(8) 0.40(1) 137(4) 0.40(3)
5 138.8(8) 0.43(1) 147(5) 0.47(3)
10 172.7(9) 0.62(1) 190(6) 0.65(3)
without bBSA result in hydrodynamic diameters slightly
increasing with time, when bBSA is present the hydrody-
namic diameters increase faster with time. It is also seen
that the obtained hydrodynamic diameters are found to
be larger from the frequency domain measurements.
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FIG. 6. Hydrodynamic diameters obtained in both time and
frequency domain vs. time after injection. Results are plotted
for samples with 0 nM and 10 nM of bBSA.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Bead size
The Brownian relaxation measurements recorded in
the time and frequency domain generally agree well. The
biggest diﬀerence is seen for 250 nm beads, where the
frequency domain measurement result in a signiﬁcantly
larger hydrodynamic diameter. It is also seen that the ﬁt
to the data from 250 nm in the frequency domain is not
perfect. These diﬀerences are due to the 250 nm beads
not being at a steady state during the measurement, in-
stead they are sedimenting. This means that the bead
concentration near the sensor surface increase during a
sweep, resulting in a higher concentration for the mea-
surements at the lower frequencies. The increased bead
7concentration will also increase the sensor signals mean-
ing that the low frequency measurement are too high
compared to the high frequency measurements. Thus
the Brownian relaxation peak is wrongly shifted towards
lower frequencies due to sedimentation. Since the time
spent for measurements in the time domain is only one
sixth of what is spent in the time domain, sedimentation
is a much smaller problem. ?? It could also be because
we do not measure for long enough time, and the beads
are therefor not all aligned when the ﬁeld ﬂips ??
Brownian relaxation of 40 nm beads are almost on the
limit of what can be resolved with the NI USB-6281 in
terms of both signal and time resolution. The signal relax
in less than 100 µs and the time resolution of the NI USB-
6281 is only 1.6 µs. From the scattering of the points for
the measurements on 40 nm beads it is also seen that the
signal change due to relaxation is only a few times the
noise.
The time domain measurements look more noisy than
the frequency domain measurements. Some the noise can
be explained by the equipment. As mentioned the lowest
range of the NI USB-6281 is 0.1 V, which is not optimal
when the signals due to the beads are less than 50 µV.
Amplifying the signals by a factor of 1000 would result
in a better usage of the input range. Another possible
reason for noise in the time domain measurements are
that any electrical or magnetic noise near the setup will
be picked up, whereas for the frequency domain the lock-
in ampliﬁer ﬁlters away most of the noise not present at
f . A possible solution to this problem could be to shield
the setup, amplify the signal or change the electronics.
B. Bead clustering
Both time and frequency domain measurements can
be used to detect the presence of bBSA by measuring an
increase in the hydrodynamic diameters. However with
the present setup it is seen that the frequency domain
measurements are more sensitive to bBSA, which again
is due to the low signal to noise ratio of the time domain
measurements.
It is also seen that for samples contained bBSA the
median hydrodynamic diameter increases with time,
whereas without bBSA it is almost constant. This is
because the beads that have formed clusters are sedi-
menting and thereby increasing the ratio between bound
and free beads near the sensor surface. This eﬀect will
make the planar Hall eﬀect bridge sensors more sensitive
the longer time before performing the measurement. Po-
tentially, the sedimentation can be enhanced by applying
a magnetic force pulling the beads to the sensor surface,
when the magnetic force is removed most of the clusters
will stay and if small enough beads with high diﬀusivity
are used, the free beads will diﬀuse away from the sensor.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that hydrodynamic sizes can be mea-
sured with planar Hall eﬀect bridge sensors in both the
time and frequency domain. It has also been demon-
strated that both methods can be used to detect clus-
tering of streptavidin coated beads by adding biotin-
conjugated bovine serum albumin. For the measurements
presented here time domain measurements takes only one
sixth of the time for frequency domain measurements.
The time needed for time domain measurements could
potentially be reduced to less than a second by optimiz-
ing the electronics, this would allow for monitoring real
time binding kinetics of magnetic beads and biological
samples.
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